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Abstract 

Transport planning has traditionally used a reactive “predict and provide” model in which 

the main role of public transport (PT) is to move rush-hour commuters to and from the 

CBDs of large, dense cities. Beyond this, PT is only needed as a “lifeline” service for those 

unable to access private travel. Contrary to these assumptions, network-oriented planning 

argues that high-quality, connective PT networks can leverage network effects to serve 

diverse travel needs and compete with the private car. 

In New Zealand, free-market thinking has made network-oriented approaches difficult to 

implement, but a series of reforms in the last 10–20 years have encouraged network-

oriented planning. These reforms were driven by the needs of Auckland and Wellington, 

but the experiences of other cities under these reforms have drawn little attention. This 

thesis utilises qualitative methods to investigate changes to PT, often involving elements 

of network-oriented planning, in small and medium New Zealand cities. This centres on 

eight key informant interviews and the case study of Dunedin, whose bus network has 

been reformed along network-oriented lines. 

Findings are focused on the future of PT in New Zealand, especially outside of the largest 

three cities. Reforms at a national level are regarded as successful despite some 

controversy over elements of the Public Transport Operating Model (PTOM). Although 

some commentators have called for responsibilities for PT to be moved from regional 

councils to city councils, this is not supported due to the importance of achieving 

economies of scale, especially around efficient use of limited professional expertise. The 

importance of economies of scale is demonstrated by a positive trend in recent years of 

increased collaboration between councils around the country. This is not to say the current 

governance arrangements are satisfactory; there may be a place for some PT functions to 

be centralised, and/or more specialised regional transport bodies. For small and medium 

cities especially, the challenges of serving schoolchildren with PT proves to be a complex 

issue; it is important that a network-oriented framework is not used too dogmatically to 

prevent solutions that are sensitive to actual local needs, which vary heavily from place to 

place. 

Although factors such as the size of a city, its urban form, or market forces have an impact, 

this thesis argues that the success or failure of PT in a city is ultimately within the control 
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of decision-makers. Given this, network-oriented planning is a key element of the joined-

up, integrated thinking needed to turn good intentions into results. 
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Living wage A wage that gives workers and their families sufficient 

income to obtain the basic necessities of life. 

Mode neutrality Avoiding fundamental preferences between PT modes (bus, 

tram, train, etc). Decisions over modes need to be made at 

some point but too often dominate over functional needs. 

Neoliberalism Political ideology that favours market-based solutions and 

reduction in government responsibility and spending. 

Net-cost contract A contract where the operator receives fare revenue, 

supplemented by a subsidy. This incentivises the operator 

to maximise patronage but makes it challenging for the 

transport agency to coordinate, market, and control 

services. 

Network effect The idea that a connected network (e.g. 

telecommunications, transport) is more than the sum of its 

parts. Related to cross-subsidy and foundational to 

network-oriented planning. 

Network topology The overall “shape” that a PT network’s lines form. E.g. 

radial, rectangular grid, polar grid, ubiquitous. 

Network-oriented 

planning 

The principle that public transport should be viewed and 

planned in integrated networks that, through network 

effects / cross subsidisation are more than the sum of their 

component parts.  A number of other phrases are used (e.g. 

network planning, integrated transport planning, 

multidestinational planning, proactive planning with 

business delivery); these can differ slightly in meaning or 

emphasis but are fundamentally the same idea. 

New network A redesigned public transport network that can be seen as a 

distinct change from the previous network, although its 

implementation might be gradual. 

On-demand 

transport 

Forms of public transport where the route and timing of 

services vary according to need 

Paratransit Specialised transport services targeted at users whose 

mobility needs make it difficult or impossible to access 

ordinary public transport. 
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Private transport Transport modes where the vehicle is not available to the 

public. For ease of categorisation, best taken to exclude 

active transport modes., 

Public transit Alternative phrase for public transport, used in North 

America. Sometimes just “transit”. 

Public transport (PT) “Regularly scheduled vehicle trips, open to all paying 

passengers, with the capability to carry multiple passengers 

whose trips may have different origins, destinations, and 

purposes” (Walker, 2012) 

Public Transport 

Operating Model 

(PTOM) 

The current system for procurement of PT services in New 

Zealand, consisting of both legislative and non-legislative 

elements. 

Timed transfer The coordination of PT timetables to give an easy transfer 

between multiple lines even at low frequencies. (Also called 

a pulse transfer). 

Traditional public 

transport planning 

Principles of public transport that have historically been 

used but are regarded as contrary to network-oriented 

planning. 

Transfer A PT user transfers when they board a second vehicle to 

complete a journey. Although inconvenient, transfers give 

access that could not be economically delivered through 

one-seat rides. 

Transport agency The public agency controlling a public transport network. In 

New Zealand these are usually regional councils. 

Verkehrsverbund Regional public transport agencies in German-speaking 

Europe, regarded as a key example of best practice. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Why does public transport matter? 

The topic of this thesis is, in the simplest terms, public transport (PT), especially in cities. 

More detail on the topic will be developed below, but before getting to such detail, I will 

first define what I mean by PT, and why it matters. 

1.1.1 Cities, mobility, and public transport 

Cities are places where a large number of people choose to live in proximity to each other 

in order to access mutual economic and cultural benefits. The trade-off is the scarcity of 

land: city-dwellers have exclusive access to a much smaller footprint of land, are 

constrained from many land uses, and are subjected to the negative externalities of 

neighbouring land uses. One of the oldest problems of the city is that of mobility: how do 

people move around the city to access what it has to offer? A city cannot function if its 

residents and visitors cannot move around to access employment, shops, entertainment, 

or relaxation. 

There are many solutions to this problem. In general, these solutions can be broken into 

three categories: active transport, private transport, and public transport, (although the 

lines between these can be blurry). Active transport can be defined as transport powered 

directly by the human body, with walking and cycling being the most important examples 

(Mandic et al., 2019). Private transport essentially refers to car travel, though it naturally 

extends to motorbikes, scooters, and similar. This leaves public transport. 

Care should be taken in defining what is and is not meant public transport. Public 

transport does not need to be publicly owned, run, or planned (although whether it should 

be any or all of these is a different question). A more tenable approach is to identify public 

transport by public availability, which is seen in, for example, the Otago Regional Council’s 

regional plan (Otago Regional Council, 2014b, p.12). This approach, however, goes a little 

too far; for example it counts taxis as public transport. While they are to a degree, this is 

not a useful definition for this thesis for the simple reason that it is not what this thesis is 

about. When people talk about PT they think of buses and trains, or other modes that 

operate in similar manners—fixed-route public transport. Walker (2012)’s definition is 

that public transport consists of: 
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regularly scheduled vehicle trips, open to all paying passengers, with the 

capability to carry multiple passengers whose trips may have different 

origins, destinations, and purposes. 

Because Walker is North American, he uses the phrase “public transit” instead of “public 

transport”, but his definition is an accurate description of what I mean by “public 

transport” in this thesis. There are some marginal cases such as on-demand services and 

paratransit (services designed for those, who through disability are unable to access 

regular PT) where there is an argument for extending the definition. The only real example 

that matters in this thesis is school buses. Regardless of not meeting all elements of this 

definition, I consider school buses in New Zealand to be PT for the purposes of this thesis 

because to dismiss school buses as “not PT” would be simply avoiding a necessary topic, 

especially for the small and medium cities which are the focus of this thesis, and where the 

role of specialised school buses is often proportionally large. 

In this thesis, the focus of attention is urban PT, i.e. public transport in cities or 

metropolitan areas. This is not to say this is the only form of PT that is of interest; there is 

a continuum of rural, regional, and inter-city PT. These other forms of PT share plenty of 

similarities with urban PT, and the ideas in this thesis may find some application beyond 

the urban setting, but the urban setting remains the focus of this work.  

1.1.2 Benefits of PT 

In terms of the modern city, the scarcity of space is a major problem for the most dominant 

mode of private transport, the car, which is extraordinarily spatially inefficient. One 

measurement has cars using approximately 13 times more space than public transport 

modes while in motion, at typical loadings (Berger-Schauer, 2015); the exact figures 

depend on what is being measured, but it is indisputable that when space is scarce, private 

travel imposes a heavy burden. Emissions from private cars have a heavy carbon footprint 

and drive local air pollution, and the sprawling suburbs of auto-centric cities have a large 

ecological footprint (Litman, 2002, pp. 14–15). 

It should be noted that the benefits of PT are especially in comparison to travel by car. The 

underlying assumption of this research is that mode shift from private cars to a 

combination of public and active transport is desirable; although PT is the topic, this is in 

no way intended to diminish the importance of active transport modes. Neither should 

this be taken as a belief that there should be no role for cars and other modes of private 

transport: rather, the incentives in making choices of how to travel need to be better 

aligned with the benefits to society, so that the very clear benefits to some of travel by car 
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are realised, without being cancelled out by the disadvantages of too many people 

travelling this way. 

1.2 Basis of research 

1.2.1 Personal experiences 

There are significant personal motivations for my researching this topic, which need to be 

stated clearly. As a teenager growing up in the eastern suburbs of Christchurch, access to 

the city’s bus network allowed me to develop a great deal of independence without needing 

to drive or to be driven by my parents. When I moved to Dunedin in 2009, the lower 

quality of PT meant that for several years, I only occasionally travelled around the city 

independently, until a combination of gradually improving PT quality and an improved 

understanding of the network meant I gradually used it more. These personal experiences 

informed the conception, design, data collections, and interpretation of this research. 

1.2.2 Network-oriented planning 

Many aspects of New Zealand’s PT changes can be viewed as part of an international, post-

neoliberal shift in the design and planning of PT networks. The shift is towards a 

somewhat contested and ambiguous idea that I refer to in this thesis as network-oriented 

planning; which emphasises the importance of viewing a PT network as more than the 

sum of its component parts due to “cross-subsidisation” or the “network effect”. Under 

network-oriented planning, coordinating PT routes, fares, branding, and services to 

leverage these benefits is of foundational importance; this does not mean that there is no 

place for market mechanisms, but often that it is “off-road”—for example, two bus 

companies might compete for a contract to run services, rather than both running buses 

on similar routes and competing for passengers. 

The most visible impact of network-oriented planning for users is in network design. 

Network-oriented planning points to a need for simple, consistent, and connective 

networks. This can be evident in incremental reforms or in more sudden reforms where a 

“new network” is imposed in relatively short time, and this has been seen across New 

Zealand.  

1.2.3 Changing PT in New Zealand 

PT in New Zealand has undergone significant changes in recent years, which will be 

outlined in more detail Chapter 4. The former legislative regime, formed in the height of 

1980s neoliberal reforms, have been (somewhat hesitantly) unwound and reshaped by 
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successive governments. As I will show, this was driven largely by the needs of the largest 

cities, with Auckland and Wellington struggling to take control of their PT networks due 

to resistance from entrenched commercial operators. Political factors acted to slow some 

of these changes with a change of government in 2008, and in the heights of the Global 

Financial Crisis, a funding squeeze was applied in order to extract better value for money, 

but a new Public Transport Operating Model that came into place in 2012 has prompted 

an era of network redesigns across the country. The impacts have been mixed, with 

financial constraints and local factors meaning that some cities have seen reduced service 

levels (Christchurch being the most dramatic example due to its earthquakes). However,  

where new funding has been available, there seems to have been some success. 

Much of the conversation on public transport centres on these three largest cities, whose 

combined PT patronage exceeds 90% of all patronage in the country. As stated above, the 

needs of Auckland and Wellington have driven changes to the national framework for PT; 

Christchurch, by contrast, was a pioneer of network-oriented planning in the early 2000’s 

with a more interventionalist approach. 

This thesis, however, is motivated by the informal question “what about the rest?” 

Although less attention is given to other cities, network-oriented planning reforms have 

been seen across the country. The particular motivating example is my own city of 

Dunedin, which saw a complex set of routes with irregular timetables and numerous 

minor variations greatly simplified in a new network. This thesis looks to understand the 

relationship that New Zealand cities such as Dunedin have with the new era of network-

oriented planning. As a basis for research, this has been formalised into a set of research 

questions, shown below. 

1.3 Methodology 

This thesis is based on an interpretivist paradigm and uses a qualitative approach. This is 

justified in Chapter 3; essentially, a qualitative approach allows for the application of 

network-oriented planning to be studied in depth. Primary research for this thesis consists 

of eight key informant interviews. This is supported by a range of secondary research, 

which outlines the context of the national PT framework, summarises and evaluates the 

state of PT networks around the country, and uses Dunedin’s bus network as a case study 

to show how network-oriented changes look in practice. 
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1.4 Research questions  

The overarching research question is as follows: 

How are small and medium PT networks in New Zealand being influenced by trends 

of network-oriented planning? 

This has been broken down into the following specific questions: 

1. What are the relationships between network-oriented planning and the changing 

PT framework at a national level in NZ? 

2. How are network-oriented planning practices and changes to the national PT 

framework being implemented in small and medium New Zealand cities? 

3. What future paths are available for PT in small and medium New Zealand 

centres? 

4. What are the differences in experiences of the changing PT framework in small 

and medium centres (compared with each other or with the large cities)? 

1.5 Thesis structure 

This thesis is divided into the following chapters: 

• Chapter 1 has introduced the thesis topic. 

• Chapter 2 forms the literature review, focused on identifying and exploring the 

concept of network-oriented planning, which is central to the research questions. 

• Chapter 3 summarises the research paradigms and methodology of the research. 

• Chapter 4 is a contextual chapter. It firstly summarises the legislative and 

regulatory framework of PT in New Zealand, particularly changes in the past 20 

years leading to the current Public Transport Operating Model (PTOM). It then 

provides a broad summary of New Zealand’s urban PT networks, including 

evaluating them in terms of network-oriented planning principles. 

• Chapter 5 gives a detailed case study of Dunedin’s network changes from 2008–

2020. As well as summarising the changes at a whole-of-network level, examples 

are given of the impacts on two particular parts of the network where particular 

insights can be gained: firstly the routes to Brighton, Green Island, Abbotsford, and 

Mosgiel; and secondly the routes to Wakari, Helensburgh, and Maori Hill. 

• Chapter 6 presents the results, structured around four key topics. 
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• Chapter 7 is a discussion chapter, structured around the four specific research 

questions above. It approaches this by giving partial answers and then synthesising 

these together to a finishing point. 

• Chapter 8 summarises the research’s conclusions and implications, and suggests 

paths for further research on PT, network-oriented planning, and related issues.
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Chapter 2: Literature review 

2.1 Introduction 

The theoretical idea underpinning this thesis is the concept of network-oriented planning. 

This is a contested concept, full of ambiguity: both a new concept and a longstanding one, 

it goes by multiple names with different meanings and emphasis; it often goes unnamed 

or even unrecognised. One particular influence is in the German-speaking countries of 

Western Europe whose Verkehrsverbund (regional PT agencies) from the 1970s onwards 

are a widely praised model of PT integration. In the Anglosphere, Canadian cities such as 

Toronto and Vancouver also strongly influential as far back as the 1920s; Portland, Oregon 

has been influential in the USA, and London remains a centre of gravity for PT best 

practices the world over. 

The ambiguities of network-oriented planning as an idea presents challenges. The 

approach taken by this literature review is to show the need for network-oriented thinking 

by outlining typical assumptions of public transport and public transport debates. This is 

referred to as “traditional public transport planning,” and is described below. The 

intention is that by understanding the failings of traditional PT approaches, the contrast 

with and need for network-oriented approaches becomes clearer. Once this background is 

set, network-oriented planning is defined and described, with details of the terminology 

clarified and a definition offered. The final sections go into detail on how this is translated 

into practice: further network-oriented principles, network design practices, and 

questions of governance and procurement for public transport. 

2.2 Post-war PT decline 

While the details varied by place, the decline of public transport patronage around the 

world generally came as a direct result of the growth of the private car. As it became 

apparent that the car would reshape cities, visions of future cities came to be dominated 

by the idea that public transport could not compete with the convenience of the private 

car. The most notable example of this was Le Corbusier’s bleak “Radiant City”, dominated 

by dispersed high-rise buildings, parking garages, and expressways. Meanwhile, Ebenezer 

Howard’s earlier, nostalgic “Garden City” predated the rise of the car and was founded on 

principles of well-coordinated public transport, but the car meant that the collective effort 
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required to develop quality public transport would no longer be an obstacle to such 

dispersion (Mees, 2010). 

By the post-WWII era, cities all around the world had developed extensive urban public 

transport networks, with the electric tram being the most common mode, along with heavy 

rail modes. The innovations of the trolleybus and the motorbus had occurred, but were 

not as revolutionary, often being imperfect substitutes for the tram that lacked capacity in 

large cities (Costa & Fernandez, 2012). However, the rise of the car led to plummeting PT 

patronage. Even as the car decentralised cities, most public transport networks were 

heavily radial in nature, designed to bring workers from outer suburbs to a dominant CBD 

(Thompson, 1977). Tram infrastructure and rolling stock was aging, and with decreasing 

patronage due to competition from the car, the street space taken up by rails was coveted 

for other use (Dravitzki & Lester, 2006). As patronage decreased, trolleybuses or 

motorbuses were an increasingly viable alternative, as were diesel buses. In New Zealand, 

all tram networks were torn down, and trolleybuses were abolished over time as well. 

The shift from tram to bus technologies is certainly correlated with a decline in public 

transport (as is the switch from steam to diesel traction on many railways). However, while 

public transportation decline occurred in the aftermath of the shift in technologies, the 

causal relationship is complex. As Dravizki and Lester (2006) argue, the removal of trams 

meant that their replacements would run more fully in mixed traffic, subject to car 

congestion, and improvements over time to give priority to buses through bus lanes, etc, 

have been very limited. 

The private car, of course, has real advantages over inflexible public transportation, but 

the sheer extent of the damage done to public transport was not a result merely of 

technological improvements, but also of utopian visions and dominant planning 

discourses. Planning in this era is associated with “rational comprehensive” or “synoptic” 

models, where planners are above-the-fray technocrats who make decisions based on 

numerical models and look to reshape cities in grandiose master plans (Lane, 2006). In 

the transport sector this led to ambitious plans of freeways through urban areas, often 

scaled back by public outcry (Brinkman & Lin, 2019). The assumptions of these models 

made it inevitable they would favour cars and freeways; forecasts that public transport 

would decline became self-fulfilling and self-perpetuating prophecies. New Zealand was 

severely affected, especially Auckland, which perpetuated the “American Heresy” even 

when actual American planning had moderated to the still-unsatisfactory compromise of 

“balanced transport” (Mees and Dodson, 2001).  
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Clearly, the decline of PT has been driven by a variety of factors. The private car is a 

genuinely useful invention that can be a source of great freedom, regardless of its spatial 

inefficiency. The car would always have had an impact on public transport usage. 

However, the scale of its impact has been multiplied by planning and city design which 

has attempted to find a space for the car in every corner of the city, and which has 

deprecated PT as unviable, a second-class option.  

2.3 The inadequate response 

Unfortunately, even planners and advocates of PT often came to accept the assumptions 

of car-centric planning. Thompson (1977) describes the “downtown oriented transit 

assumption”, that “transit can attract from the automobile only those travellers going to 

work in the CBD”. As described above, PT networks were traditionally radial to start with, 

but this had been the genuine urban form of earlier times. The downtown oriented transit 

assumption was the insistence that this still applied even as cities changed shape. 

Similarly, the assumption implies a dominance of peak-hour services, with limited 

services during the rest of the day and the weekend. In other words, there was no attempt 

to adapt PT to a new environment, but rather an insistence that it should continue to serve 

needs that no longer defined the realities of peoples’ lives. 

2.3.1 Example: Public transport and gender 

An example that illustrates this disconnection between people’s transport needs and 

outdated PT design principles is in the issue of gender, with the mobility needs of women 

often differing significantly from men. Indeed, changing gender roles mean that PT 

designed around the traditional needs of men not only fails to serve women (which it often 

Figure 1: Different travel needs between 
commuters and other users (traditionally men 
and women). From TUMI (2020). 
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never did) but also fails to serve modern men, who are no longer tied to these traditional 

gender roles. 

Schmucki (2002) analyses Germany as a case study. In the early twentieth century, public 

transport was a men’s realm, with 2–4 times more men than women travelling by tram. 

Public transport was a hostile environment for women, especially given restrictive clothing 

norms that slowed their boarding and alighting in an era where men would routinely jump 

on and off a slow-moving tram. However, societal change led to patronage equalising 

between the genders around the 1920s, driven both by increasing employment of women 

as well as new leisure opportunities. The rise of the motor car in the 1950s, as discussed 

above, led to a massive reshaping of transport patterns, but the uptake of driving was led 

by men. There was an expectation that private cars would completely take over travel to 

work, with public transport remaining “crucial for wives who have to do the shopping” 

(Colberg, 1958, as cited and translated by Schmucki, 2002). 

This is characteristic of the lukewarm defence PT has often received in the age of the car. 

Although giving more thought to the role of women on PT was welcome enough, PT was 

conceived of as an inferior product, for those who did not drive (women, in this case). 

The downtown-oriented transit assumption has continued around the world, failing to 

respond to diverse travel needs. This has occurred despite the fact that, in a single-car 

household, the husband typically had first choice of car-use (Pickup, 1984); therefore even 

in the refusal of PT to compete with the car, it has also not served the more diverse needs 

of its intended market. This has led to post-modern and feminist critiques of PT which was 

argued to be unable to serve complex travel needs (Huxley, cited in Mees, 2000). 

At this point, it should be noted that reactive thinking about PT has concluded the 

following: 

• PT can only effectively serve rush-hour travel to CBDs (the downtown-oriented 

transit assumption), yet PT is not needed to get to work. 

• PT is only important for serving non-work travel (traditionally the travel needs of 

women), yet is unable to serve the complex travel needs (such as those of women). 

These views might not have been all put forward at the same time, but by viewing them 

together, it is easy to see how PT could be undermined by criticism from all directions, 

leaving it with no role other than a low-quality alternative for those with no other choice. 

But what is left once PT has been undermined so deeply? Increased  car use is not 

necessarily a sign of freedom; in the context of gender, Schaeffer and Shar (cited in Mees, 
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2000) described how advances in cooking and transport technology have meant that “the 

modern mother has been freed from the stove and chained to the wheel”. Reactive 

arguments that PT only works in limited contexts ultimately undermines it in those very 

contexts, leading all worse off. While the traditional response of PT to the private car has 

been that PT cannot compete, a better approach is to argue that it must. 

2.4 Network-oriented planning 

2.4.1 Outline of varying terminology 

Network-oriented planning is one term for bundle of ideas that are named and defined in 

a number of different ways, but are strongly identified with each other. This variant comes 

from McLeod et al. (2017)’s review of urban public transport planning principles and 

practices, and I choose it over the more ambiguous phrase network planning that is 

particularly used in Australasia (Mees et. al, 2010; Mees & Dodson, 2010). The problem 

with this phrase is the ease with which it arises by accident; for example, it is difficult to 

work out whether network planning is a specific concept in the HiTrans best practice guide 

(Neilson et al, 2005), or simply a phrase that occurs naturally when talking about how to 

plan networks. Terms such as multidestinational approach (Thompson, 1977; Thompson 

and Matoff, 2003) are similar in emphasising the centrality of network topology, and 

might be associated with North American authors. From a different perspective, Barter 

(2008)’s term proactive planning with business delivery emphasises the consensus that 

network-oriented planning is best achieved through mixed mechanisms rather than 

ideologically pure market or public approaches; he also emphasises that the principles of 

network-oriented planning are applicable worldwide, and are not (as one might gather 

from the distribution of case studies in parts of the literature) an approach purely taken 

by wealthy, Global North nations. One final phrase is integrated transport planning, 

generally used in the United Kingdom. According to Della Porta (2019), this had negative 

utopian connotations in the era of neoliberal reforms but has been gradually rehabilitated 

into a less utopian concept with positive connotations. 

Of these four terms, the first two (network-oriented planning and the multidestinational 

approach) are founded on the spatial and temporal structure of an effective public 

transport network, with the methods of achieving such a network following from this. The 

later two reverse the logic, being founded on questions of effective governance structures, 

with the best-practice in network designs then being outputs. The distinction in 

approaches may come from the level of innovation that has occurred in European 
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governance, while North American governance models have been considerably more 

stable (Barter, 2008). 

2.4.2 Defining network-oriented planning 

The logic of traditional transport planning can be seen as quite reactive and reductive: for 

example, most patronage is in rush hour and to the CBD, so public transport should focus 

on such services. There is little consideration of the workings of the network as a whole; a 

public transport network is seen as simply made up of routes or services that can be 

analysed separately. This logic dovetails nicely with neoliberal discourses of competition, 

deregulation, and efficiency, so while neoliberal reforms of public transportation certainly 

had an effect on public transport planning and governance, which will be discussed further 

below, they served to embed and amplify well-established notions of the role of public 

transportation. However, conceptual challenges to traditional transport public transport 

planning have come from models that emphasise integration and proactive planning. 

These are network-oriented planning. Because of the many perspectives on network-

oriented planning it is difficult to settle on a single definition, but it should be enough to 

define network-oriented planning as planning based primarily on the importance of 

creating a complete and connective network. 

Network-oriented planning is based on the network effect, which Woo (2010, p.20) 

describes as 

…the benefit that arises when two or more services, consumers, or 

producers of compatible nature join forces and become more than purely 

the sum of their services, consumption, or products. In other words, it 

essentially captures the situation where the whole is more than the sum of 

its parts… 

In public transport, the network effect is strongly associated with transferring between 

different services (Neilson et al., 2005; Mees and Dodson, 2010; Mees, 2010; McLeod et 

al., 2017; Thompson, 1977). Public transport services are generally calculated as having an 

elasticity of demand with respect to service levels well below 1 (Neilson et al., 2005, p.84) 

which means that increasing service levels does not increase patronage to compensate. 

However, Mees (2000) argues that if service improvements are designed to enable 

transfers between lines, this can be overcome. His much-cited theoretical model of 

Squaresville shows how an underlying demand elasticity of 0.5 might be transformed to 

an effective elasticity of 5.5 if an increase in service is associated with a transformation 

from a set of disconnected bus lines to a perfect grid of intersecting services. These benefits 
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are dependent on users being prepared to transfer between different services, 

acknowledging some, but not excessive, reluctance to do so. This is a significant challenge; 

conventional wisdom is that passengers are reluctant to make transfers (Lawrie and Stone, 

2015) and this is used by traditional transport planning to justify network designs that 

avoid transfers. Network-oriented planning, however argues that it is much better to be 

able to reach a destination via transfers than to not be able to reach it at all. Becker and 

Spielberg (1999), in their positive analysis of a multi-nodal timed-transfer network in 

Norfolk, Virgina, conclude that: 

It is axiomatic in our industry that transfers are bad. TRT’s experience 

suggests that it is bad transfers that are bad. Well-designed timed 

transfers benefit transit customers. Because travel is dispersed, there is, in 

fact, no other practical way for a fixed route transit service to handle the 

dispersed patterns of travel in today’s multicentered metropolitan areas. 

 It is, however, important to acknowledge that network designs should not force 

unnecessary transfers; several network design practices described below, notably 

through-routing in CBDs, are designed to reduce transfers. 

Although transfers are central to network-oriented planning and the network effect, other 

temporal components of network-oriented planning can also be interpreted in terms of 

the network effect. For example, network-oriented planning focuses less on peak-hour 

services and promotes strong inter-peak, evening, and weekend frequencies, even when 

services at these times run with significant spare capacity. This is not merely to serve the 

needs of users who do not need to travel at peak hours—such users would probably be less 

sensitive to lower frequencies so long as the service were reliable—but is due to an 

interdependence between peak-hour and off-peak services. A large number of workers, for 

example, might only want to travel in one of the two peak periods. Even those who work 

the traditional nine-to-five may still want the flexibility to depart from it. This again shows 

the contrast between the reactivity of traditional transport planning, which argues that 

public transport cannot compete with the car outside of peak hours, and the proactive 

nature of network-oriented planning, which argues that public transport must compete 

with the car outside of peak hours. This distinction between a refusal to compete with the 

private car and an insistence of competing with it illustrates why, despite the difficult 

trade-offs often involved in network-oriented planning, it is ultimately the only workable 

option that can improve public transport. 
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2.5 Network-oriented planning in practice 

This section summarises some key practical elements of network-oriented planning. Many 

of these elements can be identified in analysing a city’s public transport network, although 

they can depend on a city’s size—for example, network topologies will be very different in 

a sprawling city of a million people than in a compact city of a hundred thousand. A 

significant source for this section is the HiTrans best practice guide (Neilson et al., 2005). 

2.5.1 Mode-neutral outlook on PT technology 

Network-oriented planning is sceptical of an excessive focus on modal preferences within 

public transport—preferences for trains, or trams, or buses—in public transport discourse, 

and most elements of network-oriented planning summarised below apply regardless of 

public transport mode. While there are certainly meaningful differences between trains, 

trams, and buses, these differences do not make any mode inherently better or worse than 

another: modal decisions (and technology in general) needs to respond to needs rather 

than be put ahead of them. 

It should be noted that because modal debates can often be slanted against bus technology, 

mode-neutrality often implicitly argues for the value of bus services. Regardless of other 

options, it is undoubtedly true that buses are a backbone of almost all urban PT networks. 

In the smaller New Zealand cities and towns of this thesis, buses are almost always the 

only mode of PT in operation, and a mode-neutral approach generally does not challenge 

this state of affairs. 

Related to mode neutrality is a scepticism of debates around technological innovation, 

which according to Neilson et al. (2006):  

can make only very marginal contributions to the competitiveness of the 

public transport system, and the technological fascination diverts 

resources, planning capacity and the attention of decision-makers away 

from potentially far more effective network planning measures. 

2.5.2 Emphasis of supply over demand 

Demand-oriented public transport planning is reactive to existing or projected travel 

patterns. Mees (2000) defines this as the “Bangkok model”, where an unregulated market 

economy leads to services that serve very specific markets, being uncoordinated and 

fragmented. Demand-oriented public transportation is regarded as coming from a pro-car 

perspective where public transport has only a limited role (Neilson et al., 2005). By 
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contrast, a supply-oriented perspective, or the “Zurich model” according to Mees, 

attempts to integrate public transport and active transport modes into a complete system 

that is a viable alternative to car travel across an entire city. 

An important note should be made about language here. It is interesting to note the 

reversal at play in the position of supply and demand here from traditional discourses 

about neoliberalism. “Supply side economics” is traditionally regarded as a radically 

neoliberal perspective, yet supply-oriented public transportation planning is described in 

opposition to a more free market approach. Ambiguities such as this around the 

relationships between network-oriented planning and neoliberalism are an important 

theme. 

2.5.3 Network topologies 

As discussed earlier, traditional public transport is often based on a radial topology where 

all or nearly all services run into or through the CBD. Along with other network design 

elements, this orients public transport to a single-destination focus. To achieve 

multidestinational PT without transfers, a “ubiquitous” structure is needed where there a 

multitude of routes allows travellers a single ride between any two points; but the 

economics of this are impossible even in the largest cities.  Network-oriented planning 

gives greater importance to alternative topologies. Walker (2012, p.168) argues for the “joy 

of grids” (which can be traditional rectangular grids or a polar “spiderweb grid”). Bell 

(2015) argues that triangular network structures common in Switzerland can have further 

benefits. This can involve timed transfers, which can be an effective solution in smaller 

towns where the high frequencies required for a grid network are not plausible.  

2.5.4 Emphasis on frequencies 

The physical topology of a public transport network is an essential starting point, but to 

turn a set of lines into a meaningful network, they have to be coordinated in time as well 

as in space. Network-oriented planning advocates that the ideal way to coordinate services 

Figure 2: Options for network topologies. From left to right: radial, ubiquitous, 
rectangular grid, timed-transfer. Taken from McLeod et al. (2017)’s adaption of 
Thompson (1977)’s diagrams. 
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in time is through a high frequency (low headway), as this allows for multi-destination 

travel patterns. Typical figures for what constitutes “high frequency” depends on context, 

but Lawrie and Stone (2015) point to evidence that significant levels of transferring occur 

when frequencies are ten minutes or better, perhaps stretching to fifteen on one of the 

connecting lines. Neilson et al (2005) assert ten minutes, and also point out that transfers 

are easier from a frequent line to an infrequent line than vice-versa, due to waiting time at 

a transfer point being perceived as longer than waiting time at the start of a journey (where  

users are more able to plan, for example, their time of leaving home). 

This implies is that networks should be designed to maximise frequencies, which means 

avoiding duplication of routes where multiple routes serve similar roles in the network. 

This also means a simpler, more legible network.  

In situations where high frequencies are not viable (smaller towns, outer suburbs, etc), 

other forms of coordination in time remain important: timed transfers allow for 

connective networks at lower frequencies; overlapping sections of routes can be 

timetabled so that the combined service is frequent along the common section. Another 

form of coordination is “clockface” timetabling (where a service departs at the same 

minute of the hour all day), which puts some restrictions on what headways can be used 

(for example 40 minute headways are disfavoured because timetables are difficult to 

remember). 

The importance of frequency is also represented in public information such as maps and 

signage. Walker (2012) argues for emphasising frequency in maps, public information, 

liveries, etc. Well-designed maps of a public transport network visually distinguish and 

emphasise frequent services with wider lines or different colours; this can carry over to 

bus liveries or branding for particular lines. 
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2.5.5 “One section, one line” principle 

The principle of “one section, one 

line” (Neilson et al, 2005), shown in 

Figure 3, is based on the avoidance of 

duplication to reduce the number of 

lines and hence improve frequencies, 

at the cost of removing some direct 

journeys. The contrasting principle of 

“direct connections” (or “all-to-all”) 

avoids the need for transfers, but 

although the same number of services 

might run along each of the four 

sections, it is impossible to space 

them equally on the timetable, 

because of a complex web of inter-

dependencies between the timetables 

of the four sections. This will lead to 

uneven spacing, reducing effective 

frequencies.  

2.5.6 Avoidance of detours and circuitous routes 

There is a trade-off between the directness of a route and the area it covers. Excessively 

straight routings of lines on a network might bypass important destinations such as 

suburban shopping centres, or leave an area of housing poorly served. However, a route 

that detours to cover wider areas might be less useful to those who are wanting to travel 

to destinations beyond the detours. Network-oriented planning can be said to fall on the 

side of more direct routes, especially with regards to the most frequent routes; while it 

might be acceptable for an hourly route to detour around a circuitous path in order to 

improve access, a bus every ten minutes doing the same could represent a lot of 

expenditure on taking passengers in a direction they do not wish to be travelling. 

This can be seen as an issue where integration between land-use planning and public 

transport is especially important; for example, road networks which force circuitous 

routings in order to provide service to a suburb can be problematic. 

Figure 3: Reducing the number of lines, and 
increasing frequencies, with "one section, one 
line" principle. Taken from Neilson and Lange 
(2008). 

“all-to-all” “one section, one line” 

2 lines 

2 timetables 

Junction Junction 

6 lines 

6 timetables 
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2.5.7 Wider stop spacings 

A similar trade-off exists with the spacing of stops or stations, with excessively close stops 

slowing services down, while wider stop spacings may make the service less accessible. 

Network-oriented planning tends to fall on the side of wider stop spacings, especially for 

frequent services, while acknowledging this trade-off. Neilson et al. (2005) advocate for 

as high as 600m between stops on a bus network, but most networks have significantly 

shorter spacing. Again, this can depend on frequency and patronage; a low-patronage 

hourly bus service will mostly drive past empty stops, so shorter stop spacing increases 

accessibility without any significant penalty to the speed of the service (which is not 

enormously important at this frequency anyway). On the other hand, a service which runs 

every ten minutes may well stop at most stops due to its high patronage; as such, 

minimising the stops by asking users to walk further will significantly speed service up. 

2.5.8 Stable route structure 

Many public transportation networks run variations to routes, especially depending on the 

time of day or day of the week. This could be: 

• Peak-hour express services 

• Alternative routings of a route, for example due to anticipated patronage from 

school students 

• Multiple branches on a single line 

• Short-turn services which terminate early 

• Services that run at off-peak times only, for example to allow elderly users to access 

shops. 

• Routes not running on evenings or weekends 

Figure 4: The replacement of two infrequent routes with a single 
frequent route. Taken from Neilson et al (2005) 
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• Alternative network structure (for example combining several routes into one) on 

evenings or weekends 

Network-oriented planning generally emphasises stability of routes; route variations 

make the network less legible and harder to use. This is not to say that such variations are 

always wrong; for example, peak-hour express services may generate sufficient patronage 

to justify themselves, and a well-designed and legible branching structure may allow a 

frequent route to provide less frequent coverage in lower-density outer suburbs. However, 

network-oriented planning reforms are likely to involve an effort to unravel confusing 

route variations; Chapter 5 will show how this occurred in Dunedin’s new network. 

 

Figure 5: Variation in network design between traditional "tailor made" approach 
and network-oriented "ready-made" approach. Taken from Neilson et al. (2005) 
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2.5.9 Emphasis on off-peak, evening, weekend services 

Another temporal element of network-oriented planning is an emphasis on continuity of 

service even at times when patronage is relatively low, which has network-effect benefits: 

as discussed earlier, even if the primary goal of public transport is to move people at rush 

hour, the availability of quality off-peak services encourages peak hour patronage (as well 

as spreading out the load of the peak hour). Daytime services are generally cheap to run 

compared to peak services. The same does not necessarily apply to evening or weekend 

services, which can be more operationally problematic, but similar arguments of network 

effect benefits still make them desirable. 

2.5.10  Through-routing in CBDs 

One characteristic and quite simple network-oriented reform involves combining radial 

routes with each other using through-routing (“pendulum” routes) so that routes do not 

terminate in the CBD. This has operational benefits in requiring less street space for buses 

to turn around, and also increases the accessibility of CBD and non-CBD destinations. This 

can also allow routes to be designed at a length that allows a balance between the 

economies of scale of a longer route and the operational flexibility of shorter routes. 

 

Figure 6: Conversion of six radial routes to three through-routes. Taken from 
Neilson and Lange (2008) 
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2.5.11  The coverage-patronage dichotomy 

Walker (2008) argues that the many goals of public transport ultimately come down to 

two conflicting goals: patronage and coverage. Environmental and financial goals tend 

rely on maximising patronage; for example to improve revenue, reduce traffic congestion 

or carbon emissions, or create economic benefits for a city. Meanwhile, goals of social 

benefits and accessibility tend to be about the coverage of public transport: not how many 

people ride it, but how many people have the option of riding it and the ease with which 

they can. A lot of the previous dichotomies can be seen in light of this: for example, 

circuitous routing or shorter stop spacings can increase the number of people able to 

access a basic service level because walking distances to public transport will be shorter, 

but may reduce patronage because the service will be slow and infrequent. 

It is important to note that neither side of this dichotomy is endorsed as right or wrong by 

Walker. It is the job of elected officials to determine their strategic priorities, but  decision-

making is often based on issues localised in time and space, meaning a system can develop 

without coherent strategic thinking, leading to duplication and waste. Walker  argues that 

this strategic dichotomy is one that can be coherently presented to the public and to 

elected officials, allowing for more deliberate decision-making; and his paper presents a 

method for explicit numerical separation (so, for example, a network might be designed 

to put 60% of services into patronage goals, and 40% into coverage goals). 

Walker’s approach is very influential, including across New Zealand as later sections of 

this thesis will describe, but is seen by some as a distinct approach from network-oriented 

planning. Della Porta (2019) describes Walker’s approach as separating high-demand 

service from low-demand service, while network planning / proactive planning (defined 

as the approach of Thompson, Mees, Barter) integrates them. McLeod et al. (2017), 

meanwhile, squarely describes Walker’s dichotomy as a part of network-oriented planning 

practices. These distinctions do point to some of the conceptual tensions of network-

oriented planning between overlapping perspectives of academics and practitioners; 

between Europe, America, Australasia, and the rest of the world. However, these tensions 

appear relatively constructive; in this thesis I will hold to the view that they represent 

differing perspectives on the same overall principle of network-oriented planning. 

2.6 Institutional setting of network-oriented planning 

The decline in public transport patronage in the post-war era can generally be accounted 

for by the rise of mass-market automobiles and policies favourable to private car travel 
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(Della Porta et. al, 2019). Due to these trends, private operators were faced with a 

challenging financial position, leading to poor service, bankruptcy, and municipal/state 

takeovers (Barter, 2008). Poor subsequent performance, however, led to a push for 

privatisation and deregulation, which Della Porta (2019) gives three reasons for: 

• re-aligning supply and demand through market mechanisms 

• reducing public subsidy 

• improving efficiency 

This push for deregulation is associated with a deprecation of public planning, with words 

like “integration” and “coordination” deprecated as unrealistic, utopian, and largely 

meaningless (Hibbs, 2000). However, while the economic realities of public transport 

require acknowledgement, the reductive deprecation of the idea of integration has not 

stood the test of time. As we have seen, Mees (2000)’s “Squaresville” model demonstrates 

theoretically how an integrated, connective PT network can overcome an unfavourable 

economic environment. In Switzerland, this has been seen to work even in low-density 

exurban and rural environments (Mees, 2000; Petersen, 2016). 

2.6.1 Deregulation in the United Kingdom 

One of the most prominent and extreme examples of PT deregulation was in the United 

Kingdom, with the deregulation of buses through the Transport Act 1985 (Van ver Velde 

and Wallis, 2013). This allowed easy registration and cancellation of bus routes by 

operators in a free market; such routes would retain limited subsidies such as 

concessionary fares and fuel rebates, but otherwise be fully commercial in nature. Local 

authorities retained the option  to tender out subsidised services where they did not 

compete with the private market, but service planning was by private operators, who were 

subject to very strict rules sanctioning anti-competitive collusion with each other over 

fares, frequencies, and so on. Local authorities retained responsibilities to report to the 

central government with regards to national goals such as controlling congestion, but had 

little power to actual influence these outcomes. 

The outcomes of bus deregulation in the United Kingdom are particularly well-studied 

because an exception was made of London, which instead set up a system with a network 

designed by a strong public agency and delivered by competitive tendering, creating a 

natural experiment between models of private and public planning. The results were, on 

the surface, stark: Mees (2010, p.77) shows that bus patronage in London has went from 

just over one-third of the country’s bus patronage to just under two-thirds; an increase of 

81% compared to a decrease of 46% in the rest of the country between 1986 and 2008. 
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Deregulation did achieve cost savings, but so did London’s integrated approach; Preston 

and Almutairi (2013) found that the overall welfare increase from PT changes was five 

times greater in London than the rest of the country. 

2.6.2 Market competition in integrated PT 

Della Porta et. al (2019) articulate a broad consensus in network-oriented planning: the 

success of PT integration in driving patronage increases has been undervalued in 

economic literature, which is often preoccupied with cost savings. Such literature hence 

gives an overly rosy view of ideologically pure deregulation, disconnected to the negative 

experiences of PT users in navigating fragmented, expensive PT. However, network-

oriented planning literature acknowledges, and in most cases actively supports, a private 

sector role with constructive “competition for the market” (or “off-the-road competition”) 

rather than destructive “competition in the market” (or “on-the-road competition”). This 

involves Barter (2008)’s term proactive planning with business delivery: a strong public 

agency plans an integrated PT network, which is delivered by private operators through 

service contracts. This is politically controversial; Barter says that this model is often 

mistaken for privatisation, but is actually “a reassertion of public sector control” and “a 

defeat for a deregulation agenda.” 

The important point is that questions of public vs private control of bus markets are not 

synonymous with questions of integration. One example showing this comes from 

Thompson (1993), who points to Pacific Greyhound’s development of a connective, highly 

planned inter-city bus network in the USA, beating the “market” of individual 

entrepreneurs. Rather than public control, it is forms of public and private monopoly—the 

ability to plan the entire network and internalise network effects—that enable integrated 

PT. This has also been borne out by market developments in the United Kingdom. Van der 

Velde and Wallis (2013) note that the largest five operators control 69% of the market, and 

that in an average urban area, 69% of service is provided by the largest operator. They 

point out that until law changes in 2008 encouraging strategic partnerships, it was easier 

to achieve an integrated network by merging operators (thus attaining a strategic interest 

in a network as a whole) rather than by coordination between two companies, which was 

seen as collusion under competition law. 

Barter (2008)’s typology, shown in Table 1 below, emphasises that regulatory structures 

exist not just on spectrums between public and private ownership, or competition and no 

competition, but also in terms of passivity versus proactivity. 
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Table 1: Typology of regulatory and industry structures for PT; adapted from 
Barter (2008) and Della Porta et al. (2019) 

Public monopolies: Planned, owned, and operated by public 

sector. Minor private sector roles may exist for specific tasks. 

No potential for 

market competition 

Proactive planning with service contracts: Public agency 

plans PT in detail and operations are procured to private 

operators. Strong public control is visible in emphasis on 

agency’s own branding, such that customers may not notice 

changes in operator. This emphasis tends to be especially strong 

under gross-cost contracting where agency rather than operator 

receives fare revenue. 

Competition for the 

market (off-the-

road) if 

procurement 

methods are 

effective in 

generating such 

competition Well-regulated franchises: Operators are given rights to 

serve routes or areas; broad parameters and standards are set by 

public agency, but operators retain significant discretion in 

detail. Cobranding often exists, with both agency and operator 

given emphasis. 

Passive franchises: Operators are given rights to serve routes 

or areas, but public agency is ineffective in enforcing obligations, 

creating a brand for the network, or redesigning the network, 

leading to entrenched, inefficient operators. What regulation 

does occur is reactive and defensive. 

Deregulation: Bus companies set their own routes and services, 

simply needing to register and deregister them with the public 

agency. Some subsidised services may be contracted to serve 

social goals, but public agency lacks ability to design a full 

network as core routes are outside their control. 

Competition in the 

market (on-the-

road) 

2.6.3 Public agencies, regional governance, and the “Verkehrsverbund” 

The nature of public agencies delivering PT is important. Mees and Dodson (2011) argue 

for dedicated PT planning agencies. The most prominent best-practice model is seen the 

Verkehrsverbund (regional PT associations) of German-speaking Europe (Dodson et al, 

2011). Although the idea of regional-level PT agencies has many examples—Transport for 

London (TfL) being a well-known and well-regarded example—Verkehrsverbund are 

distinguished (Buehler et al., 2019) by their emphasis on facilitating collaboration 

between PT operators and all levels of government. Buehler et al. (2013) are effusive on 

their effectiveness, attributing success in growing PT in Germany, Austria, and Zurich (in 
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patronage, mode share, quality and quantity of service, efficiency) directly to this 

governance structure. They argue that this approach has broad applicability in cities and 

regions of varying scale across the world, but note that this largely has not occurred 

outside of the aforementioned countries, although in some cases it is difficult to 

distinguish whether the principles of Verkehrsverbun are still present when adapted to 

different political structures (e.g. different degrees of centralisation). Regardless, regional 

governance in general and the Verkehrsverbund approach in particular can be viewed as 

clear ideals for network-oriented planning. 
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2.7 Summary tables 

To illustrate the distinction described in this chapter between traditional PT planning and 

modern network-oriented planning side-by-side, two tables have been constructed. The 

first, Table 2, compares the principles and thinking behind the two models of PT planning. 

The second, Table 3, shows the implications of these principles in terms of particular 

practices, especially around network design. These tables are influenced by various similar 

tables and figures in the literature, most notably several in Neilson et al. (2005). 

2.7.1 Overview of underlying principles 

Table 2: The contrast between underlying principles of traditional and network-
oriented PT planning. Partially adapted from Neilson et al (2005). 

Issue Traditional principles Network-oriented principles 

Planning “Predict and provide” (Mees, 

2000) approach where demand 

drives supply; PT improvements 

must be justified by existing 

performance and there may be an 

attitude of “use it or lose it” even 

when service is not useful. 

“Build it and they will come” 

approach where supply drives 

demand; PT improvements are 

justified by analysis of potential. 

Response to 

cars 

PT cannot compete with the 

private car except 

• large, dense cities 

• travel to/from CBD 

• peak hour travel 

PT must compete with the private 

car in serving diverse travel needs 

including 

• smaller and/or less dense 

cities including areas of 

suburban sprawl 

• non-CBD travel 

• all-day, all-week travel 

demands 
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Issue Traditional principles Network-oriented principles 

Network 

design 

“Tailor-made” services driven by 

specifically identified, pre-

determined travel patterns. 

Complex travel demand leads to 

complex routes and those 

demands which are too minor to 

justify service are not met. 

“Ready-made” services designed 

to serve diverse travel, beyond 

specifically targeted travel needs. 

Complex travel patterns can be 

served by a simple route 

structure, and demands that 

cannot be met on a single service 

can be met by transfers between 

services. 

Technology Form over function where 

infrastructure and modal debates 

(train vs tram vs bus…) 

predominate over questions of 

service quality and network 

design. Infrastructure solutions 

are designed to allow private cars 

to co-exist with PT, leading to 

overengineered, costly solutions. 

Function over form where 

network design and service 

quality are foundational to mode-

neutral network planning. 

Technology responds to planning 

needs and infrastructure 

solutions are not overengineered. 

Institutions Reductive questions of public vs 

private ownership. 

Moves toward hybridised 

governance models, exemplified 

by Barter (2008)’s phrase 

“proactive planning with business 

delivery” 
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2.7.2 Overview of practices 

Table 3: Differing network planning practices for traditional and network-oriented 

planning. Partially adapted from Neilson et al (2005). 

Issue Traditional practice Network-oriented practice 

Network 

topology 

Highly radial line structure, even 

in large cities, gives CBD-oriented 

network. 

Cities have multi-nodal 

networks—rectangular grid, polar 

grid, triangular. Smaller cities (or 

sprawling outer suburbs of large 

cities) may have less capacity for 

such network structures, 

although reforms such as cross-

CBD services and timed transfers 

can fulfil similar functions. 

Network 

variations 

Network varies in time – extra 

peak hour routes, different 

evening/weekend services to 

main weekday network 

Network is kept as consistent in 

time as possible. Same overall 

route structure at peak, interpeak, 

evening, weekends, with varying 

services coming from different 

frequencies. 

Line shape Lines deviate from main roads 

through back streets to closely 

serve suburban areas. Lines may 

contain loops returning to the 

same point, or the entire line may 

be a one-way loop. 

Lines are kept as straight and 

direct as possible, following main 

roads. Loops are avoided where 

possible, although there may be a 

short loop to turn a service 

around at a terminus. A long two-

way loop may be used as it is 

straight “locally” 
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Issue Traditional practice Network-oriented practice 

Routing in 

CBDs 

Lines terminate in the CBD, 

necessitating space for vehicles to 

layover and turn around on or 

around contested CBD streets. 

Lines are designed to run 

through, not to, the CBD, running 

from a suburb on one side of the 

city to a suburb on the other side, 

via the CBD. This reduces the 

number of bus movements in the 

central city, allows single-seat 

journeys to the far side of the 

CBD, and creates economies of 

scale from longer bus routes. 

Transfers Transfers are not anticipated to 

play a major role in usage, and 

may require the payment of two 

fares. If some are planned for, 

they will be at one interchange 

location in the CBD; any other 

transfers that occur are 

essentially opportunistic. 

Transfers are expected to play a 

major role in usage, at multiple 

locations across the network 

which are designed to minimise 

the negatives of transferring. 

Where the level of service makes 

it possible, they are enabled by 

“turn-up-and-go” frequencies (5–

10 minutes) where there will 

always be a bus coming. Where 

this is not possible in smaller 

cities, “pulse timetabling” allows 

fast transfers even at low 

frequencies. 
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Issue Traditional practice Network-oriented practice 

Common 

sections of 

routes 

Multiple low-frequency routes 

will often run along the same road 

corridors and then diverge, 

creating direct connections that 

may not be realised under 

network-oriented approaches. 

Timetables often cannot be 

coordinated because of 

dependencies across the network, 

so uneven gaps between services 

occur, which means inefficient 

use of resources and longer 

waiting times. 

“One section—one line” principle 

ensures higher frequencies and 

simpler timetabling. Where 

multiple lines do converge for a 

significant distance, this is done 

in such a way as to avoid complex 

dependencies, allowing even 

timetabling of services. 

Presentation 

of network to 

public 

Network is presented as a set of 

separate services. This may be 

through mode-specific or even 

operator-specific maps. Maps fail 

to distinguish rapid/frequent 

services from infrequent or 

special services. 

Network is presented as the 

product, with an emphasis on 

differentiating the frequent/rapid 

network from other services. 

High-quality rapid services may 

have distinct names. Common 

liveries. 

Fare policy Complicated fares with a variety 

of fare products that may require 

pre-commitment to travel. 

Transfers cost money. No 

integration between fares of 

different modes. In extreme 

instances, fares vary according to 

operator or municipal boundaries 

within the city. Emphasis on fare 

technology (e.g. smartcards) over 

the fare policy applied to the 

technology. 

Simple, self-executing fares. Free 

transfers, including integration 

between modes. Technology (e.g. 

smartcards) is used to enable 

better fare policy, not as an end in 

of itself. 
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Issue Traditional practice Network-oriented practice 

Timetables Service levels are highly 

responsive to demand, with extra 

peak-hour services and a 

significant decline at other times, 

especially evening/weekends. In 

some instances timetabling 

compromises lead to odd 

headways (for example 40, 45, 80 

minutes). 

Variation in service levels are kept 

simple. Frequent services should 

remain frequent 7 days a week, 

12+ hours a day. Significant effort 

goes into creating “clockface” 

timetables where headways are 

divisors of 60 minutes 

(60,30,20,15,12,10…). Departures 

are at the same time every hour 

and will hence be memorisable by 

regular users. Beyond ~10 minute 

headways,  public timetables are 

not needed as service is “turn up 

and go”. 

2.8 Conclusion 

This chapter outlined network-oriented planning, which is identified as a broad, 

connected set of principles and practices based on underlying ideals of integration. 

Although there is significant variation in the terminology (indeed, my choice of “network-

oriented planning” is only seen in one source), and each different term is a little different 

in meaning or implication, these are ultimately different views of the same idea. 

The next chapter outlines the methodology of the research.
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

Th chapter will outline the methodology of this research. Firstly the underlying theoretical 

basis of a qualitative approach within an interpretivist paradigm is outlined. Secondly the 

research design is outlined in terms of the structure of secondary and primary research 

reflected in the structure of this thesis. This includes a justification of the primary research 

methodology of key informant interviews, and a summary of how data was analysed. 

Finally, a short summary of ethical considerations is given. 

3.2 Theoretical basis 

3.2.1 Qualitative approach 

Both quantitative and qualitative methods have potential to provide insights into public 

transportation, but this research takes a strongly qualitative approach. This can be 

justified by the context of the literature and of New Zealand. Mees (1997, p.55) explained 

the importance of qualitative research to understanding public transportation: 

While statistical data can be used to disprove propositions (e.g. if two 

factors are not numerically correlated, it is unlikely that they are causally 

related), the converse does not necessarily follow (correlation need not 

mean causation). As the questions become more complex, and the logic 

shifts from excluding possible causes to including them, the relative 

importance of qualitative information increases. 

The underlying theoretical idea in this thesis is network-oriented planning. The research 

is not intended to test the theoretical validity or effectiveness of network-oriented 

approaches. Rather, the intention is to observe the extent and forms of its current 

application in New Zealand; it is a quest to deepen understanding. Network-oriented 

planning is identified not quantitatively through statistical data, such as in Woo (2009)’s 

search for the network effect in action, but qualitatively as a reasoned collection of 

practices, as outlined in the previous chapter. 
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3.2.2 Interpretivist paradigm 

Although the link is not total, qualitative research is typically associated with an 

interpretivist paradigm (Goldkuhl, 2012). Interpretivism arose in opposition to positivism 

(O’Reilly, 2008), the idea originating in the natural sciences that 

we can and should try to explain human actions by looking for the causal 

laws that govern them… there is no need and no place for empathetic sense 

in science (Bransen, 2001, p. 16168). 

The application of positivism to the social sciences was long understood to be fraught with 

difficulty. Under the German tradition of verstehen: 

…making merely explanatory sense of social phenomena can never lead to 

comprehensive knowledge of these phenomena… the scientist who engages 

in verstehen tries to make empathetic sense of the phenomenon by looking 

for the perspective from which the phenomenon appears to be meaningful 

and appropriate (Bransen, 2001, p. 16165).  

For the purposes of this research, it is not necessary to define interpretivism beyond the 

basic principle of it being a contrast to positivist approaches. It is, however, important to 

note that the interpretivist paradigm is most important in this research from the 

perspective of researcher positionality. In particular, the importance of the idea of 

network-oriented planning is a highly interpretive concept that I have brought personal 

experience to as a public transport user and advocate. My research questions are premised 

on this personal background, which heavily informs the work that has gone into every 

chapter of this thesis. 

3.3 Research design 

This thesis is constructed around several lines of research  that occurred somewhat in 

parallel, but with the focus shifting over time from secondary, contextual research to 

primary research. This is reflected in the chapter structure of this thesis. The major strands 

of secondary research were the literature review; contextual research giving an overview 

of the national PT framework and a broad overview of regional PT networks; and a case 

study of Dunedin’s PT network changes. These secondary research strands set up the 

primary research, which involved eight interviews with expert informants. 

The secondary research can be viewed as a relatively linear progression from abstract, 

broad research to concrete, location-specific and in-depth research strands. Meanwhile, 
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the primary research was grounded at the more concrete end of the same spectrum, but 

with some reach up the spectrum; this was partly by design, because it was felt that 

informants may have direct insight into more abstract questions, but in some instances 

this was also a natural consequence of different approaches taken by informants in how 

they answered questions. This structure of the research with regards to levels of 

abstraction is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following subsections give more detail on the design of particular strands of research, 

not including the literature review. 

3.3.1 Legislative/regulatory context 

This strand of research was focused on developing understanding the Public Transport 

Operating Model [PTOM], along with the broader legislative context, including historical 

developments going back to the Rogernomics era. This involved a mixture of academic 

articles, media reporting, and government documents. The PTOM is at the core of New 

Zealand’s PT framework, and the history of its development and what it replaced is a 

crucial piece of the puzzle in understanding the extent and manner that the principles of 

network-oriented planning are driven by central government policy. 

3.3.2 Region-by-region context 

The implementation of these principles ultimately lies with councils across the country. 

For this section, every public transport network in the country was examined 

Figure 7: Varying levels of abstraction of different strands of research 
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systematically. This involved firstly the public presentation of networks through their 

various websites, and secondly the outputs of the work behind them in the form of 

Regional Public Transport Plans (RPTPs). Additionally, news articles were examined to 

get an idea of contemporary PT issues in different cities. 

3.3.3 Dunedin case study 

The Dunedin case study was developed in order to show the implementation of network-

oriented planning principles in a more in-depth, localised way; not just at the level of 

Dunedin, but sub-cases showing the impact of changes in particular suburbs. A number 

of old timetable booklets from 2008–2014 was obtained from the Otago Regional Council 

and, along with current timetables and maps, are used to distinguish newly implemented 

network-oriented thinking with the fragmented previous approach. 

3.4 Primary research: key informant interviews 

The heart of this thesis is the key informant interviews. Key informant interviews have 

advantages of directly accessing expertise, flexibility in exploring even unanticipated 

issues, the ease of finding participants, and their low cost; disadvantages are around 

perceived or actual bias both from participants and researcher (Kumar, 1989). As such, 

the use of this method means that particular attention needs to go to minimising the 

impact of bias. Under an interpretivist framework, bias has to be managed with awareness 

of researcher positionality, as below. 

It was decided that this research would be best approached through expert interviews 

rather than, for example, interviews or surveys of general public attitudes. Surveys of 

public views on transport would be well-covered ground and it was not clear what insights 

could be gained from such an approach; it was felt that on this topic the interests of the 

public would be better served in gaining insights into professional practices and views. 

Participants were selected for their expertise and involvement in public transport. Eight 

interviews were conducted with nine participants (six male and three female; one 

interview having two participants); each was given information sheets prior to the 

interviews in order to obtain informed consent and allow them an idea of the expected 

topics. Six of the eight interviews were conducted by video-conferencing (Zoom), with the 

other two occurring in person. 

Interviews were semi-structured; the primary structure in the interviews was a list of 

potential questions (Appendix 3) which were used to progress the interview through a set 
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of topics. The interviews each took their own course and not all potential questions were 

asked, with further questions developed over the course of interviews or to follow up on 

particular answers. Interviews lasted 30–80 minutes, aiming for 50–60. Audio was 

recorded and the interviews were transcribed for later analysis. The informants will not 

be named, but their nature is outlined in Table 4 (note that one interview had two 

informants, but they will be regarded as a single informant [Informant 7] from here 

onwards, to avoid difficult phrasing given their views were largely complementary to each 

other): 

Table 4: Key informants in this thesis 

Participant Role in public transport 

Informant 1 Roading manager in small city, with PT responsibilities 

Informant 2 Bus driver, union representative, advocate for bus users’ group 

Informant 3 Planning consultant with experience in PT at multiple councils 

Informant 4 Representative of a transport and urbanist advocacy group 

Informant 5 Director of Business Development at a major bus company 

Informant 6 Consultant and transport economist 

Informant 7 Two participants at a small council in policy/roading/PT roles 

Informant 8 Public transport team leader at a medium-sized regional council 

3.4.1 Data analysis 

The transcripts were processed through multiple steps. The first step was to break the 

transcripts up into key quotations, which were assigned one or more codes according to 

various anticipated themes. The quotations used were long in order to avoid losing 

contextual information in this process; this led to a “key quotes by informant” document 

with 45,555 words. From the coding, the quotes were reorganised according to 18 themes 

under four headings; due to some quotes being duplicated across two or more themes, this 

led to a “key quotes by theme” document with 88,401 words in eighteen thematic tables. 

Given the length of most quotes, elements of the quotes that were key to the particular 

theme were highlighted. From this, the Results chapter was written, structured around the 

themes. 

3.5 Ethical considerations 

Ethical approval was obtained through the simplified “Ethics B” form, delegated by the 

University of Otago Ethics Committee to the Head of the School of Geography. Approval 
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was given with technical modifications. Participants were given an Information Sheet and 

a Consent Form (Appendix 1) which were approved in the ethics application. These 

emphasised their rights to not answer questions, to withdraw from research, and to not be 

named in the research. 

This research did not involve major ethical challenges, but several ethical matters were 

considered. As discussed above, the interpretivist paradigm and nature of the research 

mean that my positionality as a researcher is important to acknowledge. Although there is 

significant value in being more than a disinterested observer in the topic, this does mean 

there is a particular need to reflect on the difference between the ideas I brought into this 

research and what I learned from the research—are the conclusions I draw new to me, 

conclusions that I expected to draw from the start, or something else? Ultimately I feel 

that although this research is built on a base of assumptions based on my pre-existing 

knowledge and views on PT, the important conclusions I draw in this research are at the 

very least a new understanding of anticipated conclusions, and in some cases go well 

beyond what I could have anticipated. 

The research did not involve major sensitivities but did have the potential to involve 

commercially sensitive information. There was also potential for this thesis to involve a 

degree of judgement about the performance of PT agencies or operators across the 

country. Negative impacts of this were avoided by open-minded interviewing that avoided 

pushing informants on such sensitivities unless they were willing, although no major 

issues arose and all informants were open in their comments. A few comments from 

informants did involve a degree of negativity about certain PT operators, but this was 

minor enough to be handled pragmatically: this thesis only describes such comments in 

generalised terms, not naming companies, and even then there is little need to draw 

attention to such points. 

3.6 Conclusion 

The methodology of this research, outlined in this chapter, is designed around the idea of 

network-oriented planning and the research questions that were stated in the 

introduction. The basis of the research is a qualitative approach under an interpretivist 

paradigm, which inform several strands of secondary and primary research, with the most 

important being key informant interviews with carefully chosen expert informants. This 

has been designed based on ethical considerations and the overall goal of understanding 
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the application of network-oriented planning in New Zealand. The following chapter dives 

into this goal by outlining the context of PT in New Zealand.
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Chapter 4: Public transport in New Zealand 

4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to contextualise the current state of public transport in New 

Zealand. This is divided into four sections, shifting broadly from looking at New Zealand 

as a whole to specific regions and cities. The first section is the legislative and regulatory 

context, which combines an overview of recent historical developments with an evaluation 

on the current framework, the Public Transport Operating Model. The second section 

summarises developments in the issue of integrated ticketing, an issue which has 

transitioned from a regional level to a more national level with significant collaboration 

between councils and Waka Kotahi. The third section summarises patronage trends across 

the regions, with similarities and differences between the experiences of different regions. 

The final section looks at PT on a city-by-city basis, first giving some representative 

examples of various PT networks in cities of different sizes, and then systematically 

evaluating all the country’s urban PT networks in terms of network-oriented planning 

principles. 

4.2 Legislative/regulatory context 

4.2.1 Transport Services Licencing Act 1989  

The previous procurement regime was implemented through the Transport Services 

Licencing Act 1989 [TSLA] (Van de Velde & Wallis, 2013). The Act was part of a wider 

programme of neoliberal reforms in transport and local government, which aimed to 

promote innovation and cost-efficiency through market competition (Gibson, 2010). 

The TSLA created a two-tier system, with fully commercial services combined with 

contracted services. Fully commercial services were established by operator initiatives, 

registered with the regional council, and operated without subsidy (other than some 

concessions such as the Super Gold Card from 2005). Contracted services were planned 

and contracted by regional councils to the lowest bidder, on a net-cost basis where 

operators keep the fare revenue. This can be identified as the “English model” outside of 

London, although it was slightly more moderate. Regional councils were given some power 

to reject registration of new commercial services, which they could do (but were not 

obliged to do) on the grounds of adverse effects on existing contracted services, traffic 
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management, or environmental effects. There was also a power for councils to “contract 

over” by tendering a contracted service that would make the commercial service unviable. 

According to van der Velde and Wallis (2013), the former power saw some usage, but the 

“contracting over” power was only used on a few select occasions; they point to one 

occasion where it was used to integrate services in a Wellington suburb. Councils implicitly 

exerted some control over commercial services: with the exception of some specialised 

services such as school services and airport buses, commercial services generally 

conformed to the fare structures and vehicle standards that councils set for contracted 

services (van der Verde & Wallis, 2013). 

Under the TSLA, the three major centres all had divergent experiences. Auckland saw the 

highest utilisation of commercial services, with up to 50% of patronage on unsubsidised 

services. Wellington was somewhat more moderate, tending around 20%. In Christchurch 

only two commercial bus routes generally operated (Mees & Dodson, 2010), both to the 

airport, achieving full commerciality through exorbitantly high cash fares for the price-

insensitive tourist market while regular users paid standard fares. Given the low 

penetration of commercial services, it is no coincidence that the city’s bus network became 

the most well-integrated in the country by the end of the TSLA era. 

By its latter years, a number of problems with the TSLA were apparent, especially around 

commercial services. The level of control that regional councils had over commercial 

services was very low; they essentially operated outside the planning system (Gibson, 

2010). This was worsened by the fact that the fundamental unit that could be registered 

as commercial was a single service (Ministry of Transport, 2011); for example, from point 

A to point B at 8:30am. This inherently fragmentary structure was worsened by the fact 

that it could be gamed; an operator could register a subset of the needed services on a line 

as commercial, and in order to create a coherent overall service, the council was then 

forced to “contract around” the commercial services to create a regular timetable. The 

operator was basically guaranteed to win the contract on the remaining services because 

it had buses already on the road completing commercial runs. The result of this is poor 

both in terms of value for money (an uncompetitive tendering process) and planning (the 

council is forced to accept the operator’s chosen route, or else to run confusing route 

variations that create an incoherent network). Other problems stated by van der Velde and 

Wallis (2013) include: 

• Registrations of commercial services frustrating tendering processes 

• Low levels of competition in Wellington and Auckland 
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• Logistical and budgetary issues when commercial services were withdrawn and 

needed to be replaced with contracted services 

• Poor quality, unreliable vehicles 

• Poor customer satisfaction 

• Conflict between long-term strategic goals of councils and short-term goals of 

operators 

By the 2000s, it was clear the model had failed and change was required. 

4.2.2 Land Transport Management Act 2003 

The overall transport management regime underwent changes under the Fifth Labour 

Government, starting with the Land Transport Management Act 2003 (LTMA). This Act 

created Land Transport New Zealand, whose functions were combined with Transit New 

Zealand in the Land Transport Management Amendment Act 2008 to form the New 

Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA; also now known as Waka Kotahi). The primary Act’s 

original purpose was “to contribute to the aim of achieving an integrated, safe, responsive, 

and sustainable land transport system”, with the 2008 amendment adding “affordable” to 

the list of adjectives. With a switch to a National-led government soon after, a new purpose 

was created by the Land Transport Management Amendment Act 2013: “to contribute to 

an effective, efficient, and safe land transport system in the public interest.” This retained 

only one of the original adjectives (“safe”) and shows a clear ideological step back to 

neoliberal thinking, especially in the loss of the word “integrated” and the use of “effective” 

and “efficient”. 

Under the LTMA, Waka Kotahi controls the National Land Transport Fund (NLTF), which 

funds PT. Procurement procedures needed to be designed to obtain value for money, but 

under the LTMA, councils were no longer compelled to accept the lowest tender price 

(Gibson, 2010). This gave councils more power to set standards and conduct proactive 

network-oriented planning, but the overall framework of the TSLA remained in place. 

4.2.3 Public Transport Management Act 2008 

The LTMA led to a review of the TSLA, focusing on the problems of the two-tier structure 

of commercial and contracted services, and this review resulted in the Public Transport 

Management Act 2008 (PTMA). The PTMA had the same statutory purpose as the LTMA 

had at the time, and can be viewed as giving councils significantly greater powers to plan 

and manage PT. Key provisions include (van der Velde & Wallis, 2013): 

• A requirement to adopt a Regional Public Transport Plan (RPTP) 
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• Notification period for registration, modification, withdrawal of commercial 

services extended from 21 to 90 days 

• Restrictions on registering commercial services during tendering periods 

• Councils can impose strong, integrative controls on commercial services through 

the RPTP (e.g. multiple services can be bundled in a single contract) 

• Councils can impose contracting requirements, entirely removing the two-level 

system for the entire network or a subset of it 

Although there were previous instances of gross contracting under the TSLA, net 

contracting was the norm and the PTMA represented an effective shift to gross contracting 

(Harris, 2010) and the “London model” of highly integrated public transport networks. 

However, most of the key reforming provisions were not mandatory; the “English model” 

of two-tier commercial-contracted services remained the starting point. 

The PTMA was welcomed by the Auckland Regional Transport Authority, and bitterly 

opposed by NZ Bus, the largest operator in the country. It was immediately in the 

crosshairs of the new National-led government, who quickly signalled a return to a more 

free-market model (Radio New Zealand, 2009). Because of this, the new powers of the 

PTMA were never implemented by councils, and the TSLA regime remained effectively in 

place (Ministry of Transport, 2011). 

4.2.4 Public Transport Operating Model 

4.2.4.1 Creation of the PTOM 

Under new Transport Minister Steven Joyce, a new Public Transport Operating Model 

(PTOM) was developed, with legislative changes only a part of the reforms. The PTOM was 

developed by a Public Transport Leadership Forum (PTLF) which included Auckland, 

Wellington, and Canterbury’s regional councils as well as Wellington City Council, the Bus 

and Coach Association, operators, the Ministry, and NZTA (Ministry of Transport, 2010). 

It is notable that there was no representation of smaller regional councils. 

The PTOM was developed based on the following objectives set by the Minister (Ministry 

of Transport, 2010): 

• Grow the commerciality of public transport services and create incentives for 

services to become fully commercial 

• Grow confidence that services are priced efficiently and there is access to public 

transport markets for competitors 
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Early indications were that it would take away a lot of the powers gained by councils under 

the PTMA. A Cabinet paper (Ministry of Transport, 2010) expressed some of the new 

government’s concerns with the PTMA, with the Minister saying that “the PTMA gives 

regional councils too much control and risks undermining the value operators bring to the 

delivery of services”. The PTMA was also regarded as leading to legal ambiguities, with the 

legislative powers described above subject to “onerous conditions”, which meant that 

plans to use them in Auckland and Wellington were potentially heading to court. Overall, 

the aspiration, led ideologically by the Minister, was for the PTOM to represent a step back 

to a more market-based model than PTMA, while still achieving benefits of “joined-up 

planning” (which can be identified with network-oriented planning). 

However, the Minister backed down on some of the more ideologically driven thinking, 

which can be seen by comparing the earlier cabinet paper (Ministry of Transport, 2010) 

with the final cabinet paper (Ministry of Transport, 2011). While both are framed around 

the same objectives value for money and the need to reduce subsidies, the final paper no 

longer includes the same arguments about excessive regional council powers under the 

PTMA. The following paragraph in the executive summary of the later cabinet paper 

indicates the back-down in terms of market ideology: 

In an ideal world, competition drives improved quality and decreased 

prices and provides consumers with choice. However, this is not 

happening in the urban bus and ferry market and is unlikely to develop 

naturally. We needed to look at a different model which creates the 

necessary incentives for operators to reduce prices and improve service 

quality whilst also enabling the delivery of joined-up public transport 

services through more of a public-private partnership approach between 

regional councils and operators. 

The legislative elements of PTOM were put in place as part of the Land Transport 

Management Amendment Act 2013. Formally, the PTMA was repealed, but effectively an 

amended PTMA was inserted into the LTMA as a new Part 5, unifying the two transport 

management Acts. The amendment Act was passed on party lines by a 61–58 majority, but 

most opposition was with regards to other aspects of the bill; the Labour Party minority 

report stated support for PTOM, “recognising it is the result of serious effort by both the 

public transport operators and local authorities to design a new framework.” (House of 

Representatives, 2013a, p.9). Concerns were expressed by Labour and Green speakers in 

parliamentary debates that PTOM entrenched existing monopolies (House of 
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Representatives, 2013b). Green MP Gareth Hughes had earlier accused the government of 

wanting bus companies (who had opposed PTMA) to be able to “cherry-pick the most 

profitable routes and leave the least profitable routes up to the councils” (House of 

Representatives, 2012). These concerns seem to reflect a few points about PTOM. Firstly, 

the earlier thinking of the government had been to step back towards the old TLSA model 

(which Hughes’ comments are an accurate description of) at least in some aspects. 

However as shown above, the final PTOM largely withdrew from such an ideological 

approach. Secondly, the transition to the PTOM involved compensating operators who 

would lose their commercial services by allowing them to directly negotiate for 12 year 

“like for like” contracts in order to recognise “the investment that operators have made in 

commercial services, acting in reliance on the current legislative environment”. Until these 

contracts expire, these provisions effectively operate as a vestige of the former TSLA 

regime, and bought operator buy-in. 

As seen by their relatively muted passage, these legislative provisions were relatively 

minor; much of the PTOM was implemented administratively, using the NZTA’s powers 

to fund PT and approve procurement procedures.  NZTA guidance such as its procurement 

manual, contract template guidelines, key performance indicators, and RPTP guidelines 

were changed to implement PTOM (Ministry of Transport, 2011, p.20). The 

implementation of the PTOM model thus stretches back to before LTMA amendments 

were passed into law, and PTOM contracts have rolled out gradually around the country 

as old contracts have run out. Some regions have not yet implemented fully PTOM-

compliant contracts, but in these instances the previous contracts were designed around 

the time that PTOM was under development, and were heavily influenced by it. 

4.2.4.2 Elements of the PTOM 

The following section describes the elements of the PTOM, based on the 2011 Cabinet 

paper (Ministry of Transport, 2011). 

In the PTOM, the previous division between contracted and commercial services is 

replaced with a three-way division between “subsidised units”, “commercial units”, and 

“exempt services”. A unit is a set of bus and ferry services identified in the RPTP; it can 

consist of one or more routes, and consists of all services on those routes, all day and all 

week long. Contracts are performance-based and risk was expected to be “shared between 

regional councils and operators”, indicating a preference for an intermediate approach 

between net- and gross-contracting approaches. Exempt services are fully commercial 

services, outside of defined units, that do not form part of the urban PT network and are 
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unregulated by regional councils other than registration requirements. This is defined as 

consisting of inter-regional services, fully commercial ferry services, services whose fare 

structure indicates they are outside the core PT network, and any new commercial routes 

that operate full timetables. 

An important innovation that emerged in PTOM was a dual contracting system where 

some subsidised units are tendered competitively for 9 year contracts, while others are 

negotiated for 6 year contracts, using a system of benchmarking from tendered contracts 

to set prices. The use of direct negotiation is reasoned as giving an incentive to “grow the 

commerciality and patronage of services, and encourages investment”. Commerciality, 

unlike the binary division between the former commercial and contracted services, 

appears to be conceived as a continuous variable: when choosing which units to tender 

and which to negotiate, high-commerciality units are prioritised for direct negotiation. 

The overall balance of how many units are tendered and how many are negotiated directly 

is to be roughly correlated with the overall level of commerciality across all units, with low 

overall commerciality corresponding to more tendering overall. In smaller centres, it was 

anticipated that all units would initially be tendered as there would be a lack of 

benchmarking data. 

The design of PTOM is that operators and regional councils should attempt to grow units 

towards full commerciality, where the effective subsidy required to run the services goes 

to zero. Fully commercial units would largely operate under the same scheme as standard 

subsidised units, but the 6 year term of directly negotiated service is extended to 9 years. 

4.2.4.3 Labour issues 

The implementation of PTOM has coincided with controversies in wages and working 

conditions. The most high-profile example of this was the implementation of Wellington’s 

new network and PTOM contracts in 2018. A report (McLean et. al, 2018) describes how 

the incumbent operator, NZ Bus, saw their market share go from 73% to 28.5%, only 

maintaining this market share due to some units being directly negotiated. This resulted 

in a major shift in the labour market. NZ Bus lost 280 staff, while the major winner of new 

contracts, Tranzit, hired 360 staff, under different terms that were an improvement for 

less experienced drivers but left experienced drivers worse off. Since the new contracts, 

bus services in the city have been beset by a shortage of drivers, with services regularly 

cancelled and a number of peak-hour services suspended for months (Cook, 2019). 

Although the consequences have been most extreme in Wellington, perhaps partly due the 

highly centralised city’s peak-hour commuter demand requiring difficult shifts, driver 
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shortages have been a nationwide issue. A Newsroom article (Walters, 2019b) points to a 

“revolving door of drivers” in Auckland, generated by unpredictable hours, split shifts, and 

inflexible management. Some operators have attempted to fill holes by recruiting 

overseas, but an application by Ritchies to bring in 80 migrant drivers to Auckland, 15 to 

Dunedin, and 15 to Queenstown, was mostly rejected in 2019 on the basis of the company’s 

pay and conditions, with the Minister of Immigration reportedly characterising the 

situation as a “race to the bottom” (Walters, 2019a).  

The Minister of Transport and FIRST Union described the tendering process under PTOM 

using the same language (Walters, 2019b), and operator NZ Bus also supported this 

(George, 2019), arguing that contracting should go beyond least-cost and into quality of 

service. GWRC had given a 60% weighting to price and 40% to quality considerations in 

their tender (Greater Wellington Regional Council [GWRC], 2016). According to the 

report of McLean et al (2018), the GWRC gave consideration to contract provisions that 

would safeguard a driver’s previous employment conditions with their new employer if 

forced to shift, but this was rejected. 

Some progress has been made on these issues, particularly with the implementation of the 

Living Wage. In 2018, NZ Bus won a major PTOM contract to operate Tauranga’s services, 

with the inclusion of a living wage in their bid flagged by council staff as contributing to 

their success (SunLive, 2018). However, despite this, NZ Bus went through similar issues 

in taking over contracts to their experiences in Wellington, with major implementation 

issues coming to a head in February 2020 when the new school year laid bare the ongoing 

driver shortage (Motion, 2019); school routes were hence subcontracted to the previous 

operator. Additionally, the living wage agreement in NZ Bus’s contract did not require 

wages to continue to track the living wage; and it took council pressure to force a wage 

increase only months after the contracts had begun. Meanwhile Otago Regional Council 

[ORC] and Waikato Regional Council [WRC] agreed to provide additional funding to 

implement the Living Wage (Nyika, 2019; Houseman, 2020), and in the 2020 election 

campaign, the Minister of Transport announced that bus drivers nationwide would 

progressively move towards the living wage (Council of Trade Unions, 2020). 

The Minister in 2019 announced a review of the PTOM (George, 2019), and this review 

was to be carried out by accountancy firm KPMG (Ministry of Transport, 2019). Although 

the review was to be completed by July 2020, the Ministry of Transport confirmed by 

email that this deadline was extended to December 31 due to COVID-19 disruptions. 
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4.2.4.4 Evaluating PTOM 

Although the original driving force behind the creation of the PTOM appears to have been 

a backlash against the top-down approach of the PTMA and to essentially restore the 

neoliberal approach of the TSLA, a degree of sense prevailed in its eventual 

implementation. Although PTMA gave regional councils powerful tools to implement 

network-oriented approaches, they were discretionary in nature. The underlying 

framework of commercial and contracted services, inherited from the TSLA, remained in 

place underneath these reforms. Although legislatively very light, the PTOM none the less 

imposed a new model based around “units” rather than adding a discretionary layer to 

make sense of the fragmented old model, giving certainty that changes would be 

implemented up and down the country. 

Significant labour issues have certainly arisen in the implementation of PTOM, but it is 

not clear the extent to which these are issues with the underlying model or simply lessons 

to be learned in designing contracts to avoid a “race to the bottom.” The TSLA regime had 

the same fundamental issue of a “race to the bottom” with lowest-cost contracts  being the 

norm (with some moves away from this under the LTMA), and there is little reason to 

think that the unrealised PTMA regime would have performed any different to PTOM in 

this respect. None the less, even if the underlying PTOM model is not the driving force 

behind labour issues, changes to the PTOM could still be part of the solution. 

Ultimately, the PTOM reforms public transportation as strongly, and more clearly, than 

the PTMA did. It might be argued that this was achieved by “buying-off” dominant bus 

companies in Wellington and Auckland, whose business model was closely tied to the 

TSLA regime, through transitional 12-year contracts for units to replace their former 

commercial services. Some of these transitional elements are problematic, especially given 

many units are based on pre-existing territory of operators rather than actual strategic 

combinations of bus routes. However, it is a significant achievement that the PTOM has 

enabled an environment in which network-oriented thinking has become standard 

practice, and which appears to have buy-in from all sides. This does demonstrate the value 

of a collaborative approach to governance in which stakeholders work together to provide 

a solution, rather than legislation simply being imposed from above by the government. 

4.3 Integrated ticketing 

Public transport ticketing systems in New Zealand are in an era of often-fraught reforms 

as technological changes open up the possibilities for new fare systems. Most regions have 
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utilised branded stored-value magnetic-stripe cards; for example Otago’s GoCard, 

Canterbury’s Metrocard, or Waikato’s BUSIT Card; these usually provide a discount 

compared to cash payments. In some instances, most notably Wellington’s train network, 

only paper tickets are available. However, magnetic stripe technology can be limiting 

operationally—for example, it only allows the user to tag on at the start of the journey, but 

does not allow for tag-offs at the end of a journey. This means that any distance-based fare 

structure requires manual input from the driver, slowing boarding; it also makes free 

transfers hard to administer if a journey crosses multiple fare zones. 

The limitations of this technology prompted the creation of contactless smartcards, which 

store and write data on an embedded chip (World Bank, n.d.). The most well-known 

smartcard is London’s Oyster Card, introduced in 2003. The first such card in New 

Zealand was the Snapper Card introduced on buses in Wellington in 2009 (‘Snapper to 

make a splash’, 2009). With other cities, especially Auckland, wanting to integrate fares, 

the New Zealand Transport Agency began work on a national integrated fare system in 

2009 (Deloitte, 2019). Although it appeared that the Snapper Card would be nationalised, 

technical inferiority meant that Auckland instead developed a new card, the HOP card, 

which was introduced in 2012–14 and integrated fares across the Auckland network. This 

was intended to be expanded across the country, starting in Wellington (MacManus, 

2020). 

However, by 2015, technology had moved on. Traditional smartcards like Oyster, Snapper, 

and HOP are “closed-loop” payment systems. This means that the card carries its own 

money and can only be read by specific equipment. In London, “open-loop” contactless 

payment—using bank cards and drawing money directly from accounts—had been 

introduced in 2014 alongside the Oyster Card (‘The next generation,’ 2017). For this and 

other reasons, the Greater Wellington Regional Council, who were seeking an integrated 

system, rejected a move to the HOP card (Maxwell, 2016). With the NZTA, Environment 

Canterbury and several smaller councils, they developed a National Ticketing Programme.  

This developed into Project NEXT in 2018 when Auckland joined, and has the objective of 

developing a national open-loop ticketing system (Delloite, 2019). 

Meanwhile, in 2017, the nine smaller councils on Project NEXT (all except Auckland, 

Wellington, and Christchurch) contracted the development of a closed-loop payment 

system (INIT, 2017), which has developed a product branded as the Bee Card, justified as 

aligning procurement cycles with an eventual move to the open-loop national system 

(Deloitte, 2018, p.25–26). This was first released in Whangarei in November 2019 

followed by Whanganui a month later (Bee Card, 2020). Teething problems around data 
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collection slowed the release elsewhere (Galuszka, 2020), but all regions involved have 

now rolled it out, with Taranaki the last in October 2020(Bee Card, 2020). 

4.4 Patronage trends by region 

Figure 8 shows the trends of public transport patronage since 2000/2001, which is 

approximately the era of network-oriented reforms, given that Canterbury’s network 

reforms came around 2000. The three largest cities each present their own stories: 

Wellington with high, largely stable patronage; Auckland with steep growth in the last 

decade, and Canterbury seeing strong growth in light of early–2000s network reforms, 

but with a severe downturn due to the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes. An initial recovery 

failed to be sustained, and the region’s PT usage remains in slight decline. Due largely to 

the sum of these three cities, especially Auckland’s growth, overall PT usage in New 

Zealand is trending slowly upwards.  

In the rest of the country, however, growth has stalled, with the overall patronage having 

declined in per-capita terms in the PTOM era, with 2012/13 appearing a turning point. 

However, as Figure 8 shows, the experiences of small-medium regions have varied widely.  

It should be noted that, for smaller centres, the absolute values of per-capita patronage 

are not entirely comparable here, because the data is by region, but PT networks are largely 

urban. Less urban regions will see lower per-capita usage because a larger proportion of 

their populations do not have access to urban PT networks; it would be more accurate to 

use city populations and separate into individual networks (e.g. Dunedin and Queenstown 

as separate networks rather than a single Otago figure). However, the best patronage data 

available was only at a regional level, and regional patronage per capita remains a 

reasonable proxy for actual usage, especially for trends of growth and decline. 

With that in mind, there is still plenty of capacity for analysis. The strongest PT performer 

outside of the largest regions has been Otago, which tops patronage except in two years. 

Otago saw patronage declining steadily from 2012/13 to 2016/17, very steep growth after 

that is led by the new network in Queenstown, along with a return to growth in Dunedin 

as its new network was completed. 
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The next set of regions is Waikato (centred on Hamilton) and Bay of Plenty (centred on 

Tauranga with a contribution from Rotorua). Both saw very strong growth from very low 

bases (Bay of Plenty especially so) in the first decade of the century, with Waikato’s 

patronage rising above Otago’s in some years. Both regions, however, have seen decline in 

recent years, with Waikato’s decline more long-running but beginning to stabilise. 

A lot of regions have seen growth up till about 2010–2012 turn into steady decline. 

Examples include Manawatu-Wanganui, Hawke’s Bay, and Gisborne. The most severe 

decline has been in Southland, which appears to have gone from near the top of the pile 

early in the millennium to one of the weakest performers in recent years; a slow, steady 

decline that has seen patronage drop by a factor of 3. Few centres have seen growth in 

recent years, except for Nelson whose new network created new patronage straight away, 

and which has largely been stable since. Northland has had stable patronage at a very low 

base (albeit a very rural region) while Marlborough, one of the smallest regions in the 

country to have an urban PT network, barely registers. 

Patronage trends show that while population level and urban form are clearly important 

factors in driving patronage, with the largest cities generally having the highest patronage, 

there is also plenty within the control of decision-makers. Spectacular patronage growth 

in Bay of Plenty and Southland early in the millennium, and Nelson and Queenstown more 

recently, came not from changes to these city’s fundamentals, but from decisions to invest 

in PT services. This does not prove that any dollar spent on PT is a dollar well spent, but 

it does show that well-chosen investment can make a difference regardless of location—

consistent with network-oriented planning principles. 

4.5 PT by city 

This section outlines a selection of urban public transport networks across New Zealand. 

For the purposes of this chapter, an urban PT network is regarded as being based around 

a city or metropolitan region. This may include services to nearby towns and villages if 

they form part of an overall network, but does not include inter-city or long distance 

regional services. For example, Dunedin and Queenstown are both in the Otago Region, 

but are nearly 300km apart, so their PT networks are considered separate. On the other 

hand, Nelson and Richmond are in different regions (the unitary councils of Nelson City 

and Tasman District), but form a single metropolis and have a single PT network managed 

by Nelson City Council. 
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The main sources of information for this section are the websites of the PT networks (in 

some cases these are the council websites; in others there is a separate PT website), 

alongside Regional Public Transportation Plans (RPTPs). This section illustrates the 

application of network of network-oriented planning in medium and small cities. 

Although all cities with PT networks were analysed, only a sampling of cities are described 

in detail; all are included in a table at the end summarising network-oriented practices 

across the country. Although the focus of this thesis is on small and medium cities, the 

three large cities are included for context. 

4.5.1 Large cities 

The three largest cities dominate PT in NZ, both in terms of patronage (90% of patronage 

in NZ is in these three cities) and their role in PT discourse. PT plays a strong role in 

transportation in these cities, with a significant number of frequent, highly patronised 

services in all three centres. In comparing these cities, differences in experiences are 

perhaps more prominent than overlaps. Wellington has long been the most dependent on 

PT, with a constrained geography and the legacy of an electrified train network, but has 

faced significant challenges in recent years. Auckland has a long legacy of auto-

dependence, but this has been turned around in recent decades, with its transformation 

internationally recognised. Christchurch is noted for its bus-only PT, and can be regarded 

as having been nationally leading on network-oriented reforms, but has suffered since the 

2011 earthquakes from poor patronage, for a variety of reasons. 

4.5.1.1 Auckland 

Auckland’s public transport network has transformed with a radical change in trajectory 

in the past 20–30 years. The city built motorways and planned for car travel perhaps to a 

more extreme extent than anywhere in the Western world, with the central city boxed in 

by motorways. Public transport trips declined from 290 trips per resident in 1955, to just 

33 in 2000 (Mees & Dodson, 2000, p. 2). Commercial bus routes often duplicated rail 

services. In the 1990s, with rail service on the brink of being ended, an opportunistic 

purchase of second-hand rolling stock from Perth was the first step in turning this decline 

around, and patronage has risen spectacularly from its low ebb. Rail electrification was 

announced in 2007 and completed by 2015. The capacity of the rail network will double 

with the completion of the City Rail Link (CRL), currently under construction. 

Although the train upgrades have had a high national profile, improvements to bus 

services are also a significant factor. The Northern Busway provides rapid transit through 
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the North Shore. A New Network was implemented in stages between 2013-2016, 

according to clear network-oriented principles, including a significant increase in the 

number of frequent routes and a greater number of non-CBD-oriented routes. 

A light rail line has been planned in recent years, which would relieve a number of bus 

lines south of the CBD, eventually connecting to the airport and eventually supplanting 

the Northern Busway via a new harbour crossing. However, this has been subject to delays 

due to government divisions and possible project creep from light rail to a light metro. 

The RPTP (Auckland Transport, 2018, p.20) makes explicit reference to network-oriented 

planning principles in detail, including citing Mees et al (2010)’s best-practice guide, when 

describing the New Network. To an extent not seen in many RPTPs, it includes a 

significant, detailed evaluation of recent planned changes and their outcomes (p.17). One 

notable inclusion seen in few other plans is a short section on “Māori responsiveness” 

(p.47) which emphasises three topics:  

1. Supporting Te Reo through audio announcements and station signage 

2. Including Te Aranga Māori design principles in infrastructure projects 

3. Social procurement opportunities. 

Fares are integrated between modes (except some commercial services such as an airport 

bus and several ferries). This is through the HOP card, which was implemented after some 

difficulties, in 2014, and is a contactless tag-on tag-off card. Fares are zonal, rising 

relatively quickly from $2 for one zone, $3.55 for two, and $5 for three. Transfers are 30 

minutes between tag-on and tag-off with up to five rides being linked over up to 4 hours, 

and there are no daily or weekly caps. 

4.5.1.2 Wellington 

Greater Wellington has one of the most extensive public transport networks in the country 

and has the highest per-capita patronage. However, the network is fragmented and 

divided, struggling to integrate into a single cohesive product, and attempts to improve 

this in recent years have had very mixed results. The core strategic network is referred to 

as Metlink, and consists of a combination of bus and electrified train services. The bus 

network has undergone significant changes in recent years along network-oriented 

planning lines, aiming for a more multidestinational network in a city characterised by its 

strong CBD. These changes have been fraught with controversy and poor delivery by 

operators, especially in Wellington City itself, to the extent of being a nationwide scandal. 

Despite this, patronage growth appears to have been maintained. 
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Wellington’s 2014 RPTP was a significant representation of the process behind these 

reforms, and invokes concepts of network-oriented planning, expressing a desire for a 

simple, connected, and consistent public transport network. 

Fares are zonal and relatively high: while a single zone bus fare is only $1.71, Wellington 

City covers three fare zones and the 3-zone fare is $3.74, rising considerably further for 

regional travel. Fares are not integrated between Metlink buses (which use the tag-on tag-

off Snapper card with transfers possible), trains (which use paper tickets, giving a 

bewildering array of fare products) and commercial non-Metlink bus services. 

4.5.1.3 Christchurch 

Compared to New Zealand’s other two largest cities, Christchurch has long taken a more 

integrated approach to public transportation, with significantly less “commercial” routes 

and a clearer network structure. The bus service in Christchurch is branded as “Metro.” A 

key era of reforms occurred in the early 21st century, with the creation of the indoor Bus 

Exchange and the CBD-oriented radial network transformed by the frequent Orbiter 

service, which quickly became the most frequent and patronised bus service in the city, 

running every 10 minutes and opening up a wide range of new journeys. Notably, 

registration of commercial services for anything less than full timetables was refused. 

resulting in only 3% of scheduled services being commercial (Ministry of Transport, 

2010), and these only due to exorbitant cash fares for airport services, which exploited the 

price-insensitive tourist market (Mees and Dodson, 2010, p.43). Patronage growth 

continued throughout the decade, and other network-oriented planning changes included 

the combining of many pairs of radial services into single cross-town services, and a 

second frequent service that did not go through the central city, the MetroStar. By the time 

of the 2011 earthquake, the frequent network was significant. 

Unfortunately, the earthquake has proven a turning point. Although ambitions of a 

transit-centred rebuilding were expressed, the central government showed little interest, 

and decreased patronage meant that reductions in service levels were forced. The new 

network expressed network-oriented planning principles, but a clearly branded frequent 

network consisting of four cross-town lines and the Orbiter was a reduction of the previous 

frequent network, and too many areas have ended up served by feeder services at low 

frequencies that make transfers slow and difficult. Evening services are infrequent even 

on the frequent routes, but weekend services are relatively strong. Patronage has declined 

in per-capita terms (see above) while motorway extensions have encouraged further car 

traffic. 
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The latest RPTP (Environment Canterbury, 2018) acknowledges some of these difficulties 

and sets out a 10 year plan for network improvements, including potentially four more 

frequent routes through the CBD. The plan generally appears to revert the eastern suburbs 

to previous CBD-oriented network structures while maintaining the newer network 

structures to the west, a less idealised network structure that appears to be a better fit 

compared to the previous “new network.” There is also a 30 year vision of the network, 

incorporating rapid transit corridors to the north and west. 

Bus fares formally operate under a zonal system, but with the Christchurch urban area 

forming a single zone, are effectively flat for most users, with zone boundaries only crossed 

when journeying to Selwyn District, Waimakariri District, or on the Diamond Harbour 

Ferry. Single zone adult fares are $2.65 on the Metrocard, which is affordable for longer-

distance journeys but relatively steep for shorter journeys.  

4.5.2 Medium cities 

A selection of three medium-sized cities is given here. Additionally, the next chapter is 

devoted to describing Dunedin’s PT network in greater depth. 

4.5.2.1 Hamilton 

Hamilton’s subsidised BUSIT network consists of approximately 18 core bus routes, 

depending on how they are counted. The basis of the network is two core frequent routes: 

the Comet runs through the city centre between suburban termini, and the Orbiter loops 

the city at 15 minute frequencies. Almost all other routes run at 30 minute frequencies and 

terminate in the downtown Transport Centre. Frequencies are not increased at peak 

hours, but there are some additional peak-hour services on distinct routes. Services run 

until around 9pm during the week, but finish by 6pm on weekends. Services to some 

nearby regional centres also have some characteristics of urban routes, especially the 

service to Huntly which runs approximately half-hourly at peak hours and hourly off-peak. 

The network has been refreshed since 2016 (Waikato Regional Council, 2020), leading to 

claimed patronage growth of 3-4% per year, and the new network can be seen as a clear 

expression of network-oriented planning principles, especially in the emphasis given to a 

frequent Orbiter route, which can be compared to Christchurch’s route of the same name. 

One common network-oriented best practice that is missing is that most services to the 

CBD terminate there, except the frequent Comet. 

The RPTP (Waikato Regional Council, 2018) is very ambitious, expressing an aspiration 

of expanding towards a polycentric network of mass transit lines in the city and to nearby 
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centres, and a similarly ambitious regional network. The integration of regional and urban 

plans is very evident, and a mass transit plan is flagged as a path forward. It also marks 

Waikato as considerably different to other regional plans given its longer-term vision, 

compared to, for example, the Otago plan which has greater street-level detail and has 

largely been fulfilled. 

Urban fares are currently $1.70 with the Bee Card, a reduction from $2.40 pre-COVID-19 

fares. 

The “regional” network also includes local bus routes around Taupō (3 routes, 12 

departures per day), Tokoroa (2 routes, 8 departures per day) and Thames (5 departures 

per day). 

4.5.2.2 Tauranga 

Tauranga’s urban bus network is branded as “Bayhopper” and consists of up to 20 routes 

(depending on how they are counted). The network is polycentric with two nodes: one in 

the CBD and one in at Bayfair in Mount Maunganui. All lines run to or through at least 

one of these nodes, with two frequent services combining to give 8 buses per hour between 

the two nodes. A good portion of further services run at 20 minute intervals, with some at 

30 or 60 minutes. Weekend and evening services are typically at half frequencies, but 

services finish quite early all week long. 

Service levels appear to have increased significantly in recent years, in response to the 

Western Bay of Plenty Public Transport Blueprint, which have resulted in a patronage 

recovery after long-running decline (Bay of Plenty Regional Council, 2019). The 2018 

RPTP (Bay of Plenty Regional Council, 2018) gives some indications of network-oriented 

planning principles, utilising the language of multidestinational transit in saying that 

public transport needs to connect as many origins and destinations as possible and, in a 

table showing different service types, outlining a number of detailed principles that can be 

identified with network planning principles. This does appear to be quite contained to one 

part of the plan, so to the extent that network-oriented planning is utilised, it is in a 

relatively muted way—as applied best practices with a relatively weak assertion of the 

underlying principles. 

Fares are flat, and relatively expensive at $2.72 using the Bee Card. 
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4.5.2.3 Palmerston North 

A bewildering array of somewhat connected bus networks, with little overall branding, 

exist within the Manawatū-Whanagnui region, centred on the urban network in 

Palmerston North, separate Massey University services in the same city, and the 

Whanganui urban network. An array of regional and commuter routes also operate. 

Immediately obvious is the failure to present these networks as a cohesive product. The 

Horizons website emphasises individual bus routes, with network maps hard to find and 

excessively fragmented; for example, presenting services to Massey University and other 

tertiary institutions separately to the Palmerston North network. Bus services operate at 

low 80 minute daytime frequencies in Palmerston North. Services for tertiary students are 

frequent with as many as 12 connections an hour between the CBD and the University, 

and 6 at off-peak, but this involves a confusing array of similar routes with diversions. The 

urban network appears designed around circuitous two-way loops, which form route 

pairs, with the timetables not accurately representing the change in route number for 

return trips. 

This is certainly contrary to network-oriented planning principles, and is a good 

representation of traditional bus networks that have typically faced redesigns. The 2015 

RPTP (Horizons Regional Council, 2015) explores the possibility of significant increases 

in frequency, but does not explore other reforms such as to network structures or 

branding/presentation. The plan instead puts priority into alternative funding sources, 

due to stated difficulty in funding urban public transportation in smaller regional centre. 

This is evident in free services to tertiary students and staff, partially funded by their 

institutions. However, trial increases to peak service levels did not appear to help 

patronage, and a decline in passenger numbers has only been stopped by the free 

student/staff fares, with farebox recovery rates plummeting. 

Adult fares are affordable at $2 with the Bee Card. 

4.5.3 Small cities 

4.5.3.1 New Plymouth 

New Plymouth’s subsidised bus network is called “Citylink” and is supplemented by a 

small number of regional services. 

Citylink consists of nine radial urban routes converging on the CBD, supplemented by a 

small number of infrequent general services and an extensive network of school services. 
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The routes generally run at 40-70 minute frequencies and generally involve long one-way 

loops in their outer sections. On Saturdays service is reduced to two highly circuitous loop 

routes running twice in the day, and there are no Sunday services. 

The 2014 RPTP (Taranaki Regional Council, 2014) makes explicit reference to “network 

planning principles”, which it identifies with the patronage/coverage dichotomy of Walker 

(2008). The nine urban routes are primarily identified as being focused on patronage 

goals, but their design is inconsistent with this principle, with circuitous, loopy routes, 

routes terminating in the CBD, and frequencies that are not only low, but are odd numbers 

such as 50 or 70 minutes that make timetables confusing. Public information is difficult 

to navigate, with the network map on the website being low-resolution, and individual 

routes emphasised over the network as a whole. Despite supposedly being premised on 

explicit “network planning principles”, the New Plymouth network appears ripe for 

network-oriented reform. A draft of a new plan (Taranaki Regional Council, 2020) lacks 

substantive network-oriented thinking but does indicate that a network review is 

imminent. 

Fares are zonal; within the city they are a flat but quite expensive at $2.67 on the Bee Card. 

4.5.3.2 Queenstown 

Queenstown’s “Orbus” network was introduced in November 2017 in response to concerns 

about road congestion in a geographically constrained town, replacing a commercial 

service that provided spotty and expensive services. The Orbus network is structured 

around four core lines. Before the COVID-19 pandemic forced service cuts in a region 

unusually dependent on tourism, there were three hourly routes (half-hourly at peak and 

aiming to rise to half-hourly all day) and a trunk route which runs at a fifteen-minute 

frequency. All four routes meet at a hub in Frankton, and two routes (including the 

frequent one) connect Frankton to central Queenstown. Notably, the routes run late into 

the night and with the same timetable seven days a week. 

The network is a visible representation of Network Planning principles with direct lines 

that avoid loops and excessive deviations, along with the aforementioned service hours. 

This is clear in the 2017 amendments to the RPTP (Otago Regional Council, 2017) which 

clearly and explicitly expresses network-oriented principles. Unsurprisingly given the 

scale of reform, patronage growth has been spectacular compared to the old network, and 

would be anticipated to continue, but the impact of the 2020 global pandemic will change 

this. It is important to note the strong partnership between the local Queenstown Lakes 
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District Council and the governing Otago Regional Council in implementing and funding 

this new network. 

Adult fares are a flat, cheap $2 with the Bee Card. 

Further work involves an attempt to create a ferry route between Frankton and Central 

Queenstown; this appears to be unnecessary duplication from a network-oriented 

perspective, but in a tourism-centred town this may fulfil a different role to the bus 

network. 

4.5.3.3 Invercargill 

“BusSmart”, Invercargill’s subsidised bus network, is governed by the Invercargill City 

Council, with the responsibility delegated to them by Environment Southland on the basis 

that the network serves only Invercargill. The current network was introduced in 2012. 

The four routes are all in the form of loops, and run every 45 minutes, departing 

simultaneously from a central hub. According to the current RPTP (Invercargill City 

Council, 2017), this network was designed to cut costs, which has led to a 25% decline in 

patronage. The plan is extremely critical of these reforms and proposes network-oriented 

reforms to fix these issues. For example, the new proposed network (Option 3) eliminates 

the one-way loops, with four loop routes converted to three two-way, crosstown routes, all 

running on an hourly pulse enabling transfers at the central hub. The plan explicitly cites 

Walker (2012) and combatively refutes austerity pressures, arguing that “value for money 

should not solely be focused on the subsidy provided per passenger”, and that “cost alone 

is not a reliable indicator of value for money”. 

Flat $2 fares operate, using the Bee Card. 

4.5.3.4 Gisborne 

“Gizzybus” is the subsidised public service. The service is contracted to GoBus until 2022.  

School buses are also subsidised under the “Waka Kura” brand, in response to “unique 

geographical and socio-economic challenges in traveling to and from school.”  

The Gizzybus network consists of six loop routes operating on weekdays only, and is 

operated by two buses at a time. Two of the six routes operate at the start and end of the 

day as peak-hour services, while the other four operate interpeak. Waka Kura consists of 

nine routes operating at the start and end of the school day. 

The strategic priorities of the RPTP (Gisborne District Council, 2018) do not contain many 

expressions of what can be considered canonical NP principles, and the network can be 
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considered reasonably traditional in nature. Paradoxically, one of the peak-hour services 

is more convoluted and indirect than the three inter-peak services it replaces. The network 

appears amenable to some reform in the way of route structure and service operation, 

especially given patronage has been declining. The plan indicates a strategic review would 

begin in 2019, but no further evidence of this was found. 

There does appear to be strong, consistent branding in the public and school networks, 

although they not integrated with each other. 

Adult fares are $2. Separate smartcards exist for the Gizzybus and Waka Kura networks; 

Gisborne was not part of the Regional Consortium that developed the Bee Card. 

4.5.4 Evidence of network-oriented planning principles in specific networks 

From analysing PT networks around the country, it is possible to evaluate the application 

of network-oriented planning in various centres, and this is done in Table 5. This is based 

around four questions: 

• Branding/public image: Is PT presented as a coherent network, or as merely a 

bundle of separate routes? 

• Consistency of service: Is quality service maintained at different times of the day 

and the week? 

• Network design: Do routes follow network-oriented best practices—e.g. direct 

routes, avoiding unnecessary duplication? 

• Plans: Is network-oriented thinking evident (explicitly or implicitly) in the RPTP? 

These are yes-no questions; the answers are given out of 5 scale depending on the strength. 

A zero is only given if the absence of network-oriented planning is especially notable in 

context; otherwise, 1 is the minimum.  

  

Network-oriented 

practices highly 

evident 

No network-

oriented practices 

evident 

Figure 9: Levels of network-oriented planning in Table 5  

0        1        2       3          4           5 
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Table 5: Evaluation of network-oriented planning practices in NZ cities (ordered by size) 

City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Auckland Yes (5): good fare integration, 

and the most prominent PT 

webpages are generally 

mode-neutral, emphasising 

journey planning and broad 

PT customer needs. 

Yes (4): frequent services 

tend to run frequent all 

week long, and maintain 

high frequencies well into 

evening, and reasonable 

frequencies all the way to 

midnight. Some 

weaknesses on train 

network. 

Yes (4): direct main-road 

routes that avoid excessive 

duplication; cross-town 

routes. One shortcoming is 

that a large number of 

routes terminate in CBD. 

Yes (5): in detail. 19 

Wellington Yes (4): with some failings, 

notably the failure to achieve 

integrated fares. 

Yes (5). Evening 

frequencies typically 

winding down to half 

daytime frequencies all the 

way to midnight, Saturday 

with full frequencies,  

Sunday with half 

frequencies 

Yes (4): although the 

implementation has been 

troubled, with some being 

undone. 

Yes (5), in detail. 19 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Christchurch Yes (5): Christchurch was 

nationally leading in fare 

integration and network 

planning, having avoided 

fragmented commercial 

services. 

Yes, mostly (4): 

Evening/Sunday 

frequencies typically run at 

half daytime frequency, 

and Saturdays at full 

frequencies. 

Yes (5). Orbiter route, 

generous fare policies 

enabling transfers, and 

central bus exchange (all 

circa 2000) represented a 

shift to a multidestinational 

network. Post-earthquake 

changes attempted to 

maintain this amid service 

cuts. 

Yes (5): although the 

network-oriented 

approach is well-

established enough that 

it might be taken as a 

given to an extent, with 

a more matured, 

pragmatic approach to 

design principles. 

19 

Hamilton Yes (5): particular emphasis 

is given to two frequent 

routes (Comet and Orbiter), 

which are shown as part of 

maps of other routes, 

encouraging transfers. 

Somewhat (3). As a 

positive, peak-hour service 

is provided by peak-only 

special routes so that 

regular services maintain a 

clockface timetable all day 

long. However, services 

finish very early, around 

9pm on weekdays and 6:30 

on weekdays. 

Yes(4): a clear, coherent set 

of routes that can be 

expressed well on a map. A 

frequent orbital helps 

generate multidestinational 

travel. One weakness is that 

almost all services 

terminate in the CBD 

Yes (5): although it is 

not explicitly named, it 

is very evident. The 

most notable element is 

the inclusion of a long-

term network  plan that 

is not evident in other 

medium-sized cities. 

17 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Tauranga Yes (4): route map and 

transfer points are given 

emphasis. However, network 

map does not distinguish 

service types, giving an 

appearance of duplication. 

Somewhat (3): Offpeak and 

weekend frequencies are 

good, but finishing times 

are as early as 8-9pm all 

week long. Some routes 

change at different times, 

including interpeak-only 

and weekend-only routes. 

Somewhat (3). There appear 

to be a number of forced 

transfers involving short 

routes, making the network 

structure illegible, and some 

route designs are odd – e.g. 

Hospital Link and City Link 

services interact oddly 

running different routes in 

different directions. 

Somewhat (3). 

Language of 

“multidestinational 

transit” is used in plan, 

and is certainly a 

necessity in a 

polycentric urban area. 

Standard division of 

service types is evident, 

but network-oriented 

thinking does not get 

the priority that other 

plans give them. 

13 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Dunedin Yes (5): centred around 

“Orbus” branding. 

Yes (5): the same network 

runs all week long with 

only occasional route 

variations, usually with 

half frequencies on 

weekends and evenings. 

Reasonably late finishes 

(10:30-11pm) all week 

except for an earlier 

Sunday finish, and with 

especially late finishes on 

Saturdays going past 

midnight 

Yes, mostly (4): with an 

emphasis on clockface 

timetables, direct routes 

using main streets. An 

orbital “Ridge Runner” 

bypasses the CBD but plays 

a relatively minor role; 

network is still essentially 

radial, due to city’s 

constrained topology. There 

is somewhat of a lack of 

timetable coordination 

between routes on common 

corridors, due to the way 

suburban termini are 

paired. 

Yes (5): network-

oriented principles are 

stated clearly and 

applied clearly. 

19 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Napier-

Hastings 

Yes (5): the route map that 

effectively and explicitly 

shows different service types 

and frequencies through 

symbols and line widths. 

No (1): service is highly 

commuter-oriented. 

Services finish early by 6-

7pm, weak Saturday 

services, very weak Sunday 

services at 2 hour 

frequencies on the 

strongest route and most 

minor routes have no 

Sunday services at all. 

No (1): other than the 

dominant Napier-Hastings 

route, most routes include 

indirect one-way loops, with 

some exceptions. 

No (1): 2019 plan 

appears to be “keep the 

lights on and tinker 

round the edges” in 

form. A few changes are 

flagged but not 

committed to and 

cannot be identified as 

strongly network-

oriented in nature. 

8 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Palmerston 

North 

No, mostly (2): no branding 

is evident. Urban network is 

presented as separate to 

campus-oriented network 

giving excessively tailored 

services and poorly resourced 

city network (80 minute 

frequencies!). Bus maps 

difficult to find on website. 

No (1). Services finish by 

6:30-7pm on urban 

network, with evening 

services axed by a sudden 

council vote. The (poor) 

frequencies are maintained 

on Saturdays but are 

further weakened on 

Sundays.  Campus services 

are very frequent on 

weekdays, on a bewildering 

array of routes, with weak 

weekend services. 

No (0). Urban network is 

based on an at least 

consistent design of two-

way loops, but are indirect 

and circuitous. Campus 

services run with confusing, 

illegible timetables, odd 

route variations, and huge 

service volume especially at 

peak hours. 

No (1). The 2015 plan 

explores frequency 

improvements but does 

not explore more 

network-oriented 

approaches such as a 

network redesign. 

Priority instead goes to 

alternative funding 

sources, which is seen 

in the free services for 

tertiary students and 

staff, but which appears 

to work against a 

coherent network 

structure. 

4 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Nelson Yes (5): well-branded NBus 

service presented as a 

coherent whole. 

No (1). Services end by 

~7:30 all week long, albeit 

with a night bus on 

Friday/Saturdays. Poor 

weekend service: trunk 

routes fall from 30 minute 

frequencies to 2 hours, 

while other services see no 

Sunday service and few 

Saturday services. 

Somewhat (3): primary 

trunk Nelson-Richmond 

routes are clear, logical, 

direct, and several other 

services into Nelson are 

similar. However, a number 

of other routes are 

circuitous and loopy. 

No (1): Plan (2015, 

updated in 2018) 

appears to be “keep the 

lights on”. 

10 

Rotorua Yes (5): an overall network is 

given emphasis and is well-

branded. 

Somewhat (3): base 30 

minute frequency is 

universal across network, 

and is maintained by most 

routes on Saturdays. Some 

Sunday services are 

weaker. However, services 

finish early, at 6-7pm and 

usually by 5pm on 

Sundays. 

Yes, mostly (4): routes 

appear to be relatively direct 

with any circuitous sections 

only around termini. Could 

be improved by some 

through-routes to avoid 

terminating buses in CBD. 

Yes, mostly (4): 

language of 

“multidestinational 

transit” and some best 

practices evident in 

RPTP. 

16 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Whangarei No, mostly (2): routes are 

largely presented separately 

although there is a branding. 

Somewhat (3): a halfhourly 

frequency is maintained 

even on Saturdays, but no 

Sunday services run and no 

evening services (finishing 

around 6pm on weekdays 

and 4pm on Saturdays). 

No, mostly (2): most 

services are circuitous 

loops, with some odd 

features such as running the 

loop in the opposite 

direction in the afternoon 

morning/afternoon on 

some routes. However, a 

clockface timetable is 

evident and there appears to 

be a solid base for network 

improvements in future. 

No (1): plan explicitly 

describes itself as 

“business as usual” with 

few indications of any 

changes. However, 

there does seem to be a 

good basis for future 

reforms. 

8 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

New Plymouth Somewhat (3): Good 

branding brings school 

services under the same 

brand, but website 

emphasises searching by 

route, with network-level 

maps hard to access.  

No (0): no Sunday service 

and skeleton Saturday 

service consisting of two 

enormous circuitous 

combined routes running 

only twice each  in the 

whole day. Early finishes 

on weekdays around 7pm 

No, mostly (2): routes are 

quite circuitous and involve 

one-way loops, terminating 

in the CBD. Headways are a 

mish-mash, between 40-70 

minutes. As a positive, the 

route structure is relatively 

logical and consistent, with 

few variations. 

Somewhat (3): Explicit 

reference is made to 

“network planning 

principles” with a focus 

on the 

patronage/coverage 

trade-off, but claims the 

routes are serving a 

primarily patronage 

goal which is not 

evident in the routes. 

8 

Queenstown Yes (5): clear branding and 

public information 

emphasises network. 

Yes (5): the same timetable 

7 days a week, running 

from as early as 6am to as 

late as 12:30am, depending 

on the route. 

Yes (5): a simple structure of 

five routes, direct and 

connective with a hub in 

Frankton. 

Yes (5): the 2017 

ammendments to the 

RPTP introduce similar 

network-oriented 

principles to Dunedin, 

clearly and explicitly. 

20 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Invercargill No, mostly (2): good “Bus 

Smart” brand, but routes are 

presented separately and 

network map hard to find. 

No: (1) buses run to 

~6:30pm all week long 

with limited Saturday 

service running until 

3:30pm and no Sunday 

services. 

No, mostly (2): circuitous 

one-way loops. However, a 

pulse timetable at a 45 

minute headway will be an 

improvement. 

Yes (5): the plan 

proposes a new network 

that will improve the 

routes along network-

oriented lines, 

eliminating loops and 

creating a clockface 

timetable, albeit at a 

slightly lower off-peak 

frequency divided 

between 6 termini. 

10 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Whanganui No (0):  network is 

unbranded and website info 

is poor, increasing the sense 

of fragmentation, 

PDF/physical timetable is a 

little more cohesive a 

presentation but even there 

the timetable separates 

weekend routes from 

weekday routes (even when 

all but two routes are the 

same). 

No (1): Saturday services 

are very limited (~3 per day 

on most routes) and 

Sunday services non-

existent. Services run to 

only about 6pm. 

No (1): The network is loopy 

and circuitous, designed 

around four two-way loops 

(shown as two routes 

meeting at an outer 

terminus). 

No (1): While some 

improvements in 

service levels are 

flagged across the 

region, there is no 

particular network-

oriented thinking 

evident. 

3 

Gisborne Yes, mostly (4): the network 

is well branded and  uses a 

relatively clear network map. 

 

The Waka Kura school-bus 

routes are separately branded 

but are given a clear place on 

the website 

No, mostly (2). there is no 

weekend service and 

weekday services finish 

around 6pm. 

No, mostly (2). The routes 

are largely circuitous one-

way loops. The timetable is, 

however, relatively 

consistent. 

No (1). 9 
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City Is service presented to 

the public as a network 

rather than a collection 

of separate routes? 

Is quality service 

maintained at different 

times of day and week 

(e.g. not just 

commuter-targeted) 

Does the network 

adhere to typical 

network-oriented 

design principles 

Is there evidence of 

network-oriented 

thinking in RPTP? 

Total (out of 

20) 

Blenheim No, mostly (2): a “Blenheim 

Bus” brand exists but is not 

especially formal; three of the 

five services are presented 

separately as they are trials 

though it might be expected 

that they be presented as a 

more cohesive network if 

made permanent. 

No: (1) Division between 

regular north and south 

routes, which run inter-

peak only, with east and 

west trial services which 

run at commuter hours 

only. The Renwick service 

runs over a wider time 

period. Limited Saturday 

services on 

North/South/Renwick 

routes. 

No (1). All routes except 

Renwick are circuitous one-

way loops. With the trials as 

they stand, the services are 

essentially aimed at very 

narrow functions and the 

routes would likely interact 

very little. 

Mostly no (2): 

frequency 

improvements are 

flagged, but the only 

real “network-oriented” 

element that is 

apparent is to move 

towards a clockface 

timetable. However, 

some ambition is 

evident, and network-

oriented approaches 

may play a part in 

improvements. 

6 

Timaru Yes, mostly (4):  unified 

brand even with introduction 

of on-demand services. 

However the division of 

services does create some 

division 

Somewhat (3). Remaining 

Timaru Link service 

finishes very early around 

4:30-5pm on weekdays 

only, but on-demand 

MyWay service runs until 

7pm (6pm on weekends).  

Unclear (-): switch towards 

on-demand services is a 

difficult reform to evaluate 

in these terms. 

Somewhat (-): network-

oriented thinking is 

evident in the overall 

plan (see Christchurch) 

but Timaru’s role in this 

is less clear. 

(not all 

categories 

graded) 
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4.5.4.1 Analysis 

Unsurprisingly, the application of network-oriented planning in New Zealand cities is 

correlated with population: larger cities have greater capacity to make detailed plans, 

greater access to expertise, and their size means that their networks can more easily 

manifest network-oriented principles. Figure 10 shows this. The five cities on this graph 

with the highest scores are those in the three largest regions (Otago, Waikato, and Bay of 

Plenty). Interestingly, within these regions, the two smaller “second cities” (Rotorua and 

Queenstown) score more highly than primary cities. This may indicate that smaller cities 

in larger regions may act as laboratories for network-oriented reforms, being ahead of the 

game on network-oriented practices while small cities without these connections lag 

behind. Informant 8 did, indeed, make this point with regards to Queenstown (see 

Chapter 6). 

 

This does not apply to the other pair of cities governed by a single regional council; 

Palmerston North and Wanganui both have low scores, with the smaller Wanganui slightly 

lower. Their Horizons Regional Council appears to be one of the most severe holdouts 
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Figure 10: assessed levels of network-oriented planning in small-medium New 
Zealand cities. Based on Table 5 and population data from Statistics New Zealand. 
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against network-oriented practices. An example of this in action was the 2019 removal of 

evening bus services in order to cut costs (Galuszka, 2019), but this can also be seen in its 

network design and lack of branding. 

From a network-oriented viewpoint, one of the most obvious shortcomings of bus services 

in many NZ cities analysed here is in their poor hours of service (poor evening and 

weekend services). Otago—especially Queenstown, but also Dunedin, are the exception; 

even Waikato and the Bay of Plenty, the largest regions outside the three main centres, are 

relatively weak in this regard, and of the rest of the cities, only Whangarei stands out with 

full frequencies on Saturdays, although this is with reduced hours of operation and still 

lacks Sunday and evening services. There are likely to be significant cross-subsidies in 

extending the hours of service, even if the patronage is relatively low. 

The other network-planning element to mention is through-routings in CBDs. A number 

of cities have not implemented these even when their network structures appear well 

suited to it. Given the size of these cities, through routings could be an easy efficiency, 

reducing the number of forced transfers to connect to the far side of the CBD and meaning 

buses would not have to loop around busy CBD streets to return the way they came. 

Hamilton, Rotorua and New Plymouth seem to all be especially clear cases for this reform. 

4.6 Conclusion 

Overall, network-oriented planning is certainly a driving force behind reforms in New 

Zealand. Although the design of the PTOM was framed around questions of commerciality 

and market efficiency that harked back to TSLA, the final form of PTOM proved the 

resilience of network-oriented thinking in the face of such neoliberal discourse. However. 

the application of network-oriented planning remains mixed in a large proportion of cities, 

especially smaller ones not tied by a common regional council to a larger city. There is 

clear potential for it to be applied further, and this could have a significant impact on 

negative patronage trends. 

The next chapter will outline in greater detail the case study of Dunedin, which with new 

network along network-oriented principles and funding improvements, has seen 

significant patronage growth in recent years.
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Chapter 5: Case Study: Ōtepoti Dunedin 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the case study of changes to Dunedin’s bus network between 2008 

and 2020. The contention of this chapter is that changes to Dunedin’s network are a 

particularly clear example of a new network built along network-oriented planning lines, 

illustrating the benefits, challenges and conflicts that such change can create. 

5.2 Background of Dunedin 

 Dunedin is the second most populated city in the South Island behind Christchurch, and 

(depending on definitions) the sixth or seventh most populated city in New Zealand, with 

a population of 130,700 in 2018 (Dunedin City Council, 2020); this includes outlying 

settlements. The name comes from Dùn Èideann, the Scots Gaelic name for Edinburgh, 

Scotland. In the indigenous Māori language the city’s name is Ōtepoti, and the city is 

increasingly known by the dual name Ōtepoti Dunedin in celebration of its dual heritage. 

Dunedin was the capital of the historic province of Otago, which takes its name from the 

nearby Kai Tahu village of Ōtākou near the mouth of what is now known as Otago 

Harbour. Otago Province took in approximately the lower third of the South Island. 

Although the provinces were abolished in 1876, their names continue to have significance, 

and are retained in a number of places. As part of local government reforms in 1989, Otago 

Region was formed, largely along the lines of the former province, excluding Southland.  

The city lies on the east coast of the island, with its CBD lying at the head of Otago Harbour. 

The area has a constrained, hilly topology; the most exceptions to this often being low-

lying and vulnerable to flooding and climate change (notably South Dunedin and, and 

further from the CBD, the Taieri Plains to the west). Dunedin is a university city, with a 

large student population and the University of Otago being a major employer. Although 

the council boundaries are broad, extending up and down the coast and far inland into 

Strath Taieri to the north-west, the city proper is relatively compact. 
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5.3 Public transport in Dunedin 

In public transport, the city is known for being a pioneer of cable tramways, with the city 

being the second in the world after San Francisco to open adopt the technology, in 1881 

(Mornington Cable Car, 2018). Cable car lines drove the development of steep hill suburbs 

to the west of the city. Flatter parts of the city were served by conventional horse-drawn 

then electric trams; both these and the cable car lines were closed largely between 1950 

and 1956 (van der Weerden, 2018), replaced with electric trolleybuses that used the same 

overhead wires. Trolleybuses were phased out between 1970 and 1982 (Knewstubb, 1999), 

replaced with diesel buses. Commuter rail services provided connections out to Port 

Chalmers and Mosgiel until 1979 and 1982 respectively, with ferries providing connections 

along the Otago Peninsula until the 1930s (van der Weerden, 2018). Intercity rail services 

ran to Christchurch and Invercargill until 2002. 

From 1989, public transportation in the city has been managed by the Otago Regional 

Council, with the urban network operated by a number of companies, and with a mixture 

of contracted and fully commercial services. The most prominent of these operators was 

Citibus, which was the corporatised successor of the previous municipal operator. Citibus 

operated at “arm’s length” from its owner, the Dunedin City Council, until was sold in 2011 

to Invercargill Passenger Transport (‘Era ends’, 2011). Invercargill Passenger Transport 

was sold in 2014 to Hamilton-based GoBus (Radio New Zealand, 2014), which was sold in 

2020 to Melbourne-based operator Kinetic (Hayward, 2020). GoBus currently operates 

three of Dunedin’s five PTOM units, with 11 routes to 18 outer temini. The remaining two 

units are operated by Ritchies, with 8 routes to 13 outer termini; Ritchies also operates a 

single unit in and around Queenstown, consisting of 4 primary routes to 7 outer termini. 
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5.4 Old network (2008) 

Dunedin’s bus network has undergone in the last decade or so. Figure 11 and Figure 12 

show the network maps from the timetable booklet that became effective on 28 July 2008. 

There are two separate network maps as the routes changed on evenings and in weekends. 

The complexity of the network is visually clear; while the maps’ designs do not help the 

situation, the complexity of the network means that the maps are forced to distort the city’s 

geography. Many routes are circuitous and involve one-way loops and route variations. 

Where multiple routes converge it becomes difficult to follow the routes, and to actually 

use the routes to find bus stops requires cross-referencing with a geographically accurate 

map if the user is unfamiliar with an area. 

Figure 11: Official Dunedin bus network map (2008, daytime weekdays).  
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The weekend network attempts to cover the city with fewer routes; this necessitates highly 

circuitous “combined” routes, which often involve long one-way loops, or routes such as 

the black route to Pine Hill and Opoho, which essentially has to return to the same point 

twice. Some suburbs see no evening/ weekend service at all (for example Ocean Grove) 

while some bus stops only see buses on weekends/evenings. 

In all, there were 15 bus routes in the weekday network, many of which had a number of 

route variations, and 13 in the weekend network, which had fewer variations. The 

closeness of these numbers is, however, deceptive; a large number of weekday routes ran 

through the CBD to another suburban terminus, while most weekend routes terminated 

Figure 12: Official Dunedin bus network map (2008, evenings, weekends, public 
holidays). 
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in the CBD; there were 23 weekday termini (not counting the CBD itself) and 15 weekend 

termini. The only common routes between the two networks were the Normanby – St Clair 

route, plus routes to outlying settlements: Mosgiel, Abbotsford/Brighton, Port Chalmers, 

and Portobello. A good proportion of routes travelled through the CBD rather than 

terminating in the weekday network, while on the weekend most routes terminated in the 

CBD. 

5.4.1 Service levels/regularity 

Frequencies varied widely. Two routes ran at 15 minute frequency on weekdays—the 

commercial St Clair-Normanby route and the trial “Campus Loop” that does not appear 

on the map shown. Many weekday frequencies were irregular and varied through the day; 

one weekday route saw headways between 35 and 50 minutes through the day; others saw 

40 minute frequencies bolstered to 20 minutes at peak; one varied between approximately 

80 minutes off-peak and 40 minutes at peak. The Mosgiel service ran at up to 30 minutes 

at peak (often supplemented by an express at the same time) but saw a near 2-hour gap in 

the middle of the day. Two routes that ran at regular headways—30 minutes all day—saw 

no evening or weekend alternatives (Ocean Grove to Ross Creek and a Concord to 

University not shown on the given map).  

On the evening/weekend network, a larger portion of services ran on a more predictable, 

clockface timetable; the St Clair to Normanby service ran half-hourly on Saturdays and 

hourly on Sundays; five “combined” services ran hourly; one combined service departed 

twice an hour on Saturdays, alternating between two primary route variations and with an 

occasional third variation thrown into the mix, while operating hourly on evenings and 

Sundays. The primary exceptions to this regularity were the longer services, which often 

saw only a few buses a day; for example 3 per day both days of the weekend to Mosgiel; 

gaps of 40-110 minutes on Saturdays to Abbotsford and/or Brighton with five services on 

Sunday, and similar for services to Port Chalmers and to Portobello. 
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5.4.2 Network changes 

Although the 2008 networks are visibly 

outdated, notably in the number of route 

variations, they existed in a time of funding 

improvements and service changes, with the 

ORC implementing new services and changes 

in routing. Two new services were not on the 

map above (although their timetables are in the 

booklet): a service along Kaikorai Valley to 

Concord, and a “Campus Circuit” which was a 

one-way loop of North Dunedin. While the 

Concord service was quite successful and 

remains today in essentially the same form, the 

“Campus Circuit” was an embarrassing failure, 

with an average patronage of one passenger per 

trip around the loop (Fox, 2008). The Campus 

Circuit was a frequent service every 15 minutes, 

seven days a week, but was extremely short, 

with its most distant extremities being only 

2km apart and the target market—students at 

the university—approximately halfway 

between. 

The route was replaced with a “City Loop” in November of the same year, running only as 

far as Albany St to the north and instead looping to South Dunedin and back, but the 

results were the same. The analysis by a regional councillor at the time was telling (Fox, 

2009): 

The message the council had to take from the failure of both services was 

"students do not use buses", except for those coming in from outlying 

suburbs, Cr Deaker said. 

The reality was that the service served no function not already served by a myriad of bus 

routes that terminated at or passed through the university. The failure was not because 

“students do not use buses”; it was because students had no need for this bus. There was 

a lack of political or professional understanding of effective network design principles. 

This illustrates why increased interest in and funding of PT was not always effective, 

Figure 13: The unsuccessful "Campus 
Circuit" (from 2008 timetable 
booklet) 
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leading to a funding squeeze under the incoming National government on the basis that 

value for money was not being achieved. 

At the same time as the Campus Circuit / City Loop trials were ended, a number of more 

network-oriented changes were being moved through. The unwieldy City-University-

Maori Hill-Roslyn-Bradford-Belleknowes-City two-way loop route, which ran at awkward 

35-50 minute frequencies, was split into two routes both terminating at Bradford and both 

running at 30 minute frequencies. The weekend combined route that covered the same 

area along with Helensburgh-Wakari was also split into two routes, making the services 

somewhat less convoluted and indirect (although they remained very much so). Over the 

following years, a number of further changes are indicative of the arrival of some network-

oriented thinking. Notably, the 2012 timetable marked a shift of all Saturday services 

(even in the evening) onto the weekday network, representing an important step in 

creating a single 7-day network. 

5.5 RPTP 2014 and the new network 

Although some network-oriented thinking had already been clear beforehand, the 2014 

Regional Public Transport Plan (Otago Regional Council, 2014b) expressed a coordinated 

program of reforms, with changing priorities and changing routes. Changes to the 

approach to network design and operation in Dunedin included: 

• a new network of stable routes at simple frequencies 

• direct, fast routes running on main streets 

• simplification of the zonal fare structure 

The reforms can be considered a move towards a patronage-focused network and away 

from a coverage-focused one, in the framework of Walker (2008) where a trade-off exists 

between the two goals. Some scepticism was expressed by councillors on this in an ORC 

meeting, with the minutes (Otago Regional Council, 2014a) noting a query about “whether  

the Plan’s patronage approach, which simplified routes and improved service frequency, 

would increase patronage in Dunedin given the city’s climate and domain”; it was argued 

in response that overseas research showed “that the patronage approach was effective in 

increasing patronage”. The apparent critique here appears to be that the patronage 

approach might not achieve greater patronage—i.e. a technical criticism that it may not 

achieve its stated goals, rather than a critique of the underlying priority given to patronage 

over other PT goals. 
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5.5.1 Service levels / frequencies 

The RPTP gives an indicative map of the proposed routes, which differs from the eventual 

network only in minor details (current map is shown in Figure 14). The routes in the 

network are divided into three categories, with clockface timetables (i.e. departures at the 

same time every hour). “Rapid” services to run at 15 minute frequencies, “Frequent” 

services at 20 minute frequencies, and “Regular” services, most of which are set to run at 

30 or 60 minute frequencies. As well as the St Clair-Normanby service which already ran 

at 15 minute frequencies, the Balaclava-City-University service would rise from a 30 

minute (20 at peak) frequency to 15 minutes all day, and two other services (Brockville to 

St Kilda and Halfway Bush to St Kilda) would combine to give 15 minute frequency from 

St Kilda, through the city and westwards over the hill along Stuart Street.  

Also of importance was the raising of a number of routes to 30 minute frequencies from 

60; essentially every route in the core urban area was slated to rise to this frequency, and 

most routes did so immediately, as they were rolled out in phases between 2014 and 2017. 

In the core urban area, there are three exceptions in 2020. Firstly the new “Ridge Runner”, 

a semi-orbital route bypassing the CBD, runs hourly off-peak. Secondly, the two routes 

Figure 14: Official Dunedin bus network map in 2020 
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designated as “frequent” (20 minute frequencies) are not yet operating at these 

frequencies, remaining at awkward 40 minute frequencies; this is due to old contracts that 

are still in place. 

5.5.2 Trade-offs 

As a trade-off for these frequencies, which are a significant improvement on the former 

network, there are several efficiencies in the new network that can be viewed as a negative 

for some journey patterns. Firstly, there is a significant removal of duplication, 

particularly seen in how the number of services to the University has been reduced; the 

previous network saw a large number of services, especially from western suburbs, run 

through the CBD to terminate at Forth Street around the back of campus, a one-seat ride 

to the University from much of the city. The new network has only three services between 

the CBD to the University, giving 8 buses an hour to make this connection; for parts of the 

city not served by these routes or the Ridge Runner, a longer walk or a transfer is needed 

to access parts of the campus by bus. Secondly, the straightening of a number of routes 

creates a need to walk further and removes some direct connections. For example, the bus 

between Ocean Grove and Ross Creek goes straight down George St rather than diverting 

around the campus as it previously did. The service to Belleknowes now bypasses the 

former circuitous loop around the cut-off City Rise area, with a longer walk forced to access 

services. The service to Mosgiel now bypasses South Dunedin to run express from the Oval 

to Green Island, and the service to Abbotsford and Brighton terminates at Green Island, 

connecting to the city via a forced (but timed) transfer with the Mosgiel service. 

5.6 Localised impacts 

To illustrate these points, two areas of the city are analysed in greater detail. The first of 

these is based around the routes between the city and the outer township of Mosgiel, which 

forms a relatively separable sub-network. The changes to these areas were among the first 

RPTP changes to be rolled out, and are some of the most dramatic in terms of simplifying 

the network, increasing service levels, and in changes to the network presentation. The 

second area chosen is an area to the north-west, (Maori Hill, Wakari, Helensburgh) where 

street patterns allow for a variety of possible route configurations; this therefore makes 

clear some of the network planning decisions that have been made. 
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5.6.1 Services to Mosgiel, Green Island, Abbotsford, Brighton 

In the old network, services to this area were highly fragmented and commuter-focused. 

Two basic routes operated, as shown in Figure 15. The bus to Mosgiel (orange) utilised a 

bewildering array of routings in Mosgiel; at peak time it had as many as 5 departures in 

an hour, while inter-peak gaps varied between 1 and 2 hours. The Abbotsford/Brighton 

service competed for passengers up to Green Island with a similar, slightly less direct 

route, and then branched to one of two termini (or toured both). Service patterns are 

similar, but a little less commuter-oriented with up to 4 departures an hour at peak, and 

more off-peak and weekend departures (still a 105 minute gap between departures in the 

middle of the day). Weekend services are extremely poor out to Mosgiel (3 per day) and 

slightly better to Green Island on Saturdays. One sign of the extreme fragmentation is that, 

while the Mosgiel route has the same number of departures on Saturday as Sunday, 

different route variations are run on the two days. 

In the new network, most service in this area (see Figures 14 and 16) has been focused 

onto the Mosgiel route, which runs half-hourly all week long with no route variations. 

Some extra peak-hour services have, in practice, operated due to heavy demand, not 

shown in timetables. The impressive level of weekend service is slightly undermined by its 

winding down quite steeply from mid-afternoon, with successive gaps between buses 

being 60, 90, and 120 minutes, starting at the 3:42 departure in the city; nonetheless, the 

shift from 3 buses in a day to 20 (19 on Sunday) is an astounding improvement in service. 

Although this largely comes from a significant increase in overall service levels, some of it 

does come from a rationalisation of the blue Abbotsford service, which has been relegated 

to a feeder role. Due to this, neither service now provides a direct connection to South 

Dunedin, which has been a source of community contention; the Mosgiel service bypasses 

the area, running express from the Oval to Green Island. A short extension was added to 

the Brighton/Abbotsford service, which now extends to Concord off-peak; this essentially 

makes use of spare time in the bus’s timetable to provide an extra community link; this 

cannot be done at peak hour as traffic levels would make the overall service unreliable.
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Figure 15: Official route map and timetables for services to Mosgiel, Wingatui, 
Brighton, and Abbotsford (2008) 
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Figure 16: Official route maps and timetables 
for services to Mosgiel, Abbotsford, and 
Brighton (2020) 
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5.6.2 Services to Maori Hill, Wakari, Helensburgh 

The images so far have been official timetables and materials. Although the public 

presentation of the network is of significant importance and is part of the story of the 

network changes, it is also important to emphasise the changes at a service level, and the 

differing presentation of old and new networks can serve to obscure the differences in 

services on the street. In order to show how changes look at a street level, this section 

studies the changes in one further area. I am defining this area by the bus services that 

run: 

• north of Stuart St and Tairei Road (excluding services that run along these roads 

but do not turn onto roads north of them) 

• south of the steep terrain that is a barrier between Leith Valley and Maori Hill 

• west of the Town Belt 

This area is shown on Figure 17 and is chosen because the road layouts through this area 

present challenges in delivering public transport services and allow for multiple potential 

service patterns, as seen in the changes outlined below. The reason for the difficult road 

layouts here is the terrain; many roads are steep and narrow, with discontinuities in the 

street pattern. 

 

Figure 17:Maori Hill / Wakari / Helensburgh study area north-west of Octagon, 
bus hub, and CBD. 
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Figure 18 shows the sequence of changes for routes through this area. On the old network 

there were two daytime routes through this area, the 50/51 (blue) and 66/67. In 2008, the 

50/51 was through-routed across town to South Dunedin, Cortorstrophine, and St Clair 

Park; in the 2014 booklet this connection had been severed, with the route instead 

connecting to the campus at 40 minute off-peak intervals. The 66/67 was, in 2008, a 

circuitous two-way loop that connected the city and campus with Maori Hill, Roslyn, 

Belleknowes, and City Rise. In the 2009 the route was cut in two and frequencies improved 

to halfhourly, but took the same form through the study area. In 2014 the route was much 

the same, but a route variation had been created, with the campus being bypassed on the 

new Saturday services. 

The evening/weekend services in 2008 consisted of a single circuitous combined route 

that took on most elements of the 66/67 and 50/51 in one-way loops, bypassing some 

extremities such as the outer areas of Helensburgh and the Prospect Park loop. In 2009 

this service was split in two, with the new routes numbered 68 and 69; the 68 circulated 

through inner suburbs while the 68 focused on outer areas; the new routes included some 

stops that did not even see a weekday bus, such as downhill bus stops at the north end of 

Highgate and Lachlan Ave. This change persisted until the major network change in 2017. 

The 2017 reforms saw major changes to the bus routes through the area, which was now 

served by three routes. The role of the previous circuitous 66/67 route was largely taken 

by the new 15 (Ridge Runner), an orbital route terminating at the university and running 

from George St, up the hill and along the spine of Highgate. This only runs hourly off-

peak, however. The previous 50/51 service was replaced by two new services that took 

different routes to relatively close-by termini; the new 33 service took the old route over 

Stuart Street and served the inner Wakari area, while the new 50 travelled northwards 

from the CBD before heading up Pitt Street and Drivers Road. The two routes ran at 30 

minute frequencies, giving 5 buses an hour total through the study area, compared to 3.5 

a hour before the network changes; the Wakari/Helensburgh areas were particularly 

advantaged. A resident in an area close to the Wakari terminus would likely be able to use 

both routes, giving them access to 4 buses an hour compared to 1.5 previously. 

The routes were also connected again to Corstorphine and St Clair Park via South 

Dunedin, actually restoring the link that existed in 2008 as services to the University are 

rationalised; at their far ends they share a terminus, although they largely run apart in 

parallel rather than along the same roads; none the less the two routes can be seen as 

combining to provide pseudo-frequent service for some of their extent, with timetables 

evidently separated from each other to allow the routes to work together. 
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In 2018 the 33 and 50 routes were reconfigured. Although the chosen routes had been 

direct and parallel, they involved buses travelling along some steep east-west sections of 

Shetland St (33) and Lynn St (50). The new configuration moved the 50 onto an even more 

direct route along Balmacewen St and looped the 33 around in a route more similar to the 

old 50/51. 

 

Key 

Study area 

66/67 (2008, 2014) 

50/51 (2008, 2014) 

Combined route (2008) 

68 (2014) 

69 (2014) 

15 (2017, 2020) 

33 (2017, 2020) 

50 (2017, 2020) 

 

2008 weekdays 

(daytime) 

2008 weekends and 

evenings

2014 weekdays 

(daytime) and 

Saturday 

2014 Sundays 

and weekend 

evenings 

2017 new network (all-week) 

2020 network (all-week) 

Figure 18: Route changes in the Maori Hill - 
Wakari - Helensburgh study area, 2008–2020 
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5.6.3 Services to schools 

The 2014 RPTP (Otago Regional Council, 2014b) stated that: 

From 1 July 2016, school bus services will no longer be integral to the 

Dunedin bus network. As such, ORC will not contract bus services 

specifically for school children. The proposed new network routes enable 

most school children to access their school with, the ability to transfer bus 

for travel in the zone in which they disembark. 

At the time, eight school buses a day (mostly in the afternoon peak) were contracted by 

the ORC, in addition to a number of commercial services (Otago Regional Council, 2014b). 

Most subsidised services were removed under new contracts in 2017; because not all 

contracts have expired, a few subsidised school buses still operate, but these will end with 

their contracts. 

As they rolled out, network changes had an impact on commercial school bus services. The 

largest controversy was in the cancellation of Go Bus’s school bus along the Otago 

Peninsula, which was cancelled almost immediately upon the new network taking effect, 

with Go Bus saying the route was no longer commercially viable (Lewis, 2017). The public 

route, however, ran some distance from schools, taking a direct route into town that forced 

a significant walk. For some time, three South Dunedin schools collaborated in chartering 

a replacement service, but this was more expensive, and some members of the public 

expressed a preference for varying the public route to go closer to the school (Lewis, 2018). 

Ultimately, after some resistance from the Otago Regional Council, this was what 

occurred: two buses a day on the Peninsula route now divert closer to schools (Lewis, 

2019).  

This issue is a particular example of a trade-off between network-oriented planning 

practices. On one hand, network-oriented planning encourages direct routings and the 

avoidance of variations. On the other hand, however, the integration of school travel onto 

the public network, which can also be seen as consistent with network-oriented planning 

as an integrative approach to PT, created a genuine need for a new route variation. It is 

understandable that the Otago Regional Council was reluctant to undermine its new 

network-planning principles by introducing a new variation when it had spent so much 

effort getting rid of variations. However, the outcome appears to have been a good one, 

and underlines that successful network-oriented planning is not a matter of blind 

adherence to network design principles over the top of local needs, but rather of 

responding to local needs in a joined-up, careful way. 
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5.7 Conclusion 

Dunedin’s network changes show the transformational potential of network-oriented 

planning for public transport. The old network was overengineered and beset by 

numerous confusing route variations. It was designed to get passengers to the CBD (and 

from some areas through to the University); any other connections it created were 

coincidental. The new network that replaced it was designed to be as multidestinational 

as possible within the constraints of the city’s size, and it appears to be a success. The 

examples given of particular suburban services in this chapter—to Mosgiel, Green Island, 

Abbotsford and Brighton, and to Maori Hill, Wakari, and Helensburgh—show the impact 

of simple, direct routings, which make it easy to justify frequency improvements in both 

examples. The example of access between schools and the Otago Peninsula illustrates the 

care required in applying network-oriented thinking: not only are major network changes 

inherently disruptive, but trade-offs do need to be made in order to serve local needs; no 

single network-oriented practice should be held sacred, even though it is fair to exercise 

caution before going against perceived best practices. 

This case study completes the secondary research for this thesis. The following chapter 

presents the results of the primary research, consisting of eight interviews with expert 

informants. 
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Chapter 6: Results 

6.1 Introduction 

Interviews with eight key informants formed the heart of the research in this project and 

the results of these interviews are summarised in this chapter. As stated in Chapter 3, the 

interviews were semi-structured, with a starting point being forty-eight framing questions 

in eight categories. During interviews, appropriate questions were chosen from this list, 

with the nature of answers driving follow-up questions; further questions from the list 

were used either because they logically followed from answers, or because a topic had been 

exhausted and a new one was needed. There was an attempt to cover all or at least most 

categories, although some were diminished as the interviews progressed as it became clear 

there was less importance or less insight available on them. 

The process of extracting and coding key quotes, and writing this chapter, involved a 

transformation and consolidation of the eight categories and forty-eight questions into the 

four broad categories and eighteen sub-topics which form the structure of this chapter. 

6.2 Contracting and PTOM 

The Public Transport Operating Model (PTOM) and the general experience of the 

contracting environment were major topics of discussion; informants were broadly 

positive about the impact of PTOM, pointing to some lessons in implementation. The most 

complex question on PTOM relate to how it has impacted council-operator relations; these 

have clearly changed, but some differences of opinion are evident on the nature of the 

relationship.  

6.2.1 Broad views on the PTOM 

Informants were positive overall about the impacts of PTOM, although the positivity 

appears to largely be relative to the previous TSLA regime, which was widely agreed to 

have been problematic. Differences in responses come down to which aspects of PTOM 

draw attention. Informants 1 and 2 pointed to aspects that can generally be associated with 

the shift in the direction of gross-cost contracting: access to patronage data, vehicle 

quality, and integrated branding. Informants 3,4, and 6 pointed to the escape from the 

fragmentation caused by the previous mixed model of commercial and contracted 
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services, with Informant 3 additionally pointing to long contract lengths as a positive. 

Informant 4 described PTOM as a hybrid between the TSLA and PTMA models, and was 

positive, saying “the concept works well.” Informant 5 evaluated PTOM by talking over the 

tensions in the TSLA regime between commercial and non-commercial pressures on 

operators and councils. The PTOM was regarded as reducing this tension and creating an 

alignment between the interests of operators and councils, although  “some companies 

who had this singular, quite commercial focus and quite a lot of cultural and financial 

capital built into their previous business model, were left quite embittered by the new 

PTOM.” 

6.2.2 Council/operator roles and relationships 

One of the major topics of discussion was around the changing roles of operators and 

councils. Informant 3 regarded some of the aspirations of PTOM as being a partnership 

model as being unsuccessful or incomplete, with the financial incentive mechanism too 

complicated to be successful, and both sides lacking resources to undertake annual 

business planning. There was a sense from multiple informants that financial incentives 

tended to operate on issues which operators have little control over. Informants 2, 4, and 

5 pointed to issues with wages and working conditions for drivers, which have often 

effectively been the main avenue for operators to differentiate  from each other given tight 

specifications: “the only way you can get a better deal was to basically screw down the 

wages of your employees” (Informant 2). However, the outcome of this tension has been 

for labour unions to shift their attention from their employers to councils, who have found 

additional funding to enforce the Living Wage. Informant 3 pointed to a need to find 

things to work on that operators have control of: “things that they could actually influence 

like, you know, good quality customer service, clean vehicles.” 

6.2.2.1 Are relationships “master-servant” in nature? 

As a result of these issues, a question arises as to the ultimate nature of the relationships 

between councils and operators, and on this some disagreement was evident from the 

different perspectives of informants. From the perspective of an operator, Informant 5 put 

the case: 

…some bus companies definitely find that it's […] basically, more of the 

stick and less of the carrot. And you do as you're told, you know, there's no 

real partnership approach to most activities in public transport… 
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… I think we see a lot of the relationship is master servant where the 

councillors are master and we are the servant. And you know, that kind of 

servant attitude means that our opinions and ideas don't count for 

anything… 

It should be noted that although the chosen phrasing of “master” and “servant” might be 

viewed as provocative, these comments were tempered by a view that the operating 

environment did encourage operators to take a less adversarial approach, which was 

regarded positively: “what we've found is that if you know how to work with council, you 

can benefit from the relationship.” 

From the perspective of a council, Informant 8 strongly denied that there was a master-

servant relationship with operators at their council, pointing to how financial incentive 

mechanisms created a strong incentive to improve service, with improved revenue shared 

with operators. They did, however, reason out that technological monitoring of services in 

other regions might impact on relationships, and that this might be a threat as similar 

technology is brought in in their own region. 

6.2.2.2 Is master-servant actually bad? 

Implicit or explicit in the views of Informants 3, 5, and 8 above was that it is important to 

give operators a strong role. However, Informant 6’s comments challenged this 

assumption and could be viewed as accepting and endorsing a master-servant relationship 

as best practice. Firstly, they pointed to several ways in which the model could be changed, 

shifting more responsibility to the council, in order to further align incentives. Firstly, they 

pointed to contracting models such as in London where the council owns the buses and 

depots, leaving operators simply as management expertise; this would avoid the need for 

PTOM’s long contracts aligned to the life-cycles of buses, and give councils control over 

strategic assets. Secondly, they argued that “a lot of councils have to rely too heavily on 

the expertise that resides within bus companies”. This might shine a critical light on a 

comment from Informant 5 that they had a better relationship with smaller councils, and 

positive comments from Informants 1 and 7 about their small councils’ relationships with 

their operator: the other side of an apparently positive relationship could be an unhealthy 

dependence. 

6.2.2.3 Formal and informal relationships 

One final observation on the “master-servant” relation that might help untangle and 

reconcile the competing perspectives is an apparent shift from the formal relationships 
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that previously existed and which PTOM attempted to create more of, such as annual 

service planning, to more informal relationships. Informant 8 gave some insights into 

these shifts: 

…collaborative is one of those words that gets thrown away like shovel 

ready and blue sky thinking […] it's just a word but the reality is that we 

have quite close relationships with the operators both at a senior executive 

level, we don't necessarily meet them that regularly because we don't need 

to, but definitely on the local branch manager levels or the regional 

managers and so on… 

…I feel really comfortable I can just call them on the mobile phone and 

don't have to go through the formal processes that we had in the past… 

…the other thing we found really useful is getting the operators themselves 

to help us design our timetables, or alternatively make our timetables 

better… 

This may point to a need to move away from questions of who has power over PT (Waka 

Kotahi, regions, cities, operators), and towards questions of how power is exercised, with 

collaboration preferable to competition. 

6.2.3 Flaws in the PTOM transition 

Consistent with their support for strong council control, Informant 6 argued that the 

concessions won by incumbent operators in the PTOM restricted network redesigns. For 

example in Auckland a number of potential through-routings (where buses run through 

the CBD without needing to terminate and turn around) were not able to be implemented 

because the two routes to be combined had different operators. They described the 

implementation of PTOM and network redesigns as a “catch-22” scenario: “we 

implemented PTOM before we had redesigned the networks, but at the same time, 

because of how bad the old contracting model was, it would have been impossible to 

redesign the networks under that old model.” Fortunately, this appears to largely be a 

transitional issue. 
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6.3 Governance 

6.3.1 Form of governance 

The question of how PT should be governed in New Zealand was a core topic raised in the 

interviews. The framing question was usually along the lines of whether Territorial 

Authorities (TAs; i.e. City Councils and District Councils) should take over PT functions 

from Regional Councils, but this was asked with an expectation that answers would go 

beyond a simple binary question and into some deeper issues. This proved correct; 

although informants were sympathetic to the reasons for TAs wanting control over PT and 

some thought it might work in limited cases, the general consensus (with the exception of 

Informant 2) was that TA control would create at least as many problems as it would solve, 

and that other approaches would be preferable. 

6.3.1.1 Reasons for change 

Two primary issues were identified with the current division of responsibilities between 

TAs and RCs. Firstly, there was strong agreement that management/governance of road 

infrastructure and service planning should be aligned. Informant 6, for example, argued 

that “the division of service planning at the regional council from infrastructure at the 

local level, which is the road controlling authority, is absolutely bonkers.” Informants 

expressed satisfaction at the governance of PT in centres where these functions are 

aligned, although two informants did downplay the importance of this alignment 

somewhat: Informant 7 pointed out that even within a single organisation the RC and TA 

roles can be split, which was backed up by Informant 4’s description of silos at Auckland 

Transport: “the planning team who came up with the New Network did a great job, and 

fantastic for what they did. But the other parts of the organisation don't understand 

public transport, and they don't get the need for why you need to have buses running 

frequently.” On the other hand, Informant 1 described the benefits when the RC and TA 

roles are unified within a council: “how do you convince the city council roading asset 

managers to provide bus stops and routes and all that? Well, I just have to talk to myself.” 

The other main argument was that TAs are better connected to a city’s strategic needs. 

This was expressed most clearly by Informant 2, who argued that “Regional Councils are 

very policy based organizations normally, and they don't really put boots on the ground 

very much.  City councils have a lot of staff out there looking at things and it's more of a 

natural home for the management of bus services.” No other informants made this 

argument when queried about the topic specifically, but it was raised in response to 
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separate questions about school services, with Informants 2 and 5 pointed to success in 

aligning between transport and social outcomes under Gisborne’s unitary council, 

compared to a perceived disconnect in Dunedin with separate governance. Informant 5’s 

statement showed particular sympathy for the positions of TAs: “the frustration of those 

city councils who are interested in having more control over public transport is that they 

don't feel like the regional council is able to fully appreciate their city council's needs.” 

6.3.1.2 Arguments against giving greater control to TAs 

A number of arguments were presented against transferring PT responsibilities to TAs. 

The most obvious objection related to geographic boundaries, given that most PT 

networks cross TA boundaries, sometimes severely. However, informants who relied on 

this objection tended to acknowledge the situation might be different in cities like 

Invercargill and Dunedin where the PT network is entirely or nearly entirely within the 

boundaries of one TA. A broader argument that could carry over even to these cases was 

presented most explicitly by Informant 8, who pointed to economies of scale as the key 

difference between RC and TA governance, particularly with regards to the ability to 

operate multiple urban PT networks in a single region with a small staff. Economies of 

scale were also brought up by Informants 4 and 6, especially with regards to staffing. 

Most other arguments were only raised by one informant. Informant 2, who supported TA 

governance more than any other informant, suggested that their position might change if 

the Regional Council began operating PT services at a genuinely regional level beyond 

urban services. Informant 3 was sceptical of TA capabilities given their performance on 

their current PT responsibilities: “I find it really, really hard to believe that they would 

do a good job of something when they've had part of the function for a long time and 

simply not delivered on it.” They felt that TAs have different modes of thinking, and that 

at a TA, PT “would be designed and run more by engineers. And so it becomes even less 

accessible and will confuse [the public]. I think that's a risk unless you get the right staff.” 

Upon being asked to comment on this argument, Informant 4 agreed, but Informant 6 was 

dismissive, saying that existing staffing is a function of council responsibilities and would 

change. The final argument came from Informant 8, who pointed out the focus RCs have 

on environmental sustainability, which transport can play a key role in. 

6.3.1.3 Other solutions 

Although giving TAs greater control was regarded negatively by most informants, there 

was general agreement that the current arrangements are not entirely satisfactory, and a 
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number of views on competing reforms. Co-governance or co-management arrangements 

were regarded positively by Informants 2, 3, 5, and 8, with examples currently in place 

including Queenstown, Hamilton, and Christchurch. The approach of a council-controlled 

organisation in Auckland Transport was regarded as successful, with Informant 5 stating 

that “not just public transport but just generally all transport outcomes have been better 

served, have been well served by Auckland Transport” and Informant 3 regarding CCOs 

as a reasonable alternative to trading off the costs and benefits of TA and RC governance.  

Informant 6 argued for grander reforms, with the success of Auckland Council being an 

example of the need for other TAs to be consolidated into more metropolitan-level 

councils. They also argued for certain PT functions, notably ticketing and timetabling, to 

be centralised at NZTA in order to achieve economies of scale. 

In a less formal sense, improved working relationships between TAs and RCs were 

regarded as a significant improvement, with Informant 8 describing a move away from 

“being overprotective of, you know, that belonging to us” into more collaborative 

relationships. Meanwhile, a wider theme emerged of the increasing importance of inter-

regional cooperation and collaboration; this is discussed further below but can be 

regarded as a piece of the puzzle with regards to adapting to the existing operating 

environment, especially for small councils with limited resources and expertise. 

6.3.2 Expertise 

A question that arose in interviews was the level of expertise in PT across the country. In 

general, expertise appears to be thinly spread; councils of all sizes appear dependent on 

consultants rather than in-house expertise. Those with expertise are overworked and may 

face competing demands, leading to PT being a secondary concern; smaller councils in 

particular are often dependent on the expertise of their operators. These points are 

illustrated by quotes from six of eight informants: 

Table 6: Quotes from informants on the topic of PT expertise 

Informant  Quote 

1 Our whole thing internally is run by to two people. And it's, it's not even 

our full-time jobs. 

3 Everyone is on both sides of the thing is really overloaded in terms of 

work… 
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It probably would have been better to tender separate times, just to ease 

the workload given the size of the team and all that sort of stuff, you 

know 

 

…in terms of public transport, there's a very small group of people who 

have expertise across the country 

 

…these transport special interest groups, a lot of the PT faces are new so 

they don't have that depth of experience that, you know, people come 

and go, which is good because you get new thoughts and innovation and 

things like that, but sometimes that experience is lacking and, if you're 

in a small council, you might be one person or you might be a team of 

three or something like that.  

4 …[it] applies to Auckland Transport and it applies to every other every 

city council where it gets into the middle of the bureaucracy and they 

don't understand it. 

 

I think a lot of people think they know, and they think they know how to 

do it, and they try it. But they don't necessarily succeed. And we've seen 

that in some cities as well, where, for example, Wellington had their new 

network produced. The Regional Council rejected that or based on 

feedback, they rejected it and decided to do it themselves, and then they 

had a whole lot of issues as a result of it, you know, they had quite poor 

implementation. Christchurch has had some similar issues where they 

went at it themselves and then had to go get professionals to come in to 

come and fix some of the issues out or rejig things because there isn't the 

public transport expertise in New Zealand that there should be. And that 

comes down to, it wasn't a priority for a long time. So therefore, no one 

funded it. 

5 It varies, and that's why it's really important for councils to engage with 

bus operators and talk to each other, and you know, be open about 

training and upskilling their staff. We do have councils with a wide 

variety of what they think is required within their operational and 

planning teams, so I don't think that will necessarily change, but I just 
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think there's a lot of people out there with a lot of lot of knowledge, it's 

just got to be shared 

6 …there's not enough expertise, but it's definitely getting better. And I 

think this kind of alludes to, for a long time, I think New Zealand 

pretended like public transport wasn't a specialist area where specialist 

expertise is required. I think that's changing… 

 

…a lot of our governance structures, I think have unintentionally 

fragmented the industry and prevented economies of scale. 

 

…as a consultant, I would happily restructure things to do myself out of 

work. 

 

…I would say a lot of councillors have to rely too heavily on the expertise 

that resides within bus companies 

 

…every regional council I've dealt with in New Zealand and city council 

has wonderfully talented people that just got too much to do. 

7 it was trying, when [previous manager] was trying to sort of manage 

it, as well as all the other asset management stuff. It was kind of lost a 

little bit. 

6.3.3 Inter-regional relationships 

One theme that emerged through the interviews was the importance of inter-regional co-

operation, coordination, collaboration, etc. Project NEXT and the Regional Consortium 

are clear examples of this, but questioning focused on whether the trend extends beyond 

such projects, whether it is a shift from previous relationships, whether it is expected to 

continue in the future, and whether this is an important part of the mix for overcoming 

challenges in PT governance/management. 

It was immediately clear that inter-regional relationships are essential to policy 

development in smaller regions. Informant 1 described how the benefits from the Regional 

Consortium extended far beyond the ticketing system:  

It's an absolute sharing opportunity and the value for money isn't about 

getting a ticketing system, it's actually working together. I don't have to 

write policy, I just ring someone up and steal theirs. (Informant 1) 
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 Informant 7 described how their council lacked the resources to join the Regional 

Consortium, but may join in by piggybacking on a neighbouring council, showing the 

importance of their bilateral relationships with neighbouring authorities especially, as 

well as larger working groups. 

Most informants were positive about the importance of such relationships, although the 

nature of the issue was that it was hard to ask the question objectively without leading 

towards a “yes” answer. Informant 6, however, expressed some scepticism, pointing to the 

delays of Project NEXT compared to Australian cities such as Sydney, where ticketing was 

integrated after Auckland, but which has now progressed much further, with contactless 

and mobile payments. They indicated a preference for harder reforms, such as Waka 

Kotahi taking full responsibility for ticketing rather than just their coordinating role in 

Project NEXT. 

Informant 5 pointed to fare policy and contracting as issues where regional coordination 

would encourage simplification and economies of scale in both these areas, arguing that: 

as a country of 5 million we just really want minimal variation in systems 

and more standardization just so we can afford to spend the money where 

it's meant to be spent …. you know, a lot of money we tip into fancy 

ticketing systems and whatever, will be far better spent on actual 

transport outcomes. 

6.3.4 Role of and relationships with Waka Kotahi (NZTA) 

A secondary theme that arose from discussions of local government roles was the 

relationships between local government and Waka Kotahi. There was a sense of 

misalignment and conflict between Waka Kotahi and council priorities, with Informant 1 

describing how Waka Kotahi’s views on PT remains quite traditional:  

…we see a whole lot of the travel relates to a stronger community service 

focus rather than necessarily commuter travel and I guess that's the 

conflict that we'll always see between NZTA and us. 

 Informant 4 backed up this broad point, saying that “we need to get a better 

understanding within central government around the role of public transport”; they said 

that some improvement having occurred, but many old heads remain in the organisation.  

Informants wanted to see Waka Kotahi take on more leadership: Informant 4 wanted 

“better guidance and better outcomes […] on public transport design” and leadership on 

PT networks, along with rapid transit plans for large- and medium-sized cities. They also 
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felt that there was a need to use funding powers to push more for best practices. Informant 

5 had similar views of Waka Kotahi’s role towards a few different elements of PT; they felt 

that there should be a more interventionist approach to creating uniformity in fare policy 

and contract design. Two informants made arguments that went further, both making 

suggestions for government to take on direct responsibilities rather than merely pushing 

for best practices with their funding role: Informant 2 wanted to see long-distance travel 

governed directly by national government in the same way that urban travel is by regional 

councils, while Informant 6 wanted to see Waka Kotahi directly take over a subset of 

regional functions, namely ticketing and scheduling, while giving support on other 

functions such as network design. 

6.3.5 Role of elected councillors 

Four of the informants were asked about the role of elected councillors; the question was 

usually along the lines of whether they were constructive or helpful in PT. Criticisms were 

relatively muted. Informants 1 and 7 reported that in their smaller cities, the role of elected 

councillors was relatively minor, but that those who took an interest were generally 

supportive; Informant 7’s comments suggested that this related to a stable operating 

environment where little had changed, and that if changes were proposed the council 

might be more active (especially if more funding was needed). Informant 5 felt that there 

was a lack of pushback from officials when councillors want to complicate systems: “you 

still have well intentioned councillors saying, oh, we should do a special fare and make 

kids travel on the weekend free.” There was also a comment from Informant 3 that the 

prominence of rural councillors was a problem, but was well managed by having a PT 

committee. Informant 1 indicated that some other places in the country might have more 

difficulties in the role of elected members; they did not name any specifics but a recent 

example might be Palmerston North’s sudden axing of evening buses (Galuszka, 2019). 

Two particular examples were given of instances where the input of elected councillors 

had positive impacts. Informant 5 pointed to the issue of driver wages, where councillor 

input has led to new funding to raise drivers to the Living Wage; this has occurred in 

several cities. Informant 3, meanwhile, pointed to councillor input over free school 

services that were introduced in Tauranga: “You can take a purist kind of operational 

perspective and go oh ah you shouldn't do that. But the reality is, sometimes those 

political decisions actually make sense.” 
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6.3.6 Public views and engagement 

Five of the informants made comments with regards to public engagement, either in 

response to questions targeting the topic, or as part of answers on different topics. 

Informant 2 felt that public engagement has improved significantly in Otago, with social 

media and new branding representing a major change from historically cursory 

engagement. They pointed, however, to the challenges of a conflict between public views 

and their own perceptions of network design best practices: “I've actually really 

appreciated the increase in efficiency. But then because I'm also involved as a passenger 

advocate, I've sort of had to tone it down a bit.”  

Informant 3 pointed to many places being well behind the best practices established in 

Canterbury:  

I found Environment Canterbury was very well advanced in their  process 

around talking to the community. It was really well structured […] 15-16 

years ago, and when I came up here, we don't really do consultation to the 

extent that was done at ECan kid so it was almost like stepping quite a bit 

back. 

They had positive view of changes to public engagement, except that sometimes “squeaky 

wheel type people” have too much influence in blocking positive changes. One issue 

identified was that long time frames, partly connected to large, long contracts, leading to 

a disconnect between public engagement and implementation.  

Informant 3 stated that public engagement is “usually pretty taxing, you know, like, it is 

pretty negative,” while Informant 8 regarded negative feedback on network changes as 

extraordinary:  

Particularly with route changes, timing changes […] I've never seen 

anywhere else in New Zealand or the world, it's the resistance to change 

from, I'm generalizing, but I'd say it's probably the older sort of baby 

boomers and above. 

 On the other hand, Informant 7 pointed to public feedback being more positive; the 

difference probably being in a lack of changes in their network to generate complaints. 

Informants 3 and 8 pointed, largely unprompted, to one particularly common piece of 

public feedback, a desire to see smaller vehicle sizes. There was a sense of frustration in 

the lack of public understanding of this, especially from Informant 8 who gave a 
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reasonably detailed explanation of the issue, but who also described some positive interest 

they had in medium-sized buses for certain use cases. 

6.4 School services 

Issues around school services were covered in some detail. Data in this area has been 

broken up into three categories: the question of whether (or to what extent) specialised 

school services should be run outside of regular network structures; the reasons and 

motivations for running specialised services, and particular questions of social justice in 

how specialised school services are run. 

6.4.1 Integration vs specialised school services 

A difficult tension between integrating school travel onto public services versus running 

specialised services was recognised. Informant 3 felt that a separate school service in 

Tauranga, with free fares, was “not ideal from an operational perspective,” pointing to 

costs, poor revenue, behavioural and safety issues, with integration the theoretical ideal. 

However, they stated that their views changed: 

it seems to have been quite successful and really well received by our 

community. You can take a purist kind of operational perspective and go 

oh ah you shouldn't do that. But the reality is, sometimes those political 

decisions actually make sense. 

Responses from other informants suggest a mix between support of the general principle 

of integrating school services, with acknowledgement that specialised services may have 

some role to play. Informant 4 stated that “we should where we can integrate school 

services”; Informant 5 argued in procedural terms that “decisions have to be made on the 

overall best transport outcomes,” saying that beyond such a principle it was specific to 

location. Informant 6’s phrasing indicated their ambivalence, saying both “in principle, 

there's no reason why school students shouldn't be able to use urban services” and “I 

don't see any I don't have any fundamental objection to dedicated school services.” Like 

Informant 5, they pointed to policy questions that needed to be answered around the 

reasoning for specialised services. 

6.4.2 Reasons for running specialised services 

One observation through the interviews was a surprising diversity in motivations behind 

the running of specialised services. These have been broken into five categories, as shown 
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in Table 7. It is particularly important to note the very different reasoning behind 

Gisborne’s specialist services as explained by Informant 7, which are motivated by a 

confluence of the deprivation and geographic isolation of a particular suburb from the 

city’s intermediate and high schools. This informant was relatively lukewarm on the 

importance of traffic congestion around schools, which was the most major motivation 

identified among other informants. This appears to underscore the extent to which school 

travel needs are localised, and best practices should not be prescriptive. 

Table 7: Reasons given by informants for running specialised school services 

Reason Quotes 

Traffic congestion Informant 1: All of our schools have car problems. School buses 

certainly help that. 

 

Informant 2: if the city council in Dunedin has to put a set of 

traffic lights in somewhere like Highgate, because everybody's 

dropping the kids off Columbia College—at  the moment, they're 

not making the sort of intellectual link from saying, well hang on, 

there used to be a school bus along here. 

 

Informant 3: Here in Tauranga it had a massive impact on 

congestion around schools and things like that… 

 

Safety/ 

expectations of 

parents 

(sometimes 

especially for 

younger children) 

Informant 2: the ORC's view in the 2014 plans says that buses 

should go along bus routes. If the school isn't on a bus route well 

tough for them. Kids can get off and then walk down the side 

street and up to the school. And but you see parents, that's not 

meeting the expectations of parents. And then parents now feel 

that really the only completely foolproof and safe method to get 

their kid to schools to drive them there 

 

Informant 5: if there's safety aspects as well, then maybe that 

funding should come from somewhere else to make that happen 

 

Informant 6: I've seen network restructures, where parents or 

operators argue that the students can't use the network because 

they have to connect between services, you know, and maybe, 
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okay, maybe that isn't appropriate for primary school students, 

maybe it's too complex to expect primary school students to 

connect. But I don't really see why that would be the case for high 

school students. 

Travel patterns 

contrary to 

network structure 

Informant 2: most cities have sort of a radial transport network 

to get people in and out of the city centre, all this school travel is 

going across-country. And that's why people are having to sort 

of put in traffic lights and roundabouts and stuff in the suburbs 

so people can travel sideways around the city to take the kids to 

school. 

 

Informant 7: All our high schools are over on one side of town and 

this particular suburb that got subsidized so that there was free 

travel was on the other side of town, a high deprivation area 

Positive impact on 

patronage helps 

fund other services 

Informant 1: they're well patronised, they're actually quite a 

chunk of our travel there's something in the order of that 25 to 

30% of our usage is school kids. So without them on the buses, we 

would have a service that would probably be unsustainable to 

NZTA. 

School attendance Informant 7: most kids in the suburb weren't attending school, 

their attendance was very low. And when asked why it's because 

they had no way to get to school, they didn't want to pay for the 

bus, they don't want to walk. 

6.4.3 Fairness of school services 

A major issue raised by many informants, despite not being pushed directly in 

questioning, was with regards to the fairness of running specialised school services. This 

had several related components, but the essential problem is that of schoolchildren 

travelling a long distance to access either private/integrated schools, or out-of-zone 

schools, and the question of whether it is fair to subsidise such travel. The framing of the 

issue by informants made clear that this was a widespread public view. Some examples of 

the framing of this issue are shown below: 

I've had comments from people that said, why are we transporting kids 

across the city, out of zone, in subsidized school buses? (Informant 1) 
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People get quite principled about when kids are traveling out of zone to 

schools. And why should the council fund a service for them? In fact some 

schools get upset that their in-zone pupils are given an easy out to other 

areas. (Informant 5) 

I've seen some really problematic situations in cities that I've worked 

where private schools have public school services, publicly funded school 

services, to get the students to and from school at the same time as the 

government transport agency is refusing requests for new services to 

service public schools. (Informant 6) 

Informant 1 was keen to counter the point, arguing that children change schools, and that 

reorganisations of schools in their city had left some areas poorly served. Informant 2 

wanted to see schoolchildren accessing free services to local schools, but not for cross-

town travel. Informant 6 did not offer an ultimate answer, but wanted to see the issue 

addressed explicitly:  

maybe you just stand back and say, okay, well, it's just it's all just 

transport at the end of the day and we just want to get people from A to B, 

and if that's the answer, then I'm fine with that, but you need to think about 

it. 

6.4.4 Quality of school services 

One other issue that arose in a smaller number of interviews was that the quality of school 

services was poor, with the needs of schoolchildren given low priority. Three comments 

from two informants express this point: 

I actually believe this deep down, I think that children are given such a 

hard time by grumpy bus drivers. They basically they get to a stage where 

they never want to get on the bus again. I think that is actually a serious 

issue as well. We need to get bus drivers to actually treat children like 

human beings (Informant 2). 

If you really want to boost bus travel one thing is to stop treating children 

so badly, especially teenagers. Teenagers are viewed as potential threats 

by bus drivers. And so the bus driver gets in first basically. It's horrible. 

It's horrible (Informant 2). 
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We see these the rattliest old buses that we've got rattling around, taking 

schoolkids around.  Even in urban centres we've got these really horrible 

quality buses that are running around the network. Because they're just 

doing school services, and it's thought, well, school kids, why do we need 

something, why we need something good, but that also, I think, creates this 

perception of public transport being this rattly crappy thing that no one 

wants to use, because it's a shitty service and a shitty experience 

(Informant 4). 

Although this point can be viewed as supporting higher quality in school services, it can 

be taken as supporting moves away from specialist services into integration of school 

travel onto public networks. Informant 2, although supportive of specialist school services, 

argued that “in the perverse world that we live in, school buses probably have to go away 

completely in order to be brought back again sometime in the future.” Gisborne was 

pointed to as a positive model of this, along with some overseas examples such as Leeds 

in the United Kingdom. Issues  were also raised with Ministry of Education school buses 

(which are generally rural), pointing to the need for joined-up planning to extend beyond 

the transport sector, and to the relevance of this issue in rural contexts. 

6.5 Network design and conceptual questions 

Beyond the more practical topics raised above, this final section of the results involves a 

set of topics that can be thought of as more abstract and theoretical; questions of how 

public transport should be understood, framed, and approached, of the extent to which 

network-oriented thinking is occurring in practice, or of whether various network-

planning ideas are translating effectively to practice. 

6.5.1 Importance of PT 

Informants made some comments reasonably directly about why they felt PT is important, 

or less directly on issues otherwise around the importance of PT. These are here 

synthesised into three core arguments.  

The first of these is that PT is a fundamental need of cities. From the perspective of a 

smaller city where the role of PT is marginal, Informant 1 asked “how can you be a city if 

you don't offer a bus service?”. Meanwhile, Informant 4 argued that there needed to be a 

fundamental base level of PT: “good quality service that is reliable, that is fast, that's 

relatively frequent.” Informant 6, meanwhile, argued that improvements in PT required 
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New Zealanders to become “more comfortable with the notion that New Zealand is a 

highly urbanised country,” again relating PT to urban identity and cultural self-image. 

The context of this comment was with regards to expertise, with the argument being that, 

in the past, “New Zealand pretended like public transport wasn't an area where 

specialist expertise is required.” 

A second point was the need to serve the needs of certain identifiable groups such as 

schoolchildren the elderly, with a tension in the need to also go beyond them 

counterbalanced by a sense of realism as to the limitations of smaller cities, as expressed 

by Informant 4:  

for a long time, the narrative had been, public transport is just for you 

know, the young, the old or the poor. And we need to move away from that 

as public transport becomes a viable option for a wider variety of people 

more of the time. 

A third point was with regards to the need to better understand and appreciate the full 

benefits of PT, with Informant 4 flagging a lack of holistic thinking, pointing to the range 

of national issues such as the economy, health, equality, education, and welfare, all of 

which interact are affected by transportation. Informant 5 argued that “the true value of 

the public transport trip in the overall transport outcome, perhaps isn't fully measured 

or understood.” 

6.5.2 Technology and innovation 

The role of technology and other innovation in PT developed into a major theme. One 

particular insight on this can be arrived at by critically analysing Informant 2’s description 

of Invercargill’s recent PT history. In the context of arguing for the benefits of city council 

control, they positively describe the recent history of Invercargill: 

And they have been far more innovative than Dunedin. So for example, for 

quite a few years, they had free buses. They've tried all sorts of tricks. 

They've had an orbital bus that does a big loop through the suburbs […] 

they had another bus called the freebie that was also free. And then they 

made the whole network free. And I mean, they're trying all sorts of things. 

And of course, none of these worked particularly well. 

Here, innovation is regarded positively, despite the decline of PT patronage in Invercargill 

being one of the most severe in the country, as shown in Chapter 4. A related observation 

can be made from the comments of Informant 8. After they had described some of the 
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significant improvements to the Dunedin bus network, they were asked to evaluate the 

reasons for Dunedin’s successes. Their answer, however, jumped to shortcomings, 

especially in technology, with Dunedin much less advanced in terms of electronic systems, 

especially real time tracking, and a desire to learn from the innovations of other centres in 

these areas.  From this, there appears to be a problem where success in “getting the basics 

right” may be obscured by discussions of technology; it is perhaps much easier for a 

policymaker to point to successful implementation of technology, rather than to basic 

service improvements, in order to argue for their success. 

A further insight arises from Informant 8’s comments about technology, where they 

pointed to a shift from public-facing goals to internal usage of technology: 

When we started this looking at that in Queenstown three years ago, that 

was our aim, to give a real time service to members of the public. Now I 

would say that's only ten percent importance. Ninety percent of it is the 

stream of data it gives us as to who's using the bus, where the bus is going, 

where traffic is… 

Although this indicates the high value that councils give to technology, it might be 

critiqued as a loss of customer focus, with mission creep complicating the roll-out to the 

public of a technology that is well-established in other New Zealand cities. This might be 

supported by the perspective of Informant 5, who gave a number of comments 

downplaying the importance of innovation, especially on contracting: 

…the reality is, there's not a lot of opportunity to deliver innovation that's 

meaningful, you tend to be tinkering around the edges more than anything 

else. 

…they've got councils who have a really good habit of recreating the wheel 

every single time. 

…the only people who get rich from that are lawyers and consultants… 

Where innovation was pointed to positively, it was in a manner divergent from neoliberal 

narratives where private operators are best placed to deliver innovation. Informant 4 

argued that there was little innovation under the TSLA model, any innovations just being 

short-sighted cost-cutting. Rather, positive innovations were led by local and national 

governance, such as some of the themes above: for example, the creation and 

implementation of the PTOM, and inter-regional cooperation. 
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6.5.3 Role of urban form (size, density, etc) 

One of the motivations behind this research was to understand the position of small- and 

medium-sized cities in relation to the largest cities; especially the extent to which their 

experiences and aspirations are similar or different. There was a general consensus among 

informants that PT in smaller centres will always be less competitive with private travel, 

with a customer base consisting more of dependent riders who use PT because of being 

less able to access other transport modes; thus, aspirations for PT improvements need to 

be tempered by realism. As described above, staffing is limited and expertise harder to 

access in smaller centres, leading to different relationships with operators, often more 

positive but with a potentially problematic dependence on operator expertise. Outlying 

rural areas of a territory take on greater prominence in the duties of policymakers: 

Informant 7 emphasised how Gisborne District is geographically larger than Auckland 

with a fraction of the population, leaving transport funding spread thin. 

Aside from sheer population, informants also reflected on other aspects of urban form. An 

interesting contrast was that while Informant 4 pointed to geographic constraints of cities 

such as Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin, and Tauranga as advantageous, Informant 3 

appeared to regard such constraints negatively, as it reduced the options for network 

design. Several interpretations of this could be taken: 

1) There could be difficulties in translating the theoretical advantages of constrained 

geographies into practice, perhaps due to an infrastructure paradigm where public 

transport is secondary to private travel. Auto-centric planning in constrained cities 

could leave little space for PT while in less constrained cities such as Christchurch 

and Hamilton, auto-centric planning allows a greater role for PT without 

disrupting private travel patterns.. 

2) This could be a demonstration of the double bind that an emphasis on urban form 

places on PT: both constrained and open urban forms are used as arguments in 

support of auto-centric planning. Although this is a somewhat bleak observation, 

the flipside is that it can be used the other way around: if auto-centric paradigms 

are reversed: deliberate investment in PT could be framed both as a way to make 

use of PT-friendly urban forms, and to overcome PT-unfriendly urban forms. 

6.5.4 Patronage vs coverage concept 

Walker (2008)’s network planning concept of a trade-off between patronage and coverage 

arose in some interviews, while other comments can be viewed in relation to this concept. 
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Informant 3 described how network changes in Tauranga consisted of a move from 

coverage to patronage services, which received some resistance based on perceptions of 

the role of PT. However, they felt that while the concept was used in drawing up plans, it 

was not carried further: “[it] wasn’t explained to the councillors that way. So when it was 

actually delivered on the ground, they were a bit like, why are you doing it this way?” 

Further, they felt that the implementation was undermined by the failure to create 

appropriate infrastructure. 

Informant 6 raised and described the underlying patronage-coverage concept in response 

to a question on network design. A follow-up question asked if the concept is translating 

effectively into practice, and they commented that “the principles are understood and 

they're articulated, but there's not a lot of information provided on how they 

operationalize in practice.” They then speculated that, in network redesigns, old coverage 

was treated differently by the public to new coverage: 

They talk about coverage but they don't really talk about old coverage and 

new coverage. So when they go in and they design their network, the 

coverage service will often typically be designed to ensure that little 

coverage is lost 

 I've seen network designs be shot down purely on the issue of a loss of 

coverage for people who currently have coverage, even though the 

network as a whole delivers more coverage to more people. That’s often 

playing in the back of people's minds when they do these network designs. 

They suggested that this “loss of old coverage” issue was significant in differentiating 

between the perceived success or failure of network redesigns; improved funding 

coinciding with the new network’s rollout was a big difference between Auckland and 

Wellington: 

Auckland kind of set out initially with the idea of the new network being 

cost neutral…. After the consultation process and various engagement 

with local boards and what have you, they ended up putting more service 

into the new network than the current network. In a way they kind of spent 

money now to buy the implementation of the new network that was more 

efficient in the long run. And they just accepted that it would mean more 

investment now and slightly less investment in the future…. I think in 

Wellington's case, they really tried to stick very hard to the idea of and 

implement this new network with these new principles, and we're not 
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going to spend any more money. And that politically really started to hurt 

them, and that's independently of the issues they had with implementation, 

which was sort of a separate issue. 

One other observation on the coverage-patronage issue can come from the comments of 

Informant 4, who as described above, advocated for a need to get services to a base level 

of regularity and quality. If such an approach were favoured, it would be important to 

understand the relationship between a “baseline service” approach and a “coverage-

patronage trade-off” approach. 

6.5.5 Current state of transport planning 

Questioning attempted to ascertain general views on the current state of transport 

planning. These questions were a little difficult for informants to engage with directly and 

answers were a little sporadic, but contained some insights. Informant 3 argued that 

transport planning as it currently exists was ineffective, failing to “translate into 

investment on the ground, infrastructure, behaviour change.” They pointed to significant 

recent attention given to a recent new report in Tauranga: 

there was a big song and dance about that. But it basically says pretty 

much the same as what Smart Growth did and what the Tauranga Urban 

Network Strategy said in 2011 […], and there was a Tauranga Integrated 

Transport Strategy before that, and they all say pretty much the same 

stuff. 

 Informant 5 was more positive, saying that “we've got a lot more serious about providing 

professional, innovative and more principled transport,” and pointing to the successes 

of Auckland, while acknowledging other centres have not  had the same success. They also 

pointed to PT changes in Christchurch as problematic, but difficult to analyse given the 

causes and disruption behind them. 

6.5.5.1 Demand or supply-led? 

In light of the difficulty addressing the state of transport planning directly, a different 

question was asked. Using the framing of Mees (2000), a number of informants were 

asked if the traditional demand-led “predict-and-provide” thinking remains influential. 

Informants 3, 4, 5, and 6 all pointed to it being a problem, with some acknowledgement 

that a degree of demand-led planning is necessary in order to be realistic. Informants 4, 

5, and 6 all pointed to some of the most spectacular successes in Auckland—specifically 
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the Northern Busway—as coming from supply-led thinking, overcoming predictions of 

being a white elephant to become an overwhelming success. 

Some of the points about technology and innovation are important here; Informants 1 and 

8 were keen to point to the advantages of various technologies (Bee Card and real time 

tracking) for getting a closer, street-by-street understanding of PT demand. Although the 

potential positives here seem genuine, it is important to note that such innovations, if not 

applied with care, could motivate excessive micro-targeting in route designs that would 

lose track of the bigger picture. 

6.6 Conclusion 

The interview process led to the elevation in the importance of a number of topics in my 

research, and also diminished a few topics that turned out to play a smaller role than 

expected. For example, part of the thinking going into the interviews was that some of the 

labour issues that have arisen in the PTOM era would be significant, and the goal was to 

try and give this topic some particular attention. However, the issues ultimately appeared 

to be resolved; there was no particular conflict in the perspectives on the issue and there 

was satisfaction that they could be solved within the PTOM environment. Where labour 

issues did have significance was as an example or insight into other issues. In particular, 

the move towards councils taking responsibility for labour conditions in contracts 

represents a  shift of power to councils and a diminishment in the role of operators that 

appears contrary to at least some of the thinking that went into the PTOM, but one that 

has satisfactorily resolved a situation to the benefit of both workers and management. 

Meanwhile, a few issues have taken on greater prominence. In particular, although it was 

anticipated that the question of inter-regional cooperation would generate some insight 

given the context of RITS and Project NEXT, the extent and depth given to this topic 

elevated it to one of the most major themes of the research.  

While some disagreements between informants are identified, the overall impression of 

the interviews was that different perspectives are effectively converging on similar 

conclusions and views; disagreements tend to be on speculative topics and there should 

be some ability to synthesise views together. The other statement that should be made is 

that the depth of knowledge and expertise among the informants was impressive, and this 

should be a source of optimism for the future. 
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The results outlined in this chapter drive the outcomes of this research, with earlier 

chapters playing a supporting role. The next chapter uses these results to answer the 

research questions outlined in Chapter 1. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion 

7.1 Introduction 

The results of Chapter 6 form a basis for the conclusions of the research, but are a step 

removed from the research questions. The goal of this chapter is therefore to reflect on 

and use Chapter 6, together with Chapters 2, 4, and 5,  to answer the research questions 

directly. As such, this chapter is structured directly around answers to the four specific 

research questions that are identified in Chapter 1. 

Multiple possible answers are suggested for each research question. In some cases these 

potential answers are contradictory or competing; in other cases the answers are simply 

different, but more complementary. Either way, these potential answers are evaluated, 

reconciled, and synthesised together to give a final answer. 

7.2 Network-oriented planning in New Zealand 

Research question: What are the relationships between network-oriented planning and 

the changing PT framework at a national level in NZ? 

The recent era of widescale PT network reforms in New Zealand cities has coincided with 

the legislative and regulatory reform of the LTMA, PTMA, and PTOM, and this is no 

coincidence. It is very clear from evidence in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 that these changes are 

related; the question of interest is not so much the existence of a relationship, but rather 

the nature of the relationship. 

7.2.1 Local ambitions driving governance reform? 

It was clear in reviewing the developments leading up to the PTOM that the desires of 

Auckland and Wellington to take greater control of public transport was a major driver of 

change. The achievements of Environment Canterbury in pioneering network-oriented 

reforms in early 2000s Christchurch (a central bus exchange, non-radial routes, 

integrated fares) appeared beyond the reach of Auckland and Wellington, and the desire 

to take closer control led to the PTMA. The PTMA was subsequently denigrated as 

reversing the balance of power between operators and councils too far, but it is important 

to note the ultimate outcome of the development of PTOM can be considered a victory for 
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“joined-up thinking,” with the most significant gain for the direct interests of operators 

being temporary, albeit significant: the conversion of commercial routes into directly 

negotiated “like-for-like” units. Beyond this, the positives and negatives of the PTOM 

outcome for operators and councils are ultimately questions of defining and adapting to 

new roles and new incentives, with longer-term thinking undoubtedly more incentivised. 

The extent to which local ambitions have still driven the national governance of PT is 

especially evident in the difficult recent history of national fare integration, which has 

currently led up to Project NEXT. This process has been beset by seemingly parochial 

interventions: Auckland Council’s rejection of Snapper technology, the Minister of 

Transport’s unsuccessful intervention; Wellington’s eventual rejection of HOP card 

technology which was to form the basis of the national system. The Regional Consortium’s 

own intervention in developing a temporary solution (the Bee Card) while waiting for 

Project NEXT to deliver could be viewed as the intervention of a new player—the smaller 

regions, collectively—in these parochial fights, although it is also a welcome innovation of 

inter-regional collaboration. This brings up the question of Waka Kotahi’s role in the issue: 

it seems to be nothing more than a stakeholder attempting to mediate and coordinate; a 

rather weak form of national leadership. 

Informants argued (with some dissent that may relate to varying experiences of different 

regions) that the relationships between councils and operators have come to be 

“master/slave” in nature, which some will not view in negative terms. However, there is 

little argument that the relationships between councils and Waka Kotahi takes a similar 

form. Perhaps they should. At present, the key power of Waka Kotahi is the power of the 

purse; in particular, powers to approve procurement procedures and fund services. Given 

more power, a strong Waka Kotahi could do more merely be signing off on the outcomes 

of planning that it was nothing more than a stakeholder in, it would be conducting the 

planning, or a part of it. 

7.2.2 Governance reform driving local changes? 

The role of medium and smaller councils in the creation of PTOM was minor, with some 

degree of consultation but little role in the collaborative design that went into the model. 

In that sense, the majority of regions in New Zealand (but a clear minority by patronage) 

were essentially “takers.” PTOM brought with it a requirement to review PT networks, and 

with it a significant tension for medium–small councils; on one hand, a restrictive funding 

environment; on the other hand, a clear endorsement of network-oriented design 

principles and pressure for “joined-up planning.” As shown in Chapter 4, the responses of 
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different councils to these pressures vary widely; while network-oriented reforms have 

occurred in a number of regions, other regions have thus far taken conservative 

approaches that maintain traditional network features. The case of Invercargill is an 

important one here as it shows both sides of this: 2012 reforms reduced the number of 

routes to find efficiency and cut costs with over-burdened one-way loop routes, leading to 

a strong pattern of patronage decline, but 2020 reforms (not yet in place) are strongly in 

line with network-oriented reforms elsewhere. Ultimately, most councils in New Zealand 

are in a position of responding to and working within the regulatory environment; this 

may change in the future if trends of regional co-operation allow their voices to be heard. 

7.2.3 International trends leading the way 

An alternative approach is to view network-oriented planning reforms in New Zealand as 

the natural spread of internationally influential best practices such as those expressed by 

Neilson et. al (2005). Chapter 2 makes clear how widespread these practices are becoming 

internationally. In New Zealand, the approach has spread from pioneering reforms in 

early 2000s Christchurch. Under the TSLA regime, the spread of such approaches was 

slowed by the objections of powerful bus companies in Auckland and Wellington, but 

legislative and regulatory reform spread the approaches. For small and medium cities, 

network-oriented thinking has taken longer to flow down, but certainly in Dunedin, 

Tauranga and Hamilton, the same principles have been applied; the situation in the rest 

of the country is more mixed with some elements of network-oriented planning evident in 

most networks, but many networks remaining static. 

7.2.4 Synthesis: network-oriented planning has flowed from large to small 
cities 

It is clear, and unsurprising, that the relationships between network reforms and 

governance reforms are complex; not simply a one-way causal relationship but a complex 

web of inter-dependence. What is clear from analysis, however, is that the largest centres 

(Auckland and Wellington) were drivers of change in the PTMA and PTOM, and smaller 

centres have been takers. This is borne out by the strong recent performance of Otago, 

which had the most similar profile to Auckland and Wellington in terms of having a strong 

role of commercial services (which formed the most important routes in Dunedin, and the 

entire network in Queenstown). As such, Otago has felt the benefits of a model designed 

around the same issues it faced, seeing growth while other regions have seen stagnation. 

Other cities, including Christchurch, already had an environment of contracted services 

and relatively competitive contracting; the impacts of reform on local control, although 
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not insignificant, have been significantly less, consisting of technical improvements to 

procurement. These centres have meanwhile gone through similar disruptions as other 

centres in terms of labour disputes and shortages, a changing market configuration as 

operators adapt to the new collaborative environment, and funding restrictions. 

7.3 Network-oriented practices in small and medium NZ 
cities 

Research question: How are network-oriented planning practices and changes to the 

national PT framework being implemented in small and medium New Zealand centres? 

7.3.1 Network-oriented reforms utilise expertise and economies of scale 

New Zealand’s neoliberal history, combined with other forces that have driven auto-

centric planning, have meant that public transport has often not been regarded as a topic 

in which particular expertise is needed outside of bus companies. This is, however, 

changing; in the Dunedin case study the contrast is clear between the lack of expertise and 

excessively experimental approach planning in the old network, and the current 

professionalism. 

Informants made clear that PT expertise is still lacking, although it is improving, as seen 

in Dunedin’s dramatic shift. Given this, the arguments for regional governance over city 

governance on the basis of economies of scale is a strong one. This does not mean that the 

current division between regions and cities in transport planning is satisfactory; rather, it 

points to the fact that they cannot be resolved simply through reallocations of 

responsibilities. It is important to note that the most prominent inter-regional 

collaborations (Project NEXT and the Regional Consortium) are designed to achieve 

economies of scale. On one hand this might point to collaboration and co-governance as 

“coping mechanisms” for a model of local governance that fundamentally is not working 

(as Informant 6 argued); on the other hand, even if sophisticated, far-reaching reforms 

such as metropolitan-level planning or a stronger central government role were 

implemented, this would not obliviate the advantages of councils collaborating with each 

other to achieve economies of scale in transport. 

7.3.2 Network-oriented reforms can be problematic 

Network-oriented planning reforms can certainly receive negative responses. In some 

cases this is a matter of negative impacts being simpler for users to see and express, 

especially in the short term. For example, it is easy for a user to identify that they have to 
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walk further to a bus or transfer between two services to reach their destination when they 

previously had a direct bus, but it takes more time for a user to see that the amount of 

locations accessible by PT has increased due to improved network connectivity. However, 

this argument only works if the harder-to-see benefits are actually being realised. If a 

network reform relies on increased transfers between services, this can be undermined by 

unattractive transfer locations; this has been a major problem in Wellington’s new 

network. Although network-oriented planning is a powerful and positive framework for 

improving public transport, there is a significant danger of its principles being applied 

dogmatically, either with a lack of pragmatism or a lack of expertise in turning the 

principles into reality.  

A very important insight into this comes from analysing remarks from Informant 3, who 

described “pulsing” (timed transfers between different services) as the sort of solution that 

engineers tend to offer to the challenges of public transport, but pointed to the inability of 

this to solve the needs of those with low mobility. Pulse transfers are, in network-oriented 

planning literature such as Neilson et al (2005), regarded as one of the key tools for 

creating connective networks in places where high frequency service is not realistic. This 

shows that there is a threat that network-oriented thinking can become a tool more of 

engineers than of planners. If this is so, there is a threat that the potential for network-

oriented planning to allocate PT resources more efficiently could support an austere 

approach to PT, rather than goals of patronage growth and mode-shift. In the example 

given by Informant 3, pulse transfers have the power to give users access to a wider range 

of destinations, but the threat is that they could become a tool merely to argue that users 

maintain access to destinations that they have lost direct services to. 

7.3.3 Synthesis: care and expertise are needed in applying network-oriented 
planning 

Ultimately, network-oriented reforms do involve trade-offs. By their nature, network 

changes of any type reallocate resources from identifiable existing users, whose travel 

patterns and mode choice are built around the network as it exists, to future users who 

may not yet see a potential role for PT in their travel patterns. This obviously exacerbates 

a tendency towards negative responses, leaving decision-makers a fine line to tread. On 

one hand, if they are uncritically accepting of feedback from vocal current users, they may 

miss opportunities to create wider benefits. On the other hand, there is a danger that well-

justified concerns with a network change may be dismissed the same way, and that  

network-oriented thinking ends up becoming a dogmatic set of practices to be applied 
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carte blanche rather than these practices being common applications of broader 

principles that requires care and discretion to apply. Ultimately, a dogmatic approach to 

network-oriented planning implies that it is a golden bullet; that PT can be improved 

without actually putting resources into service. The differentiation between Auckland 

(whose New Network was initially designed to be cost-neutral, but which ultimately 

increased funding in order to reduce the negative trade-offs) and Wellington (which stuck 

steadfastly to constant funding levels in its network redesign) is important: network-

oriented reforms are best applied together with improved funding. This is supported when 

one considers the incoming National government’s complaints (Ministry of Transport, 

2011), where general increases in PT funding under the Fifth Labour government had been 

relatively unsuccessful in improving patronage. The conclusion that can be drawn is that 

neither increases in funding nor network-oriented approaches are sufficient on their own 

to improve PT, but that both are necessary; with the benefits of doing both together being 

far greater than the sum of the benefits of these two approaches apart from each other. 

This reflects back on the need for PT expertise and experience. This was even pointed to 

in the cases of Wellington and Christchurch’s maligned network redesigns, which were 

described as largely in-house; if the second and third largest PT cities in the country have 

lacked in the expertise to pull off network changes, the challenges faced by smaller cities 

in accessing expertise is clearly a major issue. While consultants clearly have positive 

contributions to make in terms of economies of scale on highly specialised, technical work, 

an excessive dependency on consultants may be troublesome. The parallel threat, 

especially in smaller cities, is a dependency on operators to provide expertise, which points 

to the need to govern PT in ways that achieve economies of scale as well as a more general 

goal of integration with wider transport and land use planning. 

7.4 Urban form and scale 

Research question: What are the similarities and differences in experiences of the 

changing PT framework in small and medium centres (compared with each other or with 

the large cities)? 

Chapter 2 identified a significant debate within network-oriented PT literature, with 

regards to the importance that should be given to urban form. Traditional transport 

planning, of course, regards PT as strongly dependent on urban form, typically focusing 

on transport between suburbs and a strong CBD. The views of modern network-oriented 

planners on this are varied; Mees notably argues that urbanist concepts of “compact cities” 
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are insufficient as solutions, with his conception of network-oriented planning defined by 

its applicability in less idealised contexts, as seen in his book titles: “A Very Public 

Solution: Transport in the Dispersed City” (Mees, 2000) and “Transport for Suburbia” 

(Mees, 2012). Other network-oriented literature such as Walker (2012) argues that this 

counterargument goes too far, and the importance of urban form should not be 

underestimated. 

This section breaks down the issue into several components: firstly the question of the 

differences arising from scale; i.e. how PT compares between small, medium, and large 

cities; secondly, differences arising from urban form, and thirdly, the similarities between 

cities that remain despite variation on form and scale. 

7.4.1 Differences based on city size 

This chapter has already discussed a number of differences between the experiences of 

different sized cities; in particular, the strong role of large cities in driving legislative and 

regulatory form, and the trickle-down of planning practices from the largest cities to the 

rest of the country. However, the extent of this difference is a function of time and 

circumstance, and as discussed, there is a sense it is reducing with smaller regions 

collaborating and becoming, collectively, bigger players. Best practices do not have to 

trickle down from large cities to small; conversely, the simplicity of smaller cities make 

them better placed to introduce and test new ideas before they get scaled up to complex 

larger cities. Regardless, the scale of smaller cities does represent a fundamental challenge 

to governance, with limited economic resources spread thin, and difficulty attracting staff 

with specialised expertise, which means there is a lot of dependence on the expertise of 

operators. 

Network design, of course, presents different issues in cities of different scale, with the 

departure from purely CBD-oriented PT evident in some large and medium cities to 

varying extents (for example, Hamilton and Christchurch have high-quality frequent 

orbital lines; Dunedin has a minor orbital route but has few further opportunities to 

decentralise its network). Such network topologies struggle to scale down to lower service 

levels, and so such PT networks tend be radial in nature. 

Competition with other modes of transport is a key difference in scale; while active 

transport may remain relatively competitive with car travel in small cities, PT is likely to 

struggle where parking is plentiful and there is little congestion. None the less, it should 

be not assumed that PT has to completely match the speed and convenience of private 

travel to be useful to anyone other than captive riders; rather, there is potential for inroads 
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to be made simply by not being excessively slow. The new  network in Invercargill will be 

a case to watch; according to the RPTP, the new routes are only 15 minutes between the 

termini and CBD, or a 30 minute out-and-back trip, compared to the current one-way 

loops which are a 45 minute round trips. This is 15 minutes off the daily travel time for a 

user in the outer suburbs going to town and back, and an even larger improvement for 

users in middle suburbs who no longer have to traverse the long way around the one-way 

loop on one of their two journeys to/from town. 

One element of network-oriented design that should be, if anything, easier in medium and 

smaller cities is through-routing where routes  from an outer terminus continue through 

the CBD to another suburban termini; yet there is no indication that smaller cities make 

more use of this approach, with most networks having routes terminating downtown. 

Although in many cases the impact of this might be argued to be relatively marginal, it 

does represent a relatively visible example of how the minor role of PT in small cities is 

not purely a function of their size and urban form, but may partially come from a lack of 

attention to the potential of PT. It is, of course, evident that a compact city with a large 

population will generate economies of scale and allow frequent, heavily-patronised PT 

where small and dispersed cities will have to aim for reliability and coverage. However, 

from the perspective of small and medium cities in New Zealand, there is evidence that 

more is possible; that their shortfall in PT quality and patronage is more than can be 

explained by urban form and scale  

7.4.2 Differences in form between similar-scale cities 

New Zealand’s cities are more similar than they are different in terms of density, with 

differences tending to come from geographic constraints keeping cities such as 

Wellington, Dunedin, and Queenstown relatively compact, while other cities such as 

Christchurch and Hamilton have less constraints. As was noted in Chapter 6, a little bit of 

tension was noted on the impacts of this; while geographic constraints should create 

opportunities for PT routes to converge in pinch points and along corridors, these 

constraints can still act as obstacles. This perhaps comes from an environment of car-

centric planning where limited space is paradoxically used as an argument that the needs 

of PT and active transport cannot be accommodated, despite their efficiency. Meanwhile, 

spatially open cities such as Christchurch have ample space for PT to operate regardless 

of the prioritisation of private travel; as such, PT planning may appear an easier task 

because it generates less conflict with private travel. 
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This paradox is relatively helpful to the argument that urban form is of lesser importance 

than is thought, because it means there is potential that the politics of PT, in the form of 

the difficulty of winning the fight for limited space in cities, may actually cancel out some 

of the operational efficiencies of such corridors. On the other hand, this may mean that if 

PT is able to make significant gains in terms of winning street space from cars, the benefits 

of compact, constrained urban forms with clear pinch-points may be multiplied. 

7.4.3 Synthesis: different perspectives on form and scale can be reconciled 

The debate among PT advocates over the importance of urban form and scale to PT is an 

interesting one because the opposing perspectives are not necessarily contradictory, but 

represent a difference in perspectives. It would be very easy to create a straw-man out of 

either perspective, but in reality the claims—that high-quality PT is possible outside of 

large and/or compact cities, and that city size and/or form plays a massive role in 

determining the role of PT in a city—are not contradictory. Network-oriented planning 

principles apply to PT design regardless of a city’s scale, although the exact form that 

networks take is, of course, heavily dependent on the context of a city; network-oriented 

planning should not be seen as a one-size-fits-all prescription for PT, but as underlying 

principles which take significant work to implement effectively. 

7.5 Future of PT in small and medium NZ cities 

Research question: What future paths are available for PT in small and medium New 

Zealand centres? 

To make predictions on the future of PT in New Zealand would be foolish, when so much 

about PT is within the control of planners, funders, and other decision-makers. However, 

several possible futures can be hypothesised from this research. 

7.5.1 Decline/stagnation 

The current path for PT in a lot of medium and small cities is a gradual decline or 

stagnation, especially in patronage terms, that is difficult to resist. Outside of the largest 

cities, and often even within them, travel by car is fast, convenient, and affordable to most, 

and PT remains seen by decision-makers as a lifeline service, a safety net for the most 

needy. Although PT has seen changes, these have been driven by the needs of the largest 

cities, and their effects are more minor in smaller cities. Alternatives may disrupt 

traditional PT, for better or worse; ride-hailing apps often compete directly for passengers, 

while on-demand services have the potential to take over the lifeline role; in small cities 
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and towns this could leave no further role for traditional fixed-route PT. In medium and 

large cities, claims that traditional PT will be entirely replaced seem unrealistic, but trends 

of ride-hailing and on-demand service could undermine the viability of less patronised 

parts of PT networks. 

While the stagnation of PT in some cities is driven by inactivity, an equal threat is the 

threat of continued experimentation and trials undermining the stability of PT. The 

example of Invercargill is illustrative: although praised by some for its willingness to try 

new ideas, ultimately this experimentation appears more as a flailing response to a sparse 

funding environment, and its patronage decline has been one of the most severe in the 

country. 

Even if cities do go down this path in terms of patronage figures, it is important to point 

out that this is not the only measure of success. Resilience of PT will be an important goal 

for cities across the country even if patronage trends cannot be reversed; the ultimate 

principle must be that, regardless of what else happens, all people must be able to access 

reliable, stable transportation. Even in a persistently low-patronage environment, 

traditional PT or substitutes such as on-demand services will have a role in serving the 

basic needs of those with poor access to other forms of mobility. 

7.5.2 Limited improvement 

The most likely improvement on the above scenario is a path of positive but non-

transformational improvement where PT is able to respond to threats and challenges that 

would potentially drive decline, but where there is no sea-change that reshapes cities. In 

this future, incremental improvements to PT are driven by a combination of network-

oriented planning and improvements to funding and expertise. These improvements 

might drive general patronage increases, or they might be narrower: for example, 

Tauranga and Gisborne’s recent targeting of school travel are positive developments that 

solve specific and important travel needs. Improvements in governance will come from 

improved performance in, and understanding of, the existing framework, with perhaps 

some incremental reforms; trends of collaboration between regions and improved 

relationships between various stakeholders will support this. 

The path of limited improvement is defined by being a successful defence against threats, 

but it does not represent a fundamental change to the overall transportation environment. 

Many decision-makers, especially in smaller cities, will see this as the most that can be 

realistically hoped for in the short or medium term, and this is very justifiable given that 

PT is just one demand among many felt by local governments. However, the decision to 
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settle for limited improvement is not a permanent; even if more transformative paths are 

not taken, decision-makers should keep in mind the possibilities for the future. 

7.5.3 Transformative change 

More speculatively, a path of transformation can be imagined. In this, transport networks 

are reshaped by proactive planning that reallocates street space away from private cars 

towards active and public transport, and creates land-use patterns that support this. This 

is driven by a desire to decarbonise transport networks and an associated newfound 

comfort in urbanisation. The governance of PT is changed to enable this, with Waka Kotahi 

or its successor(s) taking on greater responsibility. The extent of this could vary; it could 

involve a logical extension of the current framework, with powers over funding and 

procurement being used to set best practices; it could also involve Waka Kotahi taking 

over some proportion of the planning functions currently assigned to regional councils. 

The roles and relationships of local governments will be altered to achieve economies of 

scale while supporting accountable, democratic governance that responds to local needs 

in its implementation of network-oriented best practices. 

Regional and inter-city PT will also be transformed, with revitalised passenger trains 

integrated with rural, regional, and inter-city buses and coaches. Forms of non-traditional 

PT such as on-demand services will fill their niche. Because of the quality of general public 

networks, specialised school services may not need to play a great role as a separate 

network, but where a need does exist, it will be a quality, valued product, served by more 

than just the outdated buses currently on the roads. PT will be affordable to all compared 

to private travel, with simple, legible fares integrated nationally, and discounted or free 

travel to economically disadvantaged groups and captive riders. 

7.5.4 Synthesis: the future is yet to be decided 

As stated above, it is not possible, or wise, to make predictions for the future. Every city 

and town in the country will define its own future, although certainly not entirely 

independently of each other—central government leadership and inter-regional influences 

(formal or informal) will influence the path forward across the country. As shown and 

argued in this thesis, New Zealand’s recent PT reform has been driven by the needs of its 

largest cities, although in recent years there has been somewhat of a shift relating to 

collaboration between smaller regions; one of the largest driving forces in determining 

future paths, especially for these smaller regions, will be whether cities are able to succeed 

together or fail apart. 
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7.6 Conclusion 

This chapter answered the research questions, completing the core of this thesis. The final 

chapter will conclude the thesis, reflecting further on what has been discussed here by 

stating in as simple terms as possible the conclusions and recommendations that can be 

drawn from this work, along with some possible directions for further research and some 

final comments.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 

8.1 Introduction 

This research is built around the principle of network-oriented planning, which can be 

regarded as lying at the intersection of PT network design, governance and procurement. 

In the literature review, I stated that network-oriented planning is a concept full of 

ambiguities and tension, and this is borne out by my research. Network-oriented planning 

is, in one sense, a challenge to business-as-usual transport planning, but in another sense 

it is an established, proven best practice. Because of this, a situation often exists in New 

Zealand where demands to improve PT can challenge network-oriented practices that 

have been recently instituted, especially in cases like Wellington and Christchurch where 

networks redesigned with reference to these practices have been problematic. If network-

oriented planning is not done well, the many threats to PT could be realised. It is thus 

crucial to understand how to do network-oriented planning well. This concluding chapter 

therefore summarises the output of this thesis with a focus on recommendations for how 

to deliver quality PT through network-oriented planning in terms of practical and 

theoretical implications, which is combined with some suggestions for future research. It 

then concludes with some final comments which argue that improvements to PT are 

realistic and within reach. 

8.2 Recommendations 

For recommendations we depart from the more high-level framing of the research 

questions that was used in Chapter 7, back to the four headings of Chapter 6, which 

connect better to practice on the ground. 

8.2.1 Contracting and PTOM 

The Public Transport Operating Model (PTOM) appears to be a good basis for PT 

procurement and funding. Although in its design there was fear that the government was 

wishing to return to the ideological approach of the Transport Services Licencing Act 

(TSLA), ideas of joined-up thinking largely won the day. The most visible issue that has 

arisen in the PTOM era, around labour disputes, appears resolvable within the PTOM 
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framework, and a combination of guidance from Waka Kotahi and cooperation between 

councils could see standardisation of contract design and an understanding of what works 

and what does not. 

PTOM is designed to short-circuit conflicts between operators and councils by better 

aligning their interests, and it appears to have been successful in this respect. There is 

somewhat of an indication, however, that in its creation, incumbent operators got their 

incumbency protected in return for setting up a relationship with councils that some see 

as “master-slave”. While a clarity of who is ultimately in charge may be good for operator-

council relationships, this does not mean that the collaborative approaches that PTOM 

seeks cannot occur; the roll-out of improved technological monitoring of services has the 

potential to undermine such relationships if not done with care and discretion. 

8.2.2 Governance 

This research took the question of “should cities take over PT from regions?” as a way to 

start a deeper conversation about governance of PT in New Zealand. Ultimately the answer 

to this question seems a reasonably clear no—even in cities like Dunedin where the case is 

strongest, the idea does not stand up to scrutiny. However, the current arrangements of 

regional councils running PT are not particularly satisfactory either, and new governance 

structures may be required. The most immediate example to look to is the design of 

Auckland Council and Auckland Transport; on a broader scale, the examples of German-

speaking Europe’s Verkehrsverbund should be seen as influential in terms of creating 

collaborative transport planning environments. 

Regardless of whether there is a need for such wide-ranging reforms, there is also a need 

to operate within the existing framework. This thesis notes the positive development of 

increased collaboration between regions, which is much-needed especially in an 

environment where expertise is not always easy to access, and needs to be used efficiently. 

Similarly, improving relationships between regional and city/district councils is 

important in combining the on-the-ground knowledge that cities have, along with their 

strategic aspirations, with the ability of regional councils to efficiently deliver strategic 

solutions. 

The final relationship of importance is with Waka Kotahi, who are perceived as often out 

of alignment with councils in their vision for PT. Despite this, significant support exists 

for their taking a stronger leadership role: too often, it appears that they are merely one 

stakeholder at the table, failing to give direction. This paradox reflects how genuinely 
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collaborative relationships depend on the clarity of different agencies’ functions; without 

this clarity, it is difficult to avoid a level of conflict. 

8.2.3 School travel 

The principles of network-oriented planning can be fairly taken as implying that 

integration of school travel onto the public PT network is ideal. However, school travel is 

also one of the clearest examples where great care must not be taken to apply these 

principles dogmatically. The needs of school travel vary between cities and within them. 

In many cases, the compromises required in network design for public PT to serve school 

travel may be more trouble than they are worth; to put on a special service to serve a clear 

travel demand is not contrary to network-oriented thinking. 

This being said, there is a perception that specialised school services serve the needs of 

students better than integration with public networks, and this is not necessarily true. 

Specialised school services often use outdated, potentially unsafe buses, and see students 

treated poorly. This creates a negative image for PT. Where specialised school services do 

have a justified role, greater value should be given to quality of the experience. Specialist 

school services are also unlikely to contribute to long-term PT usage to the extent that 

travel on the public network might, as it will not teach students to navigate a PT network 

to the same extent. 

Finally, the question of specialist school services is always likely to run into sensitive 

questions of fairness, especially when it relates to cross-town travel or travel to private 

schools. When such services are being publicly funded, authorities must be proactive and 

deliberate in approaching questions of fairness. 

8.2.4 Network design/conceptual 

There is an unfortunate tendency in transport for innovation and experimentation to be 

over-valued, leaving the identification and application of established best practices under-

valued. This is especially true in public transport; while PT networks must remain up-to-

date, major changes should come from strategic planning; experimentation and 

innovation can lead to inconsistent and illegible services. Similarly, technology brings 

possibilities but presents challenges. Even aside from the overt threats that “disruptive” 

technologies such as ride-hailing and micromobility bring, there are also threats that 

technologies that support conventional PT could distract from a customer service focus, 

or, as described above, from relationships between councils and operators. 
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Although there is importance to focusing on applying best practices over experimentation, 

it is also important to note that best practices are still developing. Walker (2012)’s 

application of his concept of the competing goals of coverage and patronage is extremely 

influential best practice in New Zealand, but it is sometimes difficult to see its translation 

into practice, and there is potential that such practices with a goal of cutting services with 

minimal impact on patronage, rather than improving services in a way that delivers 

substantive patronage improvements and mode-shift. The connection between patronage 

and coverage could be made more clear in practice by giving greater emphasis to ideas of 

baseline service quality. 

This thesis identifies that urban form and scale can act as conceptual barriers to PT even 

when a city’s urban form is actually very helpful to PT in theory; for example pinch-points 

such as bridges or valleys can be very useful in creating economies of scale for PT 

networks, but might also be used as reasons to deny the space needed for effective PT. 

Although this is a challenge for PT, it is also an argument for the potential for PT growth. 

Transport planning in New Zealand is seen as ineffective at delivering PT infrastructure, 

and if this can be overcome, there are still many PT benefits in the urban forms of many 

of our cities that are not yet realised. 

Finally, “predict-and-provide” thinking in transport planning remains an issue for PT in 

New Zealand despite strong examples of success with “build it and they will come” 

approaches to big projects such as Auckland’s Northern Busway. Again, technology is a 

potential threat to clearer supply-led thinking: improved data could lead to demands for 

flexibility and micro-targeting of services that undermine broader strategic design. 

8.3 Directions for future research 

Although this thesis is reasonably broad in scope, covering a range of issues, there were 

some limitations. Firstly, although  the scope of “small and medium-sized cities” to was 

often pragmatically expanded to include the three large cities—whose importance to PT in 

NZ cannot realistically be avoided—I almost entirely avoided regional and long-distance 

PT. Regional scale PT networks in New Zealand tend to be quite minor, giving lifeline 

services to outlying towns and villages with at best a few services a day, and at worse a 

couple of services per week; this tends to be subsidised and is often an extension of urban 

networks. Long-distance services are unsubsidised: InterCity are the dominant operator 

with a nationwide network, while a range of marginal competitors operate on select routes. 

Particularly with a potential resurgence in rail, an investigation into the possibilities of 
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improving regional and long-distance PT through coordinated, network-oriented 

planning would be valuable. 

Secondly, this thesis is reasonably light on detail in terms of issues of infrastructure and 

funding, and there may be value in a closer investigation of these issues through the lens 

of network-oriented planning. Both this and the previous topic have potential to involve 

further investigation of the possibilities for the role of Waka Kotahi in PT, a topic which 

was also only covered in broad strokes in this thesis despite being identified as potentially 

important. 

Finally, it could be valuable to take an in-depth look at PT consultation. Consultation 

processes are a common theme in NZ planning research, but usually in the context of 

resource management planning; the planning of public transport has its own 

characteristic issues and public interest, and network-oriented planning often faces 

perceptions of being imposed against public opinion. This is not always the case, but the 

success of “build it and they will come” approaches to PT such as Auckland’s Northern 

Busway points to a need for proactive leadership even when public opinion might be mixed 

and positive impacts might take some time to be realised. This reality presents ethical and 

pragmatic challenges to public consultation, and there could be significant value in 

untangling these. 

8.4 Final comments 

This thesis was premised on the idea that there is a story to be told about PT in New 

Zealand that goes beyond Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch; that there is more to 

PT than large cities. The idea of network-oriented planning is an effective framework with 

which to explore this idea, because network-oriented planning fundamentally argues that 

the success of PT is not the mechanistic product of a city’s size, urban form, and market 

forces, but requires deliberate planning backed by expertise, funding, and vision. New 

Zealand has not fully accepted this, and public transport is often stagnant or backtracking 

in our medium and smaller cities, but the idea has certainly been challenged in recent 

years, and the positive outcomes when cities such as Dunedin are able to invest in PT are 

clear. 

Clearly, then, there is a need to more fully accept the idea that PT outcomes are within our 

control, and the idea of network-oriented planning can play a role in this. At the very least, 

network-oriented planning is a powerful argument that increased funding for PT can be 

more than simply “throwing good money after bad”; the economics of PT do not restrict 
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potential growth as much as some indicators might suggest. Network-oriented planning 

is also a source of powerful tools for planning and operational practices in PT, as well as 

branding and marketing. 

Network-oriented planning in New Zealand also faces challenges. Of course, there are the 

challenges of auto-centric planning and roadbuilding that face all of PT. There are also, 

however, challenges from competing visions of PT, particularly more “traditional” 

thinking: mode-centric PT advocacy that pits trains against buses, against trams. This can 

be driven by a nostalgia that has a place and needs to be harnessed in some sense, but 

which has little ability to respond to the hard realities of transport economics, which 

network-oriented planning foundationally addresses. Not unrelated to mode-centric 

thinking is the threat that large-scale infrastructure projects will be emphasised over 

strategic planning. There is an unmet need to create infrastructure to support PT 

networks, but the threat is that expensive megaprojects are emphasised over 

proportionate, human-scale projects that deliver benefits over a wider area to more 

people. The mission creep of Auckland’s light rail project from a street-level project to 

what appears likely to be a fully grade-separated light metro may be a sign of this coming 

in at the highest level, and if this approach from central government is carried through, it 

could be a particular threat to the needs of medium and small cities whose PT networks 

need the support of infrastructure, yet which cannot justify mega-projects. 

The final challenge to network-oriented planning in New Zealand is essentially itself. 

There is no doubt that there is potential for best practice to become dogma—as the saying 

goes, everything looks like a nail when all you have is a hammer. It is especially crucial 

that the growing need for specialised PT expertise is served by those with both a depth and 

a breadth of understanding of the field, so that network-oriented planning does not 

become a solution in search of a problem. It is therefore essential that diverse expertise in 

PT is fostered and developed, with intent, at the intersection of professional and academic 

backgrounds, gender, ethnicity, disability, economic background, and much else; where 

diversity is lacking, the question of “who is not in the room” (Walker, 2016) must always 

be asked. 

If we understand what the opportunities for, and challenges involved in, improving public 

transport are, and are able to undertake proactive, constructive planning, the future of PT 

in New Zealand will be a bright one that makes our cities better and our lives more mobile. 

There is ample evidence to show that this is possible. I hope that this thesis represents a 

small contribution to such a future.                                                                                                   ∎
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Participant information sheet and consent form 

 

 

URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN SMALLER NEW ZEALAND CENTRES 

INFORMATION  SHEET  FOR  PARTICIPANTS 
 

Thank you for showing an interest in this project.  Please read this information sheet carefully 

before deciding whether or not to participate.  If you decide to participate we thank you.  If 

you decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you and we thank you for 

considering our request.   

 

What is the Aim of the Project? 

 

The project seeks to understand how urban public transport networks in smaller regional 

centres (outside of the Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch regions) are being planned and 

managed. 

 

This thesis project is being undertaken as part of the requirements for the Masters in Planning 

degree.  

 

 

What Types of Participants are being sought? 

 

I would like to speak to people who have had involvement in planning or operational elements 

of urban public transport in recent years; for example with regards to Regional Public Transport 

Plans or contracting. 

 

 

What will Participants be asked to do? 

 

Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to participate in an interview on 

a voluntary basis with no reward or compensation. The interview will occur at a mutually 

agreed upon time, either in person or via a video conferencing, and will last for up to an hour. 

The interview will be semi-structured around a small set of framing questions, but will be open-

ended in order to make use your particular expertise or perspectives. 
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Please be aware that you may decide not to take part in the project without any disadvantage 

to yourself. 

 

What Data or Information will be collected and what use will be made of it? 

Interviews will be recorded, and subsequently be transcribed for use. This may include a video 

recording if the interview is by video conference. Other than myself and my supervisor, the 

recordings could also be seen by a transcriber. Aliases and pseudonyms will be used to protect 

identities for participants who wish to be anonymous. Direct quotations may be used to support 

key points in the report, but every effort will be made to ensure these quotations do not reveal 

protected identities. 

 

The data collected will be securely stored in such a way that only those mentioned below or a 

transcriber will be able to gain access to it. Data obtained as a result of the research will be 

retained for at least 5 years in secure storage. Any personal information held on the 

participants may be destroyed at the completion of the research even though the data derived 

from the research will, in most cases, be kept for much longer or possibly indefinitely. 

 

The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago 

Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve your anonymity. 

 

This project involves an open-questioning technique. The general line of questioning may 

include but not be limited to the development and content of planning documents, network 

designs and operations, local issues, funding, contracting, and operations of urban bus 

networks. The precise nature of the questions that will be asked have not been determined in 

advance, but will depend on the way in which the interview develops.  Consequently, although 

the School of Geography is aware of the general areas to be explored in the interview, the 

Committee has not been able to review the precise questions to be used. 

 

In the event that the line of questioning does develop in such a way that you feel hesitant or 

uncomfortable you are reminded of your right to decline to answer any particular question(s) 

(see below). 

 

The research will be completed in late 2020, and the report will published in 2021. On the 

Consent Form you will be asked if you wish to be informed of the results of the research. 

 

 

Can Participants change their mind and withdraw from the project? 

 

If you are hesitant or uncomfortable about answering any questions, you have the right to 

decline to answer. If you are at any point uncomfortable with the interview, you are free to ask 

for the interview to discontinue without any disadvantage to yourself of any kind. You may 

withdraw the information provided at any stage up to the 31st of July 2020. 

 

You are also invited to provide clarifications, amendments, or additions to your comments in 

the interview, in the aftermath, in order to improve the information provided or respond to 

potential issues 
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What if Participants have any Questions? 

If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to 

contact either:- 

Jack Cowie                                   or                          Ashraful Alam 

School of Geography                                                  School of Geography 

cowiejack@gmail.com                                      (03)479 8785  

                        ash.alam@geography.otago.ac.nz 
 

This study has been approved by the Department stated above. However, if you have any 

concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the University of Otago 

Human Ethics Committee through the Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph +643 479 

8256 or email gary.witte@otago.ac.nz). Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and 

investigated and you will be informed of the outcome. 
 

  

mailto:gary.witte@otago.ac.nz
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URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN SMALLER NEW ZEALAND CENTRES 
CONSENT  FORM  FOR 

PARTICIPANTS 

 
 

I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about.  All my 

questions have been answered to my satisfaction.  I understand that I am free to request further 

information at any stage. 

I know that:- 

1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary; 

 

2. I am free to withdraw from the project before July 31; 

 

3. Personal identifying information such as video/audio recordings will be destroyed at the conclusion 

of the project but any raw data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure 

storage for at least five years; 

 

4.  This project involves an open-questioning technique. The general line of questioning may include 

but is not limited to the development and content of planning documents, network designs and 

operations, local issues, funding, contracting, and operations of urban bus networks. The precise 

nature of the questions which will be asked have not been determined in advance, but will depend 

on the way in which the interview develops and that in the event that the line of questioning 

develops in such a way that I feel hesitant or uncomfortable I may decline to answer any particular 

question(s) and/or may withdraw from the project without any disadvantage of any kind. 

 

4. Every reasonable effort will be made to ensure the information I provide is anonymised in the 

results of the project,  but these results may be published and will be available in the University of 

Otago Library (Dunedin, New Zealand). 

 

 

I agree to take part in this project. 

 

 

.............................................................................   ............................... 

       (Signature of participant)     (Date) 

 

............................................................................. 

       (Printed Name) 

 

 

I wish to be informed about the results of the research 
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Appendix 2: Summary of research for participants 

This was written as a supplement to the formal information sheet and was written for 

the benefit of interviewees to give a more detailed idea of the thinking behind the research 

and some topics that I was aiming to bring up in the research. 

Background 

Public transportation in New Zealand has undergone changes in recent years, as 

successive governments reformed the previous neoliberal regulatory regime into a new 

model that gives regional councils greater powers to plan public transport networks. These 

changes were particularly driven by the needs of Auckland, which in recent decades has 

transformed from one of the most auto-dependent cities of its size in the Western world 

to one where public transport plays a much larger role. As well as infrastructure projects, 

this has also involved a major network redesign to create a more multidestinational 

network structure.  

This is referred to by some authors as “network planning” where integration and 

coordination of public transport routes enables network effects or cross-subsidies, 

challenging both neoliberal principles and the traditional emphasis of public transport on 

peak-hour commuters and CBD access. These principles are evident in network changes 

in a number of New Zealand centres and are often explicitly stated in Regional Public 

Transport Plans. 

Despite the patronage growth in Auckland, public transport in most New Zealand regions 

has generally undergone patronage decline in the past decade. One much-discussed factor 

is a policy target linked to central government funding where 50% of the cost of services 

should be recovered in fares. Regardless of the reasons, public transport changes in a 

number of centres have focused on cutting costs. 

In 2020, a number of cities have undergone major reforms along network planning lines; 

others have reforms forthcoming, and some show less interest in reform. Those that have 

undergone reforms appear to have seen downward trends reversed, although not without 

some difficulties. One major question in a number of centres is governance: regional 

councils tend to be rural-oriented bodies with boundaries defined by water catchments, 

making them an awkward fit for governing urban public transport. A number of city 

councils have an interest in taking over responsibility for public transportation.  

This research seeks to understand in greater depth the position of public transport in 

smaller New Zealand centres, especially in terms of network planning trends. I aim to 
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interview a range of experts, including but not limited to council staff, consultants, and 

public transport advocates, in order to get a range of perspectives on issues such as those 

I have outlined above, and to understand the future of public transport across New 

Zealand. 

Possible topics for interviews 

• PT networks in particular centres 

o Historical context 

o Changes in recent decades 

o Drivers / barriers of change 

o Anticipated changes 

o Long-term thinking 

• Governance 

o Regional vs local/district responsibility; cogovernance 

o Role of elected officials 

o Funding sources 

o PTOM contracting 

o Operator roles 

• PT goals 

o Patronage/coverage framing 

o Fare affordability 

o Strategic position of school services 

• Other 

o Labour issues 

o Public engagement 

o Overall transport planning environment 

o Position of PT in smaller centres 

o PT discourses / path dependence 
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Appendix 3: Planned interview questions 

These are the questions that were planned at and used as a basis for interviews. Note 

that these are not necessarily the questions that were asked; they do however give a good 

idea of the content of interviews. 

Introductions 

• Can you give us a quick introduction of who you are and your role in public 

transportation? 

Network design/services 

• Can you quickly describe your understanding of the historical context of the city’s 

public transportation network? 

• What are the most important PT changes for your city in the last 10-20 years? 

• What has driven these changes? Internally, externally? 

• What has held back change? 

• What other cities would you look to in terms of PT reform? 

• Have there been changes to the strategic priorities of PT in your city? 

• What particular issues have arisen out of changes and how have they been 

managed? 

• What changes are anticipated in future years? 

• What are the long-term ambitions for the role of PT in your city? 

Governance 

• Have elected members played a constructive role in recent years? Have there been 

partisan divisions? 

• What about representatives of rural wards? 

• What about pro-PT elected members who might have views contrary to best 

practices? 

• What about elected members who might be more invested in water and other rural 

issues? 

• What are your views on regional vs city/district governance?  

• Assuming a regional role remains, how well is the interface between regional and 

local government working? / how can this be improved? 

• Has your city been able to plan and control PT in the desired form?  
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• How has the farebox recovery policy affected the local network? 

• What about alternative funding sources? 

• There seems to have been a real trend of inter-regional cooperation, including the 

Regional Consortium. What will the importance of this be going forward? 

Contracting 

• How has the relationship between the council and operators changed?  

• How have legislative/regulatory changes affected this? 

• What difference has PTOM made so far? 

• Have there been difficulties implementing PTOM? 

• Do the “Units” in PTOM work well? 

• What lessons have been learned about contracting? 

Public engagement 

• How has public engagement changed? 

• What are the strengths/weaknesses of current public engagement? 

• How much positivity is there in public engagement? Is this changing? 

• Have there been difficulties with public attitudes? 

Labour 

• What roles have unions etc played? 

• What difficulties have issues like breaks, split shifts etc caused from a planning 

perspective? 

• What about evening/weekend services? 

• What about the Living Wage? 

• What about immigration / accommodation for drivers given house prices etc?  

School services 

• School services can have operational challenges. How have you approached these 

in your region? 

• What is their strategic priority? 

• Is integration with public services important? 

PT goals 

• Has council planning involved discussion of patronage/coverage trade-offs? 
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• Was this helpful? Are there problems with it? 

• Is this clear to the public? 

• What other tradeoffs are considered? 

• What about fare affordability? 

Transport planning / conceptual 

• How has transport planning changed?  

• How influential is the traditional “predict and provide” planning model? 

• How is modelling used in PT planning? 

• How do smaller centres fit into the urban PT mix compared to, say, the three big 

cities? Are there differences or is it more similar? 

• How influential are narratives of urban form and suburbanisation? 

• How do we balance demands of cost efficiency with proactive network planning? 

Conclusions 

• Do you have any final remarks about PT in NZ? 

• I tried to give a bit of an overview of the thinking behind my research in the 

information I sent. Did you have any particular responses to that, in terms of how 

to frame or understand the issues I outlined? 

 

 

 


